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Abstract
Our senior project involves designing a chassis dynamometer capable of simulating variable loads
for the Cal Poly Supermileage Vehicle (SMV) team. The chassis dynamometer we are developing
uses an alternator to develop additional resistance that the vehicle will have to overcome while
testing. To implement a control system for the variable load, we use an Arduino Nano paired with
multiple sensors and drivers. This control system allows the user to select different levels of
resistance that correlate with different road grades. We designed a custom Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) that will contain all the electrical components needed for the control system. We designed
a mechanical system that makes use of belt drive pulleys to link the resistance provided by the
alternator to the rotating drum and shaft assembly. Our final design also includes a software system
with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows for users of the SMV team to easily select
various road grades and see the results of their dynamometer testing. Our design will allow the
SMV team to make more efficient upgrades to the powertrain of both their gas and electric
vehicles.
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1. Introduction
The Cal Poly SMV team is chartered as a:
“Multi-disciplinary student club that designs and builds hyper-efficient, gasoline-powered
prototype vehicles.” [1]
This mission statement is accompanied by a long list of technical and competitive achievements
since the team’s switch to the Shell Eco-Marathon in 2007. Highlights include the first prize
victory of a 1902MPG gasoline-powered prototype vehicle in 2007, as well as an all-time school
record of 2752.2MPG in 2008. The Cal Poly SMV team’s most recent focus includes development
of an electric vehicle to compete in the Eco-Marathon’s electric segment.
Accompanied by a complete set of safety rules, the Eco-Marathon has restrictions on the type and
nature of the energy sources used on the vehicle, including:
▪
▪

Shell FuelSave Unleaded 95 or Diesel, or denatured Ethanol E100 as the only permissible
fuel types for Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles
Battery type for electric vehicles

The results for the ICE category are computed as a calculated miles per gallon metric depending
on the fuel consume. Similarly, results for the electric category are listed as miles per kilowatt
hour. A common methodology for improving the efficiency of the vehicles is the development of
a “burn-coast” cycle. In this process, the engine is run for a period to increase the speed of the
vehicle, and then left to coast until the next burn period. Extensive testing, along with profile,
elevation and other track data, is considered in order to develop this cycle. Similarly, optimizations
to the powertrain are critical to optimize performance and decrease losses.
Presently the Cal Poly SMV team has access to engine and motor dynamometers to validate the
performance of their engines/motors; however, their options for system testing and validation are
relatively limited. Due to the complex effects of rolling resistance and drag, it is difficult to
evaluate true performance analytically. In order to validate simulation results and empirically test
powertrain optimizations, the vehicle must be fully configured in working condition and
transported to a track for testing. This is a lengthy process and separates the team from their base
in the Cal Poly Hangar.
Originally our team was tasked with continuing a previous senior project where they selected the
Direct Current (DC) motor for the electric vehicle. Our team was going to be responsible for
validating their motor selection and providing further characterization of that DC motor and the
powertrain of the electric vehicle. During the early stages of this project, we quickly realized that
this would be a difficult task to accomplish without the equipment necessary to test this motor.
The existing solution for powertrain testing is an inertia dynamometer used by the team. The
existing dynamometer is described in detail in Section 2.2.2. The current design of this
dynamometer is not producing results that agree with data the SMV team has obtained from track
testing. In addition to this, the current design does not allow for testing at various road slopes.
The goal of this project is to develop a dynamometer that solves the current issues reported by the
Cal Poly SMV team. The device must accurately measure the output of a burn-coast cycle by
collecting the torque and speed of the vehicle produced at the rear wheel. It also must be able to
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simulate road conditions of a given track, while maintaining a high level of user friendliness so
that the software can be operated by any future SMV team member. It must be robust and provide
torque/speed curves that can be utilized by computer simulations.
This document, the Final Design Report (FDR), is designed to describe the design process of the
chassis dynamometer and provide supporting evidence that our final design is valid. In addition to
this, the FDR reflects the manufacturing process and contains the drawings necessary for a third
party to replicate our design. Section 2 of this document is the background section which contains
all our background research and explains in detail the existing dynamometer shortcomings. Section
3 discusses the objectives of our design and Section 4 details our design ideation process and the
different conceptual designs we initially proposed. Sections 2 through 4 contain the same
information from our Critical Design Report (CDR) and did not warrant an update for the FDR.
Sections 5 through 0 contain new information and are the focus of this document. Section 5
contains the detailed description of our final design and reflects the changes we have made since
the CDR and incorporated in our final prototype. Section 6 details the manufacturing of our final
design prototype and describes the different methods and processes we used while building our
prototype. Section 7 includes our design verification, in this section we describe the steps we took
and the tests we did to verify that our design prototype functioned according to our design
specifications. In Section 8 we talk about project management and revisit the timeline we created
for the project to discuss which project management methods were most effective. Lastly in
Section 0 we explain our conclusions of the project and we layout the next steps necessary to
iterate on our final design prototype.

2. Background
Before starting our design and analysis, we researched the project needs and existing designs that
solve similar problems. To do this, we first interviewed our customers and subject matter experts
to get a better sense of our problem and potential solutions. We researched existing dynamometers
to better understand the benefits and drawbacks to each design. We conducted a similar analysis
on the existing SMV team dynamometer and documented its limitations and improvements that
would be necessary. Finally, we examined relevant technical literature and applicable industry
codes for our project.
Our background research was indispensable in establishing the basic concepts of how a
dynamometer works and our concept of its operation, but our final design only incorporates a few
of the concepts we researched. Our final design involves several topics that were not covered in
our background research because these topics were not part of our initially proposed design. These
topics will be discussed in greater detail when we present our final design in Section 5.

Summary of Customer Observations, Interviews, and Meetings
Our project has multiple customers in addition to the SMV team, those customers will be listed
and described in Section 2.1.1. During our background research, we interviewed several
subject matter experts of the concepts we planned to incorporate in our design. Some of these
interviews were brief and informal, we only documented the interview with Dr. Ridgely which
is described in Section 2.1.2. As described earlier, our project scope changed dramatically in
the initial stages of our project. These changes involved many meetings with Dr. Mello and
these meetings are described in Section 2.1.3.
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2.1.1. Customers
Our senior project team has identified three main customers for the dynamometer project:
Dr. Joseph Mello, the Cal Poly SMV team, and the simulation senior project team.
Dr. Joseph Mello
Dr. Mello is the instructor for our Senior Project section and is also advisor to the Cal
Poly SMV team. Dr. Mello provides structure and guidance to the development of our
senior project across all three consecutive quarters but also provides an initial list of
project needs through interview.
Cal Poly Supermileage Team
The Cal Poly SMV team serves as the direct user/customer of the dynamometer project.
The SMV team consists of leadership and system leads, members on various sub-teams,
and alumni. The team’s main use for the project is the testing of powertrain or fullsystem configurations without requiring use of a track for testing. The SMV members
our team will primarily be in contact with are Trevor Jones (Electric Vehicle lead) and
Lucas Kessinger (SMV President).
Supermileage Simulation Senior Project Team
The simulation team, hosted in Dr. Fabijanic’s senior project section, serves as a
tertiary customer for this project. With a goal of simulating the burn-coast cycle with
inputs such as road profile, steering angles, and driveline efficiency, this team will
improve iterative efficiency without needing a physical testing implementation.
2.1.2. Interviews
When researching background information regarding the control system necessary to
create variable resistance, a team member met with Dr. John Ridgely of the Cal Poly ME
department. Dr. Ridgely made an investigative recommendation to use an
electromechanical system to convert the mechanical power created by the car into electrical
power and dissipate it as heat. He laid out two options for the basic electrical system that
provides the resistive load: the first to switch the load on and off using a power MetalOxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET), the second to switch the current
flowing through a coil to generate a magnetic field that in turn controlled the current
flowing through the load. Ridgely also recommended use of a flyback diode to prevent the
inductance of the load from destroying the system. Ridgely’s recommendations were
indispensable in our creation of the prototype resistive load system, as well as in the
development of the final design.
2.1.3. Meetings
Since our Preliminary Design Report and Presentation, we have had a few meetings with
Dr. Mello regarding the overall scope of our project. Initially our plan was to incorporate
a dynamic variable resistance into our design, meaning that we would be able to change
the resistance of our dynamometer while the vehicle is being tested. After meeting with Dr.
Mello, we determined that this would be a significant task for a three-member team, so we
altered the scope to only allow the resistance to be changed between testing iterations.
3

From the documentation and processes described in this report, it is feasible that a future
senior project team will be able to expand on our design and incorporate a fully dynamic
variable resistance feature on this dynamometer.

Discussion of Existing Designs
Dynamometers are simply devices that measure the output power of a prime mover. A prime
mover can be any device that generates rotational power, however in most causes a
dynamometer is used to measure the power output of an engine or an electric motor. Some
dynamometers can be designed to work for both engines/motors, but most require separate
components specific to either internal combustion engines or electric motors. For initial testing
of engines/motors, many times an engine/motor dynamometer is used. These both operate by
attaching directly to the engine or motor shaft, thus measuring the torque and speed of that
device directly. There are engine and motor dynos on the Cal Poly campus that have been
utilized by the SMV team in the past to help characterize the performance of the engine/motor
they select for the vehicle. It is important to note that the measurement obtained from an
engine/motor dynamometer is the actual horsepower of said device; however, this horsepower
is never seen at the wheels of a vehicle. This is due to the power losses a vehicle experiences
from the time the power is created at the engine/ motor and then transferred through the wheels
to the road surface.
Another common type of dynamometer is the chassis dynamometer, these dynamometers
measure the power generated at the wheels of the vehicle instead of the power generated at the
engine/ motor shaft. Our design is based on a chassis style dynamometer because we are
focused on determining the powertrain losses in the vehicles we will be testing. A chassis
dynamometer allows us to create a control system that simulates the different road profiles that
may be seen by these Supermileage vehicles. By measuring the power output at the rear wheel,
we can provide the SMV team with an accurate characterization of their motor/engine
performance, as well as provide information on how well their burn-coast method works during
a track simulation. This data would not be able to be obtained using a dynamometer that only
measures power at the shaft. The SMV team can still make use of the other types of
dynamometers on campus by measuring the true output of these engines and motors, and then
comparing that data to the data obtained from our dynamometer.
2.2.1. Existing Market Products
Various existing products of similar design were identified and investigated as part of the
background identification process. While no product exactly met the unique needs of the
Cal Poly SMV team, exploring competitive products provides insight into some of the
technical challenges we might face and how we can mitigate these challenges.
DYNOmite Chassis Dyno
The lowest level DYNOmite chassis dynamometer offers a solution that meets many
needs of the Cal Poly SMV team, seen in Figure 1(a). Despite being the lowest level
solution, this product is still priced upwards of $12,000, which is beyond what the Cal
Poly SMV team is willing to pay. On top of this, this product does not offer variable
resistance rollers which means it would be unable to simulate road profile parameters
created by the simulation team. This product does however offer us a lot of information
4

regarding the modeling and design of a chassis dynamometer, and we made extensive
use of this data during our ideation phase. The chassis dynamometer we create will not
have to handle extreme output torque as this product does, so we can scale our design
down as necessary. The Data Acquisition (DAQ) system seen in Figure 1(b) is offered
by this company as an accessary to the dynamometer but does not come included. The
system is robust and offers Wi-Fi and Bluetooth® connectivity; however, this system
is much too advanced for the purposes we seek to use it for.

(a) DYNOmite 850-lite 2WD Chassis
Dynamometer.

(b) DYNOmite DAQ.

Figure 1 – DYNOmite chassis dynamometer and DAQ software [2].

SuperFlow Chassis Dynamometer
The SuperFlow chassis dynamometer shown in Figure 2(a) also offers a solution to our
problem but without the variable resistance simulation capabilities. This product is also
out of range with regards to the budget the Cal Poly SMV team has allocated for this
project, so that is another limiting factor. This system is more than capable of
measuring the power output of the SMV, but it is too advanced for the level of our
project needs.

(a) SuperFlow CycleDyn.

(b) SuperFlow DAQ.

Figure 2 – SuperFlow motorcycle chassis dynamometer and DAQ software [3].

This product does allow us to analyze how they relate their DAQ system shown in
Figure 2(b) to their dynamometer, and there is a lot of information we can learn from
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in that regard. The DAQ software itself is once again to sophisticated for our project
offering many types of data collection such as air-fuel ratios and oil temperature, at this
point we are not concerned with how this data relates to power efficiency, so it renders
the software unsuitable for our needs. It is important that we allow our design to be
expandable in case these data points are desired in the future, so we made sure to
consider this during our ideation phase.
MustangDyne Chassis Dyno
The MustangDyne shown in Figure 3(a) was the most complete chassis dynamometer
system we researched, but it was also over budget just like the last two systems. This
product was able to simulate road-loads, which the other two were not able to do. This
was the only product we found that was able to offer some sort of variable resistance,
so we did extensive research on the information they have provided on the product
webpage. The DAQ system shown in Figure 3(b) on this dynamometer was once again
too complicated for our needs, additionally there was not much information online
because it is proprietary software.

(a) MustangDyne EC997 Chassis
Dynamometer.

(b) Mustang Dyne DAQ software.

Figure 3 – MustangDyne dynamometer and DAQ software [4].

2.2.2. Existing SMV Dynamometer
The SMV club has a dynamometer that was developed by a previous senior project group,
shown in Figure 4.
The existing dynamometer operates under the principle that torque is related to the mass
moment of inertia (𝐼 ) of an object and its angular acceleration (𝛼).
𝑇 = 𝐼𝛼

(1)

The steel drum seen in Figure 4, as well as the flywheels (not shown) under the steel
housing, all have a known mass moments of inertia. When the Supermileage vehicle is
attached to the dynamometer, it is accelerated from rest to a desired angular speed (𝜔).
The time it takes the Supermileage vehicle to reach this speed is used to calculate the
angular acceleration.
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𝛼=

𝑑𝜔 𝜔2 − 𝜔1
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑡2 − 𝑡1

(a) Tractive drum.

(2)

(b) Overall structure

Figure 4 – Existing SMV dynamometer.

The power output (𝑃) of the Supermileage vehicle is then obtained by multiplying torque
(𝑇) and speed (𝜔), noting that this is the power output at the rear wheel of the Supermileage
vehicle.
𝑃 = 𝑇𝜔

(3)

The current speed can be read from the hall effect sensor mounted under one of the flywheel
casings, which operates by detecting a small magnet located on the flywheel. The current
speed is then multiplied by the torque obtained previously, thus providing us with the
power output at the rear wheel of the Supermileage vehicle.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the current design is not producing accurate results and
is incapable of providing a variable resistance to simulate different road slopes. The
dynamometer is likely producing inaccurate data because the inertia of the system does not
reflect the inertia of the vehicle. Having too much inertia in the dynamometer system
requires a much higher power output of the vehicle to be capable of producing data that
reflects data obtained from track testing.

Relevant Technical Literature
2.3.1. Applicable Patent Search
In order to better understand some of the historical and contemporary technologies relating
to the systems of interest, a patent search was conducted. Applicable concepts identified in
various patents are summarized here and the schematics for these patents are in Appendix
H.
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Hydraulic Dynamometer US3050993A [5]
This patent outlines the operation of a hydraulic dynamometer. Instead of being directly
regulated by a brake, the resistance is modulated by a hydraulic pump driven by the
motor of interest. By decreasing the orifice size of an electronic valve attached to the
pump outlet, the back pressure on the pump can be increased. The patent identifies that
the torque produced is directly proportional to the pressure in the pump output conduit.
This patent claims that this hydraulic dynamometer can be implemented at a fraction
of the price of a comparable eddy current system.
Eddy Current Dynamometer US3135111A [6]
This patent explains the cooling and actuation system of an eddy current dynamometer.
It displays an architecture in which fixed windings create a stationary magnetic field,
which reacts against the field produced by induced eddy currents upon the rotation of
an eddy current ring. The amount transmitted to the outer housing is proportional to the
current in the windings. Consequently, the amount of resistance that the dyno creates
is controllable, and the amount of torque generated is measurable by means of a lever
attached to the housing. This patent discusses the heat dissipation concerns that are
characteristic of eddy current dynamometers.
2.3.2. Mechatronics Review
Regardless of variety, the resulting dynamometer is a fusion of electronic, mechanical and
software systems. Consequently, an understanding of some basic mechatronic principles is
helpful in the ideation and concept selection process.
DC Motor
The DC motor is the engine of the SMV electric vehicle and is an electromechanical
system that also used in some varieties of dynamometer. DC motors, in their simplest
form, consist of a loop of wire held within a magnetic field.
The Lorentz forces acting upon the oppositely traveling electrons in the opposing legs
of the wire loop create a couple about the axis, causing the entire assembly to rotate.
The direction of the force follows the right-hand rule:
⃗⃗
𝐹⃗ ∝ 𝐼⃗ × 𝐵

(4)

Once the coil rotates over-center, such that the couple becomes zero, the current
direction is switched so that the rotation continues. The commutation, or handling of
the current switch, may be done either using physical brushes that contact the armature
(brushed motors) or electronically (brushless motors). DC motors come in many
different varieties, involving different combinations of number of windings,
configuration of magnets on the inside or outside of the armature, or phases.
The physical output of the DC motor may be derived from first principles. Motor speed
is proportional to voltage across the armature, while motor torque is proportional to its
current. Assuming the resistance of the armature is much greater than its inductance,
the transfer function of the motor’s angular velocity versus input voltage is first order:
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𝐾𝑠𝑠
𝑠𝜏 + 1

(5)

The time constant (𝜏) is the time for the open-loop system to reach 63.2% of its steadystate value, a physical characteristic that is a critical component of a motor control
system.
Motor Controller
Alone, a directly driven DC motor cannot operate in both directions without means of
special circuitry. While various schemas exist, the principle of bi-directional motion
for brushed DC motors is most easily illustrated through an H-Bridge as seen in Figure
5.

(a) Clockwise.

(b) Counter-clockwise.

Figure 5 – H-Bridge controller [7].

By altering the orientation of S1 through S4 in Figure 5 (normally implemented
physically as power MOSFETs or other transistors), the current may be directed
through the motor in either direction. This allows for bi-directional motion without
requiring changes to the physical commutator.
Pulse Width Modulation
DC motors are generally not limited to a single speed of operation. The operation speed
of the motor is normally set using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), during which a
square wave signal is sent to the controller rather than a step input as seen in Figure 6.
The signal is sent to the controller at a period much shorter than that of the motor’s
time constant. By varying the duty cycle, or the fraction of time that the signal is set to
high, the effective output voltage can be set to any value ranging from -100% to 100%
duty cycle. Consequently, the motor will operate at an angular velocity proportional to
the product of the duty cycle and peak amplitude rather than the input voltage alone.
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Figure 6 – Pulse width modulation duty cycle examples [8].

Using PWM, the speed of the motor may be easily set using a microcontroller. While
the duty cycle is ignorant of the actual load that the system is subjected to, it permits
an easy way for a feedback-based software control system to set the desired output
depending on the error between setpoint and current reading, accumulation of error, or
its slope.
Data Acquisition
In order to report data about the physical system, the dynamometer’s sensors must have
a means of communicating with the control system. This is done through a DAQ
device, which bridge the gap between the sensors and the software. Figure 7 shows a
flowchart of how a DAQ device interfaces with sensors and computers.

Figure 7 – DAQ Architecture by National Instruments [9].

Many sensors, such as a load cell or a tachometer, output a signal whose transfer
function is known by the DAQ device. The DAQ device converts this analog data to
digital representations that can be read by software that runs on a computer, often
affiliated with a timestamp or time series. Gathering and reporting physical data is
necessary both for the control system that operates the dynamometer and for reporting
the vehicle’s performance in a format that can be used by the simulation team.
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2.3.3. Methods of applying Variable Resistance
Effective inertia is a term typically seen when solving for the inertial load a DC motor can
handle; in that context one would want to find the effective inertia seen at the motor shaft.
For our case, we need a way to increase the effective inertial load the SMV will have to
rotate. This is necessary because altering the inertial load allows us to control the simulated
road conditions for the SMV, the inertial load will be greater when simulating an uphill
slope while the inertial load will be less when simulating a downhill slope. Finding the
relationship between slope-grade and inertial load will be paramount to developing an
effective variable resistance dynamometer.
There are numerous ways to change the effective inertia and thus variably change the
resistance, the most common ways include engaging multiple flywheels of different
inertias, using eddy current braking, using magnetic particle brakes, and reverse loading a
DC motor [10].
Electromagnetic Braking
Electromagnetic brakes are composed of a field coil, armature, and hub. They operate
using an electric current actuation but produce torque mechanically. When voltage or
current is applied to the break, the coil becomes and electromagnet which produces
flux. This flux pulls the armature against the hub and creates a holding force. When the
break is fully engaged, torque transfer is 100% efficient. When voltage or current is
removed, springs keep the armature away from the hub.
The concept behind a power generation brake is the conversion of the mechanical
energy generated by the vehicle into electrical power. This power may then be used in
a useful manner (for example, powering lights) or merely sunk (for example, as heat).
The device that achieves this purpose is called a generator [11].
A basic generator works in the reverse principle of a DC motor. The rotating armature
in a magnetic field experiences an induced voltage, which causes a current to flow
through the conductor. Generator magnetic fields can be generated either by permanent
or electromagnets. Due to armature rotation, the resulting voltage is sinusoidal in
nature. An example of this operation is demonstrated by Georgia State University in
Figure 8.
The resulting power may be optionally rectified (to convert the sinusoidal output to DC
power) and then connected to an electrical load.
Eddy currents change in response to changes in the magnetic field. As the current flows
through the circuit, an Electromagnetic Field (EMF) travels in the opposite direction to
the eddy current. The flow of current in this manner is explained using a combination
of Lenz’s Law and Faraday’s Law, which tells us the force produced by the EMF:
𝑁𝛥𝜙
𝛥𝑡
𝜙 = 𝐵∗𝐴

𝑒𝑚𝑓 = −

(6)
(7)
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Where 𝑁 is the number of turns in the coil, 𝜙 is the magnetic flux, 𝐵 is the flux density,
and 𝐴 is the area of the coil.

Figure 8 – Electromagnetic brake concept using a basic generator [11].

Eddy currents transform kinetic energy into heat, which can be useful in breaking
applications. This is because eddy currents have a very small amount of inertia and are
easier to control quickly [12].
2.3.4. Hydraulic Braking
Hydraulic braking works by using an incompressible fluid to transfer pressure force to the
breaking mechanism.
Water brake dynamometers use a fan attached to the outer shaft of the engine to measure
the power output. The rotors of the fan harness the principle of viscous coupling by creating
vortex currents. When the engine and fan are running, the flow of water provides resistance
to rotation of the fan. This consequently adds a load on the engine which opposes the torque
which is outputted. The greatest advantage of a water brake is that it tends to be less
expensive than other dynamometer braking methods. However, its measurements are less
precise, and they do not allow for testing of the engine’s frictional characteristics.

Applicable Industry Codes, Standards, and Regulations
We consulted several industry codes and standards when designing the system. Most of these
revolved around engineer and personnel safety.
The most significant standard we followed was ANSI B11.0, a two-factor safety rating system
covered in Section 5.6.1 [13]. While we did not formally apply this standard until conducting
our safety review after finishing critical design, it provided a good general guideline of severity
and probability that continues into our final fabrication and assembly.
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Another industry standard that we reference is the ANSI/ASME Y14.1 drawing standard,
which we modified for use in our fabrication and assembly drawings shown in Appendix D:
Drawing Package [14]. This standard was altered from the Cal Poly ME standard landscape
format and is used for illustrating both how parts are fabricated and how they fit together
functionally.
Finally, while this does not constitute a formal industry code, we met with Jim Gerhardt of the
Cal Poly staff to discuss our safety hazard checklist and safety report, both of which are
discussed in Section 5.6.1. Mr. Gerhardt provided an excellent resource for evaluating some
of our safety decisions from the context of industry-acceptable regulations.

3. Objectives
In this section of the document, we establish the problem statement for our project. In addition to
this, we set forth the boundaries and scope, the evaluation criteria, and the deliverables for our
project. The boundary diagram details the elements of this project our team is responsible for and
elements that are beyond the scope of our project. The evaluation criteria for this project was
developed through the Quality Function Development (QFD) process, detailed in Section 3.4.
From this process we developed an engineering specifications table, seen in Section 3.5. With
these engineering specifications, we were able to determine how they would be measured and
evaluated, that analysis is in Section 3.6. Lastly, from that analysis we were able to determine
which engineering specifications would be difficult to meet for this project. Those specifications
were listed as high-risk specifications in Section 3.7.

Problem Statement
The Cal Poly SMV team’s current inertia dynamometer lacks the ability to replicate the car’s
performance data during competition. Our senior project team will rebuild the existing
dynamometer with variable-resistance capabilities capable of simulating road conditions. The
ability to simulate road conditions will enable us to better predict the powertrain response
during race day. The rebuilt dynamometer will be able to output torque and power as a function
of speed, as this is a requirement of the SMV simulation team.

Boundary Diagram
The diagram in Figure 9 displays the relationship between the various elements of this project.
The blocks enclosed by the boundary constitute the scope of our senior project team’s
responsibility.
The blocks constituting the lower left of Figure 9 encapsulate the physical SMV that will
exchange with energy with our team’s dynamometer. Those on the upper left are the expected
outputs from the simulation senior project team.
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Figure 9 – Boundary diagram.

Customer Wants and Needs
In order to guide our ideation and decision-making process, wants and needs were determined
by interviewing each customer. Table 1 provides a snapshot of the customer-expressed wants
and needs. This information is condensed from the full needs list, which is provided in
Appendix A-1.
Table 1 – Condensed needs and wants list.
Needs
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Accurate burn/coast cycle data
User friendly (any sophomore ME student can
operate)
Compatible with both engine plates
Replicates resistance of racetrack grade and drag
Reliable – requires minimal maintenance and will
be functional through next year’s competition
season
DAQ system – can be separate or built in

Wants
▪
▪
▪

Drive train efficiencies
Measure torque input at motor and
output
Power efficiency

Quality Function Development
A House of Quality was created based on the needs and wants of the customers, this was done
in order to assess which needs and wants we would weigh the highest for our design
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considerations. The House of Quality shown in Appendix A-2 shows the entire process of our
QFD. For our QFD, we needed to develop a relationship between customer requirements, and
engineering specifications. To do this, we started by having our customers attribute a weight
from 0-10 for each of the requirements they noted, and we used these numbers to develop an
average weight for each requirement. We then came up with a relationship between each
customer requirement, and the engineering specifications that would be used to meet these
requirements. The House of Quality does a great job at summarizing all this information and
displaying the relationships between each requirement and engineering specification, we
continuously referred back to our House of Quality during our initial concept ideation phases
in order to ensure that we were solving the problems of our customers. The House of Quality
can be seen in Appendix A-2.

Engineering Specifications Table
Table 2 shows all our engineering specifications which resulted from an analysis of the
customers’ needs and wants, technical research, and analysis of existing products. This
specification list is linked to our QFD. This table is derived from our Scope of Work but
includes feedback and improvements regarding the safety of the system.
Table 2 – Engineering specifications.
Specification #

Engineering
Specification

Target

Tolerance

Risk

1

Precision

2 decimal places

Min

M

2

Accuracy

2%

Min

H

3

Size

Max size: 6’x2’x3’

Max

L

4

Weight

200lbs

Max

L

5

Cost

$1,000

Max

H

6

Power
consumption

120v @ 20a – 2400w

Max

L

7

Interchangeable
parts

Commonly available parts

Min

M

8

Accessibility to
components

Access to interchangeable parts

Max

H

9

Styling jury

SMV team agrees on aesthetics

Max

L

10

Sensors

Sensors needed to read torque and
speed

Min

H

11

Simplicity

All users can figure out how to
use dynamometer

Max

H
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Specification #

Engineering
Specification

Target

Tolerance

Risk

12

On-board
computer system

User friendly computer system to
display results and export easily

Max

M

13

Pulse width
modulation

Use pulse width modulation to
control variable resistance

Max

M

14

Safety

No accessible pinch points

Min

H

15

Safety

Shielded heat dissipating surfaces

Max

H

Specification Measurement Methodology
Each engineering specification requires a measurement method, which ensures that we meet
the tolerance designation assigned to each specification. The measurement method for each
engineering specification is detailed in the following list.
Precision
This will be measured by comparing data produced by the dynamometer from run to run,
for a period of 10-15 runs. This will give us a baseline level of precision and allow us to
tune our data as necessary. We will repeatedly compare standard runs to each other to
ensure our device remains at the precision level we specify.
Accuracy
This will be measured by comparing the torque and speed output readings from the
dynamometer to the readings obtained from race capture data. These results likely will not
correlate perfectly, but they will give us a good idea of how accurate our dynamometer is
reading. We can also compare our results to the results of an engine or motor dynamometer,
our reading should show less power due to powertrain losses, but a ballpark level of
precision should be obtained.
Size
Size will simply be measured using a tape measure of all the outermost dimensions. Size
is not a critical specification, but we want to ensure that our new dynamometer occupies a
similar amount of space as the old dynamometer.
Weight
Weight is also not a critical specification; however, it is important that we measure the
weight of our dynamometer system. Our dynamometer system will likely be moved all
around the hanger student shop, and it needs to stay consistent with its current weight so
that can be dragged around the shop on wheels.
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Cost
Cost originally had an upper limit of $2500, but that has since changed to $1000. We know
we are not allocated any significant amount of money from the SMV club, so we must
ensure that our total cost stays well below budget and that all purchases are justified and
approved. This is not anticipated to be an issue, we are doing research and sending emails
to get the expensive parts sponsored or prorated to keep costs down.
Power Consumption
Power consumption will be measured directly by measuring the peak current draw and
voltage of the dynamometer system we create. We plan to keep this system within the 120V
range, that way it can be wheeled around and plugged into any nearby outlet in the hanger.
If need be, we can step up to the 240V range, but this will limit the mobility of our device
because there are only a few 240V plugs in the Cal Poly hanger and they are typically
reserved for welders.
Interchangeable Parts
Interchangeable parts are measured simply by how easy it is to access replacement parts.
We will be using commonly available materials in this project which makes maintenance
easier if parts need to be changed out
Accessibility to Components
For the same purpose of interchangeable parts, we need to have a high level of accessibility
to all the interchangeable components. This will be measured by how simply someone with
little mechanical knowledge can locate the interchangeable parts and swap them out. Our
operator’s manual will provide detailed information on the location of all these parts, so
we do not foresee this being an issue.
Styling Jury
A styling jury is a team consisting of the costumers and/or members of our senior project
team that all provide a detailed rating of the aesthetics of the project. This rating will
determine whether the aesthetics of our dynamometer are acceptable or not. The
functionality of our dynamometer is much more important than the aesthetics, but we kept
this criterion in our report because it is important that we still consider the professionalism
of our product.
Sensors
Currently there are two sensors that we are planning to implement in our dynamometer.
The first being a tachometer to measure the angular speed output of the SMV, and the
second being a torque transducer to measure the equivalent torque. Since the Preliminary
Design Review, we have switched our requirement of a rotary torque transducer to a
mechanical load cell. The load cell is much cheaper than the other transducers we were
considering, so this was necessary in order to stay in budget
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Simplicity
The level of simplicity will be measured by having a randomly chosen group of freshmen
and sophomores in the SMV club run our dynamometer. Our goal is for the design to be
simplistic and straight forward enough that the average engineering freshman and
sophomore at Cal Poly can run the device without problems.
On-board Computer System
Our on-board computer system is tied to the simplicity specification because the goal of
the computer is to make the system simpler and easier to use. The computer system will be
tested rigorously where possible, and its ease of use will be tested by a group of trial
students.
Pulse Width Modulation
PWM will be necessary in order to provide a consistent level of varying resistance. PWM
output will be measured using an oscilloscope during testing phase and will be measured
periodically after the design is complete to ensure the correct signal is being output.

High Risk Specifications
As demonstrated in Table 2, our analysis reveals several specifications that exhibit high risk to
the overall success of the final design. This section will describe those risks in detail.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the measurement must be within 2% of the actual value. This specification
is high risk because an inaccurate measurement defeats the purpose of the entire
dynamometer project. In order to mitigate this risk, we will need to confirm the
dynamometer reading against known speed and torque outputs. This will require sensors
that have bias, precision, and accuracy within our specified levels. In Section 7.1 we detail
several proposed tests that will help to ensure accuracy of our design.

Cost
Next, the cost of the dynamometer is a risk due to the heavy-duty nature of the parts
required. We expect that some of the technical components, such as the computer system
and sensors, may need to be donated to remain within our target cost.
Accessibility and Ability to Repair, Safety
Because our dynamometer will consist of many different parts, there are many different
points of failure. Therefore, all the functional components must be easily accessible and
repairable. However, this also offers a challenge to safety and simplicity, both of which are
also high-risk specifications as well. We will design accessible guards and features to allow
repairability while still retaining proper protection from pinch points and heat dissipation
surfaces.
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4. Concept Design
For our function decomposition, we broke the dynamometer into three specific systems: The
mechanical system, measurement system, and computer system. All three systems will interact
together, but solution ideation and construction are independent of each other. The purpose of the
mechanical system is to accurately apply resistance to the dynamometer. The measurement system
is responsible for reliably measuring the equivalent torque and speed output of the Supermileage
vehicle, and the computer system is what we will use to effectively control the amount of resistance
provided by the mechanical system. It will also need to apply resistance at precise times and for
specific durations in order simulate the conditions of a racetrack which we would be able to input
into the system.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, since our Preliminary Design Review (PDR) we have made some
changes to the way variable resistance is going to be applied to our design. We will not be adding
resistance while the dynamometer is running a test, the level of resistance will be set before the
test is run and remain the same throughout the test. Many levels of resistance will be available so
that the user can test the vehicle under different resistances, but it is not practical to incorporate a
dynamically changing resistance at this stage of our design.

Ideation and Initial Selection Process
Once our customer needs/wants were converted into engineering specifications, our team had
our first ideation session where we focused on getting as many solutions as possible written
down. Combined we generated over 120 possible solutions. During the following class, we
had our second ideation session where we reviewed the previous list of ideas. Similar concepts
were combined, and others were excluded based on the consensus of our team. The ending
result of ideation session two was a list of twelve mechanical concepts, and twelve software
features and hardware ideas. In our third ideation session we discussed the apparent pros and
cons of each concept and narrowed our concepts to those described in the Section 4.2.

Proposed Concepts
Through our ideation phase, we were able to narrow done the concepts we would consider for
our design. In the process of doing this we noticed that we would have to ideate on different
measurement concepts as well. This led us to divide our concepts into three categories and
decide on each category individually, those three categories are the mechanical system,
measurement method, and software system. After the Preliminary Design Review, we
expanded our software system to include the on-board computer as well. We also moved the
measurement category into the electrical category, which is a new addition to the Critical
Design Report and will be mention in Section 5.
4.2.1. Mechanical Concepts
After our ideation phase, we continued to narrow down our potential mechanical designs
to find the right route to pursue. The four potential dynamometer styles we considered
during our final ideation phase were an eddy current brake style, a disk brake style, a water
brake style, and a counter drive DC motor style.
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Eddy Current Brake Dynamometer
Eddy current brake style dynos work by applying a load to the device being tested
through the principle of eddy currents. This load can be applied directly to the device,
such as an engine or motor dynamometer, or it can be applied to a round inertial load
which is driven by the device. In our case the load created by the eddy current brake is
applied to the round inertial load because we are interested in the powertrain output of
the SMV, also known as the Wheel Horsepower (WHP).
An eddy current brake creates a braking force by varying the magnetic field
surrounding the brake, thus inducing an eddy current which creates an opposing force
to the rotational motion. An eddy current brake consists of a rotor, stator, and the brake
housing as shown in Figure 10. This eddy current is generated when the rotational
motion of the device is transferred from a shaft to the rotor of the eddy current absorber.
The rotor continues to rotate around the stator of the eddy current brake, this is what
varies the magnetic field of the brake and creates the eddy current. The force created
by the eddy current is related to the torque created by the rotational motion generated
from the device being tested. The variable resistance necessary to meet our project
requirements would be controlled by adding a controller which alters this eddy current
induced in the brake, dependent on the grade of the road profile input to the system.
Eddy Current systems create a considerable amount of heat, which is why most systems
are air or water cooled. Since the SMV does not output a great amount of power, we
may be able to use a self-cooled eddy current brake, however it is an important safety
factor to note.
It is worth noting that the Eddy current brake dynamometer operates under the steady
state principle, which means that the system must reach steady state to produce accurate
measurements. The device, in our case the SMV, will be accelerated to its full capacity
when this dynamometer is running. The Eddy current brake then applies a resistive
force necessary to hold the SMV at a constant speed. Once a constant speed of the SMV
is obtained, the power output can be calculated using the relationship between torque
and angular speed, this power output is the WHP of the SMV. There would have to be
significant modifications made to the controller to incorporate the variable resistance
principle to this design. Additional modifications and considerations would need to be
made in order to address the burn-coast acceleration plan of the SMV club, in its current
design the steady state principle does not account for this.
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Figure 10 – Eddy current brake absorber [15].

Caliper (Disk Brake)
The disk brake dynamometer design operates under the same steady state principle as
the eddy current design, only with perceivably less accuracy and reliability. The reason
for less accuracy and reliability of this design is due to the additional moving parts and
the sensors and actuators needed for the control system. Figure 11 shows an exploded
view of the proposed system, not shown are the components required to make this
system function to our design requirements. In order to reliably control the braking
force created from the compression of the pistons in the caliper, either a hydraulic
system or a linear actuation system is needed. Hydraulic systems are far more common
than linear actuated systems, so this would likely be the design choice in this regard.
However, most hydraulic caliper braking systems are not designed to control an exact
amount of braking force, as we require in our design. This is something that would have
to be further brainstormed and developed due to the complexity of the issue.

Figure 11 – Disk brake dynamometer [16].
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In addition to the complexity in creating the controller for variable resistance, a caliper
braking system introduces more parts that are susceptible to maintenance as well as
wear. Brake pads are a big concern in this category, even though many manufacturers
make long lasting brake pads, the rate at which they wear is an additional variable to
our controller design issue. The hydraulic system also adds a maintenance component
to our design, the hydraulic oil would have to be monitored regularly for temperature
and quality, and the master cylinder of the braking system would have to be checked
periodically.
Water Brake (Hydraulic)
The water brake dynamometer is like the eddy current brake dynamometer in its design
and operating principle. It operates at steady state as well, meaning the same issues we
addressed in the eddy current brake dynamometer apply to this design concept. The
system that adds the resistive torque necessary to bring the dynamometer to a steady
state is a water brake absorber. A water brake absorber consists of the brake housing, a
rotor, and an inlet and outlet valve. This rotor is unique to the water brake and does not
look like ordinary rotors. Instead, this rotor has small pockets. As the rotor spins and
water can flow into the brake absorber, the water starts to fill all these pockets in the
rotor. The rotating movement causes the water to create a toroidal force which
generates the torque required to hold the system at steady state. The faster the system
spins, the higher the water temperature becomes [17]. This high temperature creates a
safety hazard and alters the effectiveness of the torque generated, so an outlet valve is
necessary which means a controller is necessary to control the inlet/outlet flow of the
braking system. Many of the issues we brought up about the controller for the eddy
current brake design also apply to the controller we would have to design for this
concept.
The additional components for this concept would be the water flow sensors required
at the inlet and outlet valves, as well as all the valves necessary to incorporate this idea.
The largest downfall of this design is that it requires a water source to operate. To
access a water source in the space the dynamometer is likely to be set up, the
dynamometer would become a permanent fixture. The goal of this design was to create
a dynamometer that met all the requirements and was still able to be semi-mobile.
Requiring a water source eliminates this possibility.
Counter Drive
The counter drive concept works on the principle that an electric motor, when a torque
is applied across the armature, acts as a generator. A voltage across the motor poles is
induced by relative movement of the motor windings across the internal magnetic field.
If the poles are connected via a resistor, the mechanical energy may be dissipated as
heat, to a degree proportional to the voltage across the armature and the current flowing
through the resistive circuit.
By attaching the SMV output to a shaft coupled to the motor input, the motor may
provide variable resistance by altering the amount of electrical energy dissipated as
heat. Since the voltage generated is proportional to the angular velocity at which the
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motor is turning, a control system must be developed to vary the electrical resistance
and thus the mechanical resistance.
Because no electric motor is 100% efficient, a full-stall condition cannot be achieved
even by decreasing the resistance across the poles to near zero (a short-circuit
condition). Therefore, in order to provide additional resistance to the SMV, an opposing
voltage must be applied to the counter drive motor when reducing its speed to nearzero. Alternatively, the resistance network may be foregone in favor of a purely
reverse-voltage approach, although the control system would need to be modified to
handle it.
As with other proposed concepts, the counter drive system cannot inherently measure
the torque generated by the SMV due to nonlinearities due to stiction, thermal
sensitivity, and wear. Therefore, it must be paired with a system that can accurately
measure the torque on the counter drive motor housing itself, and another system that
can accurately measure the speed at which the torque is being applied.
Mechanical Decision Matrix
After discussing these four concepts between our team, we decided that the cost of
trying to replicate an eddy current dynamometer would prohibit us from pursuing that
concept and it would not be worth considering in our decision matrix. The other three
concepts were put into a weighted decision matrix as seen in Table 3.
Table 3 – Mechanical system weighted decision matrix.
Weight

2

Counterdrive Motor

Caliper (Hydraulic)

3

1

2

1

2

Easy To
Variable
Simplicity to Total
Easy to Use Low Cost Reliable Safety
Maintain Resistance
Assemble

Criteria

Hydraulic Brake

3

Unweighted

3

5

4

3

4

4

3

Weighted

6

10

8

6

8

8

6

Unweighted

4

3

5

5

5

5

4

Weighted

8

6

10

10

10

10

8

Unweighted

3

5

4

4

3

4

4

Weighted

6

10

8

8

6

8

8

52

62

54

As demonstrated in Table 3, the counter drive system had the highest overall score and
thus became the decided mechanical concept for our dynamometer. This concept will
be described in greater detail in Section 4.3.
4.2.2. Measurement Concepts
For our design to function, we needed an accurate way to measure the torque the vehicle
was producing. The three measurement methods we considered for this were a torque
transducer, a load cell, and using strain gauges. Each of these concepts are described in
detail in the following subsections.
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Torque Transducer
The torque transducer was considered due to its reliability and simplicity of both
installation and long-term use. Rotary torque transducers mount in line with the
rotational part and use couplings to ensure proper alignment and reduce the long-term
wear of the unit. Strain gauges mounted to the shaft vary their electrical resistance as a
change in torque is detected. This varied resistance can be easily observed by
amplifying the electrical signal.
Load Cell
The load cell measurement concept works by measuring the equivalent force driven by
the vehicle at a fixed distance. As demonstrated in Figure 12, a lever with a specific
length is attached to the brake, or in our case to the gimbal. When the gimbal rotates,
the end of the lever applies a force which is measured on the load cell. Torque is known
to be a function of force (𝐹) and distance (𝑑), given by the linear relationship:
𝑇 = 𝐹𝑑

(8)

Figure 12 - Torque measurement concept using a load
cell at a set distance [18].

This principle is demonstrated by Brown, Hoke and Schauer in their investigation of a
dynamometer for small ICE performance [19]. Their system demonstrates a motor
attached to a braking system, which is mounted in a cradle. The load cell force,
multiplied by the arm length, gives the engine torque. This is also the fundamental
concept behind the oldest dynamometer concept, the Prony brake seen in Figure 13.
The braking force is provided by clamping the driving shaft between two wooden
halves [20]. The load cell functionality is provided by a known weight at a specified
arm length.
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Figure 13 – Prony brake diagram [20].

Since we know the force applied to the load cell and the distance of the lever arm, we
can calculate the equivalent torque output from the vehicle. Using this measurement
configuration would meet all our specified criteria, although it would require more
materials, and a more complicated assembly than other researched concepts. The lever
arm setup also introduces an additional margin for error into the torque computation,
with fabrication tolerances of the lever arm length being propagated into the overall
torque result.
Strain Gages
The strain gage concept is inspired by a project conducted at Cornell University for the
Cornell Resistance Racing Team, a project group that also competes in the Shell EcoMarathon [21]. This project was designed as an engine dynamometer, connected
directly to the output of a proposed Eco-Marathon vehicle motor, for characterization
very similar to the goals of our senior project team. To generate resistance, the Cornell
team used a servo-actuated disc-brake, with the clamping portion adhered to a thin steel
tube. On this tube were adhered strain gages mounted at 45 degrees to the axis, as
exhibited in the following figure:

Figure 14 – Strain gauges at 45 degrees [22].

As shown in Figure 14, the maximum normal stress occurs at 45 degrees the axial plane
when the tube is placed in pure torsion. Therefore, the torque output may be calculated
from the simple relationship:
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𝐸𝜀 = 𝑇

𝑅
𝐽

(9)

Where 𝐸 is the elastic modulus, 𝜀 is the strain, 𝑇 the torque, 𝑅 the radius and 𝐽 the polar
moment of inertia [23].
This approach, while advantageous due to its simple electrical implementation with a
Wheatstone bridge, requires very accurate positioning of the strain gages so that the
above relationship can be considered valid. If the gages are not installed at exactly 45
degrees, the pure torsion criteria will not be met.
Measurement Decision Matrix
Just like the mechanical design, the measurement concepts were loaded into a weighted
decision matrix which is seen in Table 4.
Table 4 – Measurement weighted decision matrix.
Weight
Criteria
Load Cell +
Unweighted
Lever Arm
Weighted
Torque
Unweighted
Transducer
Weighted
45 Degree Strain Unweighted
Gages
Weighted

3
3
2
2
Measure Measure
Ease of
Ease of
Torque Torque
Maintenance Assembly
Accuratel Precisely
4
5
4
4
12
15
8
8
5
5
5
5
15
15
10
10
3
5
3
2
9
15
6
4

1
Cost

TOTAL
3
3
1
1
5
5

46
51
39

Of the concepts considered, the torque transducer scores the highest and was the chosen
concept.
4.2.3. Software Concepts
There were several concepts we considered to translate the empirical data collected from
our dynamometer into visually appealing data that the SMV team would be able to use. We
looked at proprietary software that has already been developed, we looked at writing our
own software using open-source programming languages such as Python, and lastly we
looked at using MATLAB® to write the software we would need to integrate our project.
Each of these concepts are described in detail in the following subsections.
Proprietary Software
The most straightforward software implementations are those designed specifically for
data acquisition use. Examples of these include Bluehill by Instron or various National
Instruments DAQ solutions. These implementations often involve customizable
methods that permit a variety of transducers (such as load cells or strain gages) and
actuators (linear or rotational) to be activated in user-specified methods. This software
frequently permits parameters such as dimensions and material properties to be
specified and output a variety of test data such as strain, stress, and time to failure.
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Figure 15 – Proprietary software example – Bluehill by Instron [24].

As demonstrated in Figure 15, most proprietary software plots test data in real-time,
allowing the user to monitor the progress of the test and suspend it if necessary.
Furthermore, this sort of software generally features a suite of user-specified analysis
options, such as three-point bend calculations, saving the user from needing to export
the data and run analysis externally. This software is also well-supported and includes
warranty.
The weaknesses of proprietary DAQ software comes in the form of its expense, lack of
customizability, and its association with one ecosystem of products. Much of this
software only supports transducers and actuators produced by the same company, often
involving proprietary connectors. For instance, Bluehill software largely supports only
Instron branded DAQs and load cells, which can cost upwards of thousands of dollars.
Some of the transducers required for our senior project are not commonly used with
proprietary software solutions, resulting in poor support for methods that the SMV team
may want to run on the finished project.
Custom Python Script
Flexibility and cost are the main benefits of a custom Python software solution, which
is a leading software solution for modern data acquisition, testing, and visualization.
Python is a flexible language, more so than graphical languages such as LABVIEW
but easier to use than lower-level solutions such as C++. Python has the benefit of
supporting thousands of libraries, many of which are free to use under the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology license, and support relevant functionality such
as data stream parsing, plotting, and microcontroller interfacing.
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Python itself is free and easily available for download. It does not require an internet
connection or interface with a license server. Another benefit is its cross-platform
compatibility, running on Windows, Macintosh, or Linux devices.
The Python feature set also meets the GUI stipulation of the product, with a variety of
well-supported frameworks for the development of an easy-to-use interface that does
not require any work in the shell. One such example is Tkinter, a Python GUI library,
which is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 – An example of a Tkinter GUI, produced using a custom Python script [25].

While a Python solution excels in terms of customizability, all desired functionality
must be designed into the system by our team. All user interfaces must be custom
designed, organized, and debugged. Although feature-rich libraries greatly ease some
of this custom work, the amount of effort involved in creating a custom Python software
solution is much greater than other options. Also, Python programming is not a part of
the standard Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering curriculum, students from both the SMV
team and our senior project teams are less familiar with Python when compared to other
software solutions.
MATLAB® Graphical User Interface
The final software option considered is the most familiar to most Cal Poly students.
MATLAB® is a standard component of the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering
curriculum, with most students being introduced to the software even in lower
divisions. MATLAB® is a supremely flexible software and is extremely welldocumented and supported by MathWorks. It also seamlessly supports a variety of
toolboxes, including those for Data Acquisition, and many different DAQ protocols
such as USB, PCI and PXI [26].
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MATLAB® also supports GUI implementation, with the distinct strength of supporting
a visual-based approach to GUI development. This solution improves the speed at
which the GUI may be developed and permits any necessary changes to be made even
in late-stage development. Furthermore, the internal consistency of MathWorks
software permits seamless integration between the backend (such as the DAQ toolbox)
and the frontend (the user-facing GUI). [27]

Figure 17 – MATLAB® GUI featuring user-accessible menus, buttons, and plot [27].

As demonstrated by Figure 17, MathWorks advertises its GUI solution as supporting
various sorts of user-defined input such as pop-up menu and push button, and output
such as real-time plots and graphs. Such features are necessary for the ease of use
requirement stipulated by the customers. Ease of use is also reflected in MATLAB®’s
excellent documentation support and ability to be customized in the future if desired.
MATLAB® also features excellent backwards compatibility and can be licensed
through Cal Poly.
A MATLAB® solution’s weaknesses mainly with its licensing. Although it is available
through the university, it may require a connection to a license server in order to
initialize. This may not necessarily require an internet connection if the license server
is local. After doing some research on the licensing requirements of MATLAB® at Cal
Poly, it does not seem to be an issue. We will need to confirm this with Larry Coolidge,
the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Technical Support Coordinator, once we obtain
a computer to interface with our dynamometer.
Software Decision Matrix
The software decision matrix is shown in Table 5. As demonstrated, MATLAB®
narrowly wins out over the custom Python script solution, both in commanding fashion
over a proprietary software. Consequently, the MATLAB® GUI is the chosen software
concept.
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Table 5 – Software weighted decision matrix.
Weight

3

3

2

1

2

3

2

Ease Ease of
Network Ease of
Device
TOTAL
Criteria of Use Debugging Cost Required Development Interfaceability Customizability
Unweighted
5
5
4
3
4
4
3
MATLAB Weighted
15
15
8
3
8
12
6
67
Unweighted
5
3
5
5
3
5
4
Python Weighted
15
9 10
5
6
15
8
68
Unweighted
3
1
1
3
5
3
1
Proprietary Weighted
9
3
2
3
10
9
2
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Selected Concepts
For each of the three systems we determined criteria that we would need to make the
dynamometer function properly and best meet the needs of our sponsors. We obtained these
needs through discussions with members of the SMV team, Dr. Mello, and through our team’s
own research as well as communication with the simulation senior project team. For the
mechanical system, the most important criterion was for it to have variable resistance and be
easy to use. We also based our decision off ease of maintenance, reliability, simplicity to
assemble, cost, and safety. The essential components of the measurement system were to
measure torque and speed both accurately and precisely. Ease of maintenance, ease of
assembly, and cost were also part of our selection criteria. For the computer system, most
importantly, we wanted it to be easy to use, easy to debug if necessary, and have a simple
interface. We also considered cost, its ease of development, how customizable it would be, and
whether a network connection would be required.
The mechanical and the software concepts were paired down by comparing the results of each
team member’s Pugh matrix. The Pugh matrices can be seen in Appendix A:. Comparing these
matrices served as a starting point for conversation concerning major pros and cons of each
concept. Each team member chose a reference concept at their discretion as their datum, to
which all other concepts were compared to. However, because we each chose different
concepts as our datum, and the Pugh matrix does not assign weights to each selection criteria,
a second method of selection was used to select the final concepts in each category. The Pugh
matrix was not used to evaluate the measurement concepts, because at the time our team had
not discovered the need for a separate measurement category when we started using the Pugh
matrices.
The second method of selection used was a decision matrix. The selection criterion used in the
Pugh matrix was also used in our decision matrices, and the mechanical, software, and
measurement concepts were evaluated.
4.3.1. Counter Drive
As demonstrated by decision matrix, the counter drive concept was determined to best fit
our selection criteria. Consequently, an initial Computer Animated Design (CAD) layout
was developed to better understand the individual concepts and how they interact.
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Figure 18 – Counter drive initial CAD layout.

Figure 18 displays a preliminary layout showing the major proposed components of the
mechanical system. The SMV rear wheel, shown in black, produces a tractive effort on the
purple drum located beneath. This drum provides an inertial load that simulates a
component of the rolling resistance and drag that the SMV is subject to. The drum is
supported by the orange pillow blocks, which in turn are mounted on the frame shown in
red. The input speed, calculated from the effective gear ratio between drum and wheel radii,
is measured by the yellow tachometer displayed on the far left of Figure 18.
The output shaft serves multiple purposes. Firstly, it supports the gimbal, shown in green,
by means of multiple gimbal bearings, shown in blue. Secondly, it couples at its extremity
to the counter drive motor, which is exhibited in turquoise. Significantly, the output shaft
is not connected to the gimbal itself, but merely to the motor mounted inside, as displayed
through transparency in Figure 19.

Figure 19 – Transparency showing counter drive coupling.
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Consequently, the resistance applied to the SMV may be directly controlled by the counter
drive motor itself. To measure the torque, however, the gimbal frame is used. A separate
output shaft, shown to the right in Figure 19, is rigidly attached to the gimbal by means of
a flange, and is supported by a pillow block. This shaft is coupled to a torque transducer,
shown in black, which will limit the rotation of the gimbal and prevent it from spinning
about the axis.

Figure 20 – Torque transducer under no-load (bottom) and loaded (top) steady-state conditions

As shown in the top of Figure 20, in steady-state conditions during which there is no torque
applied, the gimbal will assume the no-load position of the transducer. During loaded
conditions, as shown in the bottom of Figure 20, the gimbal will rotate only as far as the
transducer permits at that torque level. Therefore, at steady state, the transducer will
measure the ultimate torque that the counter drive motor experiences.
4.3.2. Torque Transducer
Shown by the decision matrix, the torque transducer scored the highest out of the
considered solutions and thus is the proposed concept for the measurement category.
Rotary torque transducers come in two distinct varieties: reaction (or static) torque and
rotary torque. The former measures the torque produced by a nonrotating output. The latter
measures dynamic torque, in which the output of interest is rotating [28]. Because the
counter drive motor is gimballed on the shaft, it is undesirable for it to rotate more than a
few degrees in either direction, as demonstrated in Figure 20. A reaction torque sensor must
be used to determine the output torque of the motor housing and thus the SMV. Reaction
torque transducers also tend to be cheaper, partially because they do not require slip rings
or other methods of correcting wire wrap around the rotating apparatus.
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Figure 21 – FUTEK FSH04059 static torque transducer [29].

Figure 21 shows a sample rotary torque transducer produced by FUTEK based on foil strain
gages. These sensors often feature integrated mounting flanges as shown. In our project’s
application, one end of the flange would interface with the output shaft and the other with
the frame itself. As demonstrated in Figure 18, the static torque transducer would fit in the
position of the black box as shown.
Static torque transducers come factory-calibrated and are associated with a variety of
performance specifications relevant to the desired control system. For instance, the torque
sensor in Figure 21 has a given nonlinearity, hysteresis, and non-repeatability as a
percentage of its overall rated output. It also includes specifications such as the factory
calibration excitation and a conformance certificate specific to the unit [29]. This is
convenient as it permits exact tuning of the control system to the specific torque sensor,
improving accuracy.
4.3.3. MATLAB®
A MATLAB® GUI is the chosen solution for the software category. The current
MathWorks recommendation for custom GUI design is called App Designer. This program
permits simultaneously development of front-end and back-end in Design View and Code
View. In Design View, the designer may click-and-drag components onto a canvas,
adjusting size, labeling, positioning and more, with a workflow sampled in Figure 22. This
process is extremely intuitive and is like the LABVIEW development process.
Consequently, it is suitable for easy modification even after our project is concluded.
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Figure 22 – Sample frontend GUI development using MATLAB® App Designer.

Backend development is also facilitated through App Designer through the Code View
window. In this pane the user may adjust the callback functions that run when a specified
input occurs, such as adjusting a slider. An example of this functionality is shown in Figure
23.

Figure 23 – Sample backend GUI development using MATLAB® App
Designer code view.
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Because the backend is programmed with the same MATLAB® language that runs in the
shell, the same software may be used for our DAQ interface, the variable resistance
controller, and the user interface. This consistency facilities portability, as only a single
installation of MATLAB® (along with SIMULINK® and libraries used) is required if the
program is to be transferred to another machine in the future. It also permits development
to occur on a separate machine before being deployed on the final prototype.

Preliminary Analysis
Perhaps one of the most significant challenges of this dynamometer implementation involves
one of the primary needs: Applying variable resistance. In order to accomplish this effectively,
the counter drive motor cannot simply be run at arbitrary voltages when the resistance should
be varied. Variations in wear, friction and inconsistencies such as heat will cause the system
to be inconsistent. Therefore, it is inconsistent to run the counter drive motor in open loop. A
more appropriate solution would be to design a controller that calculates the error between the
desired operating point and the current output, and then change the duty cycle (or actuation
signal) to the motor to drive the error to zero. A high-level overview of such a system, with
generic transfer functions, can be seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24 – High-level block diagram showing proposed motor controller for a given
torque operating point.

The desired torque output from the motor may be entered as an input to the control loop. In
Figure 24 it is derived from the road profile but may be set to an arbitrary value. The setpoint
is converted into a voltage using the gain of the torque transducer, and the error is calculated
to be the difference between desired and setpoint. This error passes through a ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) controller, which is tuned to set the actuation signal to the motor
with minimal overshoot, settling time, and oscillation about the setpoint. This actuation signal
passes through the motor speed and torque transfer functions, which output the current speed
and torque values to the GUI.
The benefit of this controller is that even though the characterized motor transfer functions
may not be perfect, the controller will always calculate the difference between the desired and
measured values and adjust to compensate. Furthermore, it allows for easy tuning of the
transient response if the SMV team decides to test a new motor with different properties.
Although Figure 24 provides an overview of the controller functionality, it does not provide
significant insight into the operation of the counter drive motor itself and how it generates
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variable resistance. As a means of preliminary analysis, the operation of a DC motor should be
considered, and is schematically drawn out in Figure 25.

Figure 25 – Simple electrical model of DC counter drive motor [30]

In Figure 25, the resistance 𝑅 and inductance 𝐿 are across the motor windings. During normal
operation, a DC voltage 𝑉𝑖𝑛 is applied across the motor armature. If permitted, the motor will
increase in speed until the voltage induced by the back EMF, 𝑉𝐵 , becomes equal to 𝑉𝑖𝑛 . Because
the time constant of the mechanical system is normally much greater than the time constant of
the electrical system, the inductance 𝐿 is generally neglected. Consequently,
𝑖=

𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝐵
𝑅

(10)

Therefore, rather than increasing without limit, the angular speed of the motor has a maximum
when the input and back EMF voltages are equal. The back EMF voltage is given by the
following relationship:
𝑉𝐵 = (𝑁𝑛𝐵𝑙𝑟)𝜔

(11)

𝑉𝐵 = 𝐾𝐵 𝜔

(12)

In this relationship, the physical parameters 𝑁𝑛𝐵𝑙𝑟, describing the armature windings number
and geometry, should all be constants and are thus described by the torque constant 𝐾𝐵 . The
angular velocity 𝜔 thus controls the amount of back EMF voltage induced by the motor. The
torque is similarly given by:
𝑇 = 𝐾𝑇 𝑖

(13)

The torque, 𝑇, is equal to the current multiplied by the torque constant 𝐾𝑇 . This constant is
equal to the back EMF constant: 𝐾𝑇 = 𝐾𝐵 . When used for our application, the above
relationships apply in reverse. The moving drum induces a back EMF voltage 𝑉𝐵 , which may
be countered by an applied voltage 𝑉𝐼𝑁 . This changes the current flowing across the armature
and produces a torque in the opposite direction than what the SMV produces. Therefore,
resistance may be varied by altering the amount of voltage that is applied across the counter
drive motor armature.
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Current Risks, Challenges, & Unknowns
Heat Dissipation
Our motor will be outputting large amounts of heat, which will pose a risk to how accurate
our measurements will be, and to the physical wear of the counter drive. We foresee
dissipating this heat as one of the main challenges of this project.
Rotating Machinery
Due to the rotating machinery around our motor, we will need to develop an enclose to
limit possible risks.
Acquiring Necessary Parts
Acquiring parts from sponsors will directly affect our budget, and consequently what parts
we use. An example of this is if we are unable to get a torque transducer donated or at a
discounted rate, we may have to alternatively use a load cell to measure our torque output.
The quality of the motor we use will also depend on what we receive from the SMV team’s
sponsors.
Calibrating Inertial Drum
The current inertial drum is not calibrated correctly and supplies an inertia that is much
larger than the equivalent inertia of the Supermileage vehicle. We plan on correcting this
by removing the flywheels attached to the drum shaft. However, we are unsure if this will
accurately correct the issue. If the amount of effective inertia is still inaccurate, we will
have to re-evaluate our choice of drum. This poses as a significant unknown and possible
challenge.

5. Final Design
Our final design consists of mechanical, electrical, and computer subsystems that all work together
to create the overall functionality of our dynamometer. The mechanical subsystem contains all the
moving parts of our design. Each component in the mechanical subsystem underwent a thorough
theoretical failure analysis to verify our mechanical design. The electrical subsystem consists of a
custom PCB with an integrated microcontroller, an encoder to measure angular velocity, and a
resistive load to dissipate heat generated from the mechanical subsystem. The last subsystem is
the computer subsystem, this system contains all the front-end and back-end software. This system
also contains the on-board computer that will stay with the dynamometer to ensure compatibility
with the software we write through MATLAB®.
Since our PDR, we have made a few significant changes to our design. We are no longer
considering a counter drive DC motor as the mechanical method to provide variable resistance to
our dynamometer. Instead, we will be using an alternator in reverse orientation, that is we will be
loading the rotor coils with a DC power supply instead of rotating the shaft and harnessing its
power output. This will be discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
Additionally, we are no longer considering a rotary torque transducer. Since we cannot have the
alternator on the same axis of rotation as the dynamometer shaft, there is no longer a benefit to
having the torque transducer directly coupled to that shaft. Instead, we will be making use of a
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traditional mechanical load cell and a lever arm to calculate the torque produced at the
dynamometer.
MATLAB® is still the software of choice for our project, for the same reasons decided on in
Section 4.3. A complete drawing package with final dimensions and tolerances can be found in
Appendix D.
Since the CDR we have also made some significant changes to the design, these will be covered
in detail in Section 5.5.

Mechanical Subsystem Design and Analysis
The mechanical subsystem of our design is further divided into separate assemblies as follows:
▪

Modified Frame

▪

Drum and shaft assembly

▪

Belt, pulley, and alternator assembly

▪

Bracket, pivot, load cell and lever arm assembly

For each of these assemblies we will describe the function of the components and how they
react with the other assemblies in the mechanical subsystem. Many components also interact
with the electrical subsystem, those functions will be described in detail in Section 5.2. The
safety factors derived from each portion of analysis are summarized in Table 6. Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) was used to verify our hand calculations.
Table 6 – Mechanical subsystem analysis summary.
Section

Analysis

Maximum Allowed

Actual

Safety Factor

5.1.2.2

Drum Bursting Speed

2958RPM

1139RPM

2.5

5.1.2.3

Shaft Critical Speed

2260RPM

1139RPM

1.98

5.1.2.3

Shaft Static Analysis

52KSI

14.52KSI

3.58

5.1.2.3

Shaft Static FEA

52KSI

9.4KSI

7.09

5.1.2.3

Shaft Deflection FEA

-

0.029in

-

5.1.2.3

Shaft Fatigue Analysis

-

-

1.77

5.1.3.2

Belt Tension Analysis

94.6N

79.8N

1.18

5.1.4.1

Lever Arm Analysis

76KSI

7.92KSI

9.6

5.1.4.1

Lever Arm Deflection

-

0.0007in

-

5.1.4.2

Pivot Analysis

86KSI

11KSI

7.8
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Section

Analysis

Maximum Allowed

Actual

Safety Factor

5.1.4.2

Pivot Deflection

-

0.062in

-

5.1.4.3

Bracket Fatigue Analysis

-

-

2.8

Figure 26 shows an isometric overview of the components that make up the mechanical
subsystem, noting that the steel platform is shown in a transparent configuration. Figure 26
serves as a reference for the mechanical subsystem, each component shown will be identified
and described in the following subsections.

Figure 26 – Isometric view of mechanical subassembly

5.1.1. Modified Frame
One of the main goals of this project is to reuse as much material as feasible from the
previous dynamometer. The existing assembly has a rigid frame of 1½𝑖𝑛 𝑥1½𝑖𝑛 𝑥⅛𝑖𝑛 steel
tubing that is mounted on pneumatic wheels for portability. This existing assembly can be
seen in Figure 27.
To allow the entire SMV to be mounted on the dynamometer without lifting the vehicle
too high from ground level, we are going to remove the top platform of steel tubing.
Additionally, we are going to rotate the drum and shaft assembly by 90 degrees to allow
for more of the vehicle chassis to be supported by the frame. These changes can be seen in
Figure 28. Some other modifications seen in Figure 28 are the steel plate platform and the
½𝑖𝑛 - 13 𝑥 2½𝑖𝑛 steel eyebolts extending from the back of the platform. The purpose of
the steel plate platform is to protect the user from rotating parts and serve as a platform for
the vehicle. We may have to alter the geometry of the frame as will be discussed in Section
5.1.2.3, so a drawing has not been created for the steel platform. This drawing will be
created once the frame has been deconstructed properly to ensure that the platform fits on
the frame.
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Figure 27 – Existing dynamometer frame.

Since we were limited to the existing geometry of the frame, the frame will not allow the
entire vehicle chassis to fit. The SMV team will have to manufacture a simple stand that
will attach to the front of our dynamometer assembly. This stand will need to incorporate
wheel chocks for the front wheels of the vehicle as a secondary safety measure. The vehicle
chassis will be attached to the eyebolts of the frame as the primary safety measure. The
eyebolts are mounted through the steel plate and the steel tubing, these bolts allow for SMV
to be securely attached to the assembly and positioned properly to perform dynamometer
testing. Drawing SMV-DYNO-003 shows the necessary modifications to the frame.

Figure 28 – Proposed frame modifications.
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5.1.2. Drum and Shaft Assembly
In addition to the drum and shaft, this assembly consists of four shaft collars, two pillowblock bearings, and a pulley shown in Figure 29. The drum was reused from the previous
dynamometer, it was machined from solid aluminum alloy with a diameter of 8𝑖𝑛 , an
internal bore of 1¼𝑖𝑛 , and a ¼𝑖𝑛 keyway.

Figure 29 – Drum and shaft assembly.

The safety factors derived from various analyses we performed on the drum and shaft
assembly are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7 – Shaft and drum assembly analysis summary.
Analysis

Maximum Allowed

Actual

Safety Factor

Drum Bursting Speed

2958RPM

1139RPM

2.5

Shaft Critical Speed

2260RPM

1139RPM

1.98

Shaft Static Analysis

52KSI

14.52KSI

3.58

Shaft Static FEA

52KSI

9.4KSI

7.09

Shaft Displacement FEA

-

0.029in

-

Shaft Fatigue Analysis

-

-

1.77

Shaft Collars and Pillow-Block Bearings
The four shaft collars are McMaster-Carr clamping two-piece carbon steel collars.
These collars serve the simple purpose of axially locating all the shaft components,
there was no analysis done on these collars because we do not expect this assembly to
experience any axial load. If the assembly does experience an axial load, it will be
temporary and small in magnitude, we expect these generic shaft-collars to withstand
that load. These collars are referenced in Drawing SMV-DYNO-ASSY-001-01 and
SMV-DYNO-ASSY-001-02, the data sheet is provided in Appendix G-4.
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A Free-Body-Diagram (FBD) shown in Figure 30 was created to derive our force and
moment equations. The SMV team provided our team with a conservative estimate of
the weight distribution for their ICE vehicle. The force seen at the rear wheel is the
primary force we are concerned with for the purpose of this analysis and this force was
given as 72𝑙𝑏𝑓 . This force is treated as the radial force on the drum seen in Figure 30.
We left the forces in variable format when we derived the force and moment equations
so that we could use a MATLAB® script to iterate during the design process.

Figure 30 – FBD of drum and shaft assembly.

Equations (14) - (17) are used to calculate the reaction forces seen on the pillow-block
bearings of this assembly. Drawing SMV-DYNO-001 shows the dimensions of this
shaft. The magnitude of these forces does not exceed 13 pounds in the z-direction or
100 pounds in the y-direction, the complete analysis of these magnitudes can be seen
in Appendix B-1. All 1¼𝑖𝑛 bore pillow-block bearings we researched online had a
static load capacity above 2000𝑙𝑏𝑠 , this provides us with a significant FoS for the
bearings. The bearings we sourced for our project are from McMaster-Carr and are
referenced in Appendix G:.
𝑅𝐵𝑦 =

𝑅
((𝑅𝑇1 + 𝑅𝑇2 )𝐿𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦 ) + ((𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
+ 𝑊𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑦. )(𝐿𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚 ))

𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡
𝑅𝐵𝑧 =

𝑇
((𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
)(𝐿𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚 ))

𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡

(14)

(15)

𝑅
𝑅𝐴𝑦 = 𝑅𝑇1 + 𝑅𝑇2 + 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
− 𝑅𝐵𝑦

(16)

𝑇
𝑅𝐴𝑧 = 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
− 𝑅𝐵𝑧

(17)

Drum
The drum used in our design was conserved from the previous dynamometer, as
described earlier. However, even though the drum worked for the previous design we
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still had to perform an analysis on this drum to verify that it would work with our
design. The bursting speed of a rotating disk, or drum in our case, is a critical safety
concern when dealing with rotating elements. If a disk rotates at a certain speed, the
centrifugal forces within that disk will create enough stress to exceed the tensile
strength of the material which causes the disk to shatter. To verify that this drum will
not reach this speed, we used Equation (18) which was derived from [23, p. 129]. We
calculated a bursting speed of 2958𝑅𝑃𝑀 using the material properties for 6061
aluminum alloy and the dimensions of the drum.
𝜎(𝑀𝐴𝑋)

𝜔𝐵 = √ 3+𝜐 2 2
𝜌(
)(𝑟 +𝑟𝑜 )
8

𝑖

(18)

From the data given to us by the SMV team tabulated in Table 12 of Section 5.1.3.2, it
can be seen that the maximum speed of the engine is 8000𝑅𝑃𝑀 . This speed correlates
with a smaller torque however, the primary operating range of this engine is
5000 − 6000𝑅𝑃𝑀 for maximum torque output. The electric vehicle of the SMV team
uses the BLY343D-48V-3200 series motor from Anaheim Automation [31], this motor
has a maximum rated speed of 2700𝑅𝑃𝑀 and a stall torque of 198𝑜𝑧−𝑖𝑛 . We compared
these specifications to those from Table 12 and it is apparent that our design parameters
will be derived from the ICE vehicle, not the electrical vehicle.
With this data, we used a conservative engine speed of 7000𝑅𝑃𝑀 as our design
parameter. The current ICE vehicle uses a gear ratio of 15: 1, which translates to a
drum speed of approximately 1140𝑅𝑃𝑀 . Figure 31 shows a schematic of the derivations
for speed and torque at each component.
Using the existing drum, we calculated a Factor of Saftey (FoS) of 2.5. This is well
within our limits, we also used conservative values for all estimations so the actual FoS
at operating speed will be greater.

Figure 31 – Derivation of angular velocities for drum and shaft.

Once we verified the drum would not burst during our operating speed, we calculated
the mass moment of inertia of the drum. This value contributes to the total inertia of
our dynamometer and is crucial to ensure accurate torque and power calculations as
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detailed in Section 2.1. Using the variables and axes from Figure 30 we derived
2
Equation (19) and calculated 𝐼𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑥 = 1.0813𝐿𝐵−𝐹𝑇 . The drum is the main
contributor to the total inertia of the dynamometer, knowing this value will also allow
us to tune our system to accurately represent the road load the SMV will see. This will
be discussed in more detail in Sections 5.2 and 7.1. Drawing SMV-DYNO-002 shows
the existing dimensions of the drum and details the tolerances that need to be held to
ensure proper operation of this subassembly.
𝐼𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑥 =

2
2
𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡
1
1 𝑅
𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
𝑚(𝑟𝑖2 + 𝑟𝑜2 ) = 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑚
(
+
)
2
2
4
4

(19)

Shaft
We were limiting in shaft design by both the width of the existing steel frame, and the
internal bore of the aluminum drum. With these design constraints, we sought to
optimize cost, maintainability, and machinability of this shaft.
Designing the shaft consisted of a static analysis, fatigue analysis, and a critical speed
analysis. The critical speed of a shaft is the speed at which the shaft reaches a resonance
frequency and starts to vibrate uncontrollably and vibrate without an upper bound [23].
We designed our shaft to have a first critical speed of twice the operating speed, as
recommended [23].
The drum and shaft are attached through a keyed connection, so they rotate at the same
speed. The maximum speed of the drum is 1140RPM as previously determined and this
is the magnitude we use for the maximum shaft speed. The equations for the critical
speed calculations can be referenced from [23, pp. 375-378] as they are too detailed for
this report. We used a MATLAB® script once again to iterate over different design
choices. On our first iteration, we had the pulley and drum axially located too close to
each other which produced a FoS of 0.99. Having those two components located in
close axial proximity created a large lumped mass in the center causing the shaft to
reach its first resonance frequency at a lower speed. The solution was to space these
two components out further from the center, this produced a FoS of 1.98 which meets
our design criteria. The final dimensions for the shaft and its components can be seen
in Drawing SMV-DYNO-ASSY-001-02.
All the design for this assembly had been done in variable form thus far, so it was
simple to go back and change the parameters to update the rest of our calculations. The
static and fatigue analysis were done next, for these analyses we used 4130 alloy steel
material properties. 4130 alloy steel is commonly available, easy to machine, and well
within our budget. We selected this material for our first iterations of fatigue analysis,
and it proved to be within our design criteria, so we did not have to upgrade to a stronger
material.
We plotted shear, moment, and torque diagrams from Equations (14) - (17) and the
reaction forces at both bearings. These diagrams are seen in Figure 32 and Figure 33,
they show the critical points of our shaft and showed us where to focus our static and
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fatigue analysis. From those diagrams it is apparent that the stresses in the middle of
the shaft will be our design limitation.
Since we have two keyways in our shaft, we had to use conservative values of 2.14 and
3.0 for our bending and shear stress concentration factors. We used the endurance limit
modification factors that correlate shown in Table 8
Table 8 - Marin factors used for shaft fatigue analysis.
Marin Factor

Description

Value

𝑘𝑎

Ground 4130 Steel [23, p. 295]

0.922

𝑘𝑏

1-¼” shaft diameter [23, p. 296]

0.858

𝑘𝑐

Combined Loading [23, p. 298]

1

𝑘𝑑

500°F max. operating temperature [23, p. 299]

0.995

𝑘𝑒

99% Reliability [23, p. 301]

0.814

𝑘𝑓

Miscellaneous Factor: N/A

1

Once again, a MATLAB® script was used to facilitate this process and allow for easy
modification. We checked for yielding by comparing the von Mises maximum stress
to the yield strength and calculated a yielding FoS of 3.5, confirming that our design
would withstand maximum static conditions [23].Using the Distortion-Energy
Goodman criteria for the fatigue analysis, we calculated a FoS of 1.97 [23, p. 360].
This FoS is considerably lower than other calculations, however this is under maximum
loading conditions and this is a FoS for infinite life. Our dynamometer will not operate
consistently at these maximum load conditions, this is a conservative calculation meant
to verify our design.

Figure 32 – Shear and moment diagrams for shaft.
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Figure 33 - Torque diagram for shaft.

As a final verification of our analysis thus far, we used Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
The results from the static FEA on the shaft can be seen in Figure 34. The FEA yielded a
less conservative result than our hand calculations, 9204𝑃𝑆𝐼 , but from the FEA we were
able to confirm our intuition that the weakest points in the shaft are at the keyways. This is
by design; the components are going to be attached to the shaft via keys and these keys are
designed to fail in the case of an overload. Designing for the keys to fail in the event of an
overload helps us save the rest of the components, if the key fails first, we only need to
replace the key after we diagnose the failure. Without using a key designed to fail, we risk
damaging other components in the event of failure. For this design, we will be using brass
keys even though our shaft is made of 4130 alloy steel. This is because our drum and
pulleys are made from aluminum, and we need a key material that is slightly weaker than
our shaft components. The keys are sourced from McMaster-Carr and the specifications
are provided in Appendix G-6.

Figure 34 – Static FEA of shaft.

In addition to doing a static FEA on the shaft, we also analyzed the deflection seen at this
maximum static condition. Figure 35 shows this analysis, from this figure we can see that
the maximum displacement occurs around the center of the shaft. Maximum deflection
should be minimal so that the shaft maintains alignment with the pillow block bearings
[23].
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Figure 35 – Deflection FEA of shaft.

Our analysis showed a considerably high value for the maximum deflection, 0.029𝑖𝑛 , but
are moving forward with the design due to limitations on our geometry and placement. If
the deflection of the shaft starts to become an issue during prototyping, we will re-evaluate
the overall length of the shaft. If modifications are necessary, we will not have to remachine the keyways in the shaft, instead we will cut both ends to the new length specified.
Shortening the shaft will also improve our critical speed FoS, but this involves welding
new supports to the frame for the pillow block bearings to mount to.
5.1.3. Belt, Pulleys, Alternator Assembly
The factors of safety on the belt assembly are summarized in Table 9.
Table 9 – Belt and pulley analysis summary.
Analysis

Maximum Allowed

Actual

Safety Factor

Working Tension

420.5N

355N

1.18

Breaking Tension

5235N

355N

14.75

A mechanical system is needed to transmit the torque developed on the drum and shaft
subsystem to the alternator, which is part of the pivot arm and load cell system. Because
the latter is located close to the base of the structure, it is infeasible to directly couple the
drum shaft and alternator rotor. Four primary options were considered to solve this
problem:
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Shaft and Bevel Gears
This solution would involve one set of 90-degree gears to transform the horizontal shaft
rotation into that about a vertical axis, and another set to transform it back to the
horizontal alternator rotor. The complexity, high cost, and increased machining
challenges of this setup made it infeasible.
Roller Chain and Sprockets
By coupling a sprocket to the drum shaft and another to the alternator rotor, this solution
would transmit power without needing to change the axis of rotation. However, we
ruled this option out due to the likelihood of pins and rollers wearing-in and causing
the chain to stretch, presenting chain skipping issues under transient load.
Friction-Drive Belt
This solution envisioned a flat, round or v-belt wrapped around pulleys coupled to the
shaft and rotor. However, because our torque measurement solution relies on the
assumption that drum and alternator are coupled with a fixed gear ratio, this possibility
was disregarded under the high probability of slipping.
Positive-Drive Belt
Positive-drive belts use mechanical features to ensure a fixed ratio between input and
output pulley and like chain, do not slip except when ratcheting. This option was
ultimately selected for the final design. Specifically, a timing belt was chosen due to
its extremely low compliance enabled by fibrous or metallic wraps located within the
belt material.
Once a positive-drive belt solution was selected for the power transmission, the next step
involved selecting the belt profile, width and length. The Stock Drive Products/Sterling
Instrument (SDP/SI) technical catalog was consulted for assistance in making this decision.
The catalog recommended using a belt with a curvilinear tooth profile over the traditional
trapezoidal profile, citing improvements in tooth jumping probability, greater shear
strength, and small installation tension. The catalog noted that the stress distribution across
curvilinear teeth is close to constant, while trapezoidal teeth exhibit a notable stress
concentration toward the root, as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36 - Reduced stress concentration in curvilinear positive-drive belt
tooth profile [32].
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Because the SMV uses a burn and coast cycle to conserve energy, we expect frequent
transient loads on the dynamometer, a situation that will exacerbate the negative influences
of these stress concentrations and consequently reduce belt life. Consequently, we selected
a positive drive belt with a curvilinear profile. This profile, developed by Gates, is
advertised as High Torque Drive (HTD). Recently, this profile has been further developed
into Gates PowerGrip GT3, which offer slightly higher load and better wear characteristics
than HTD belt drives. For the sake of completeness, our analysis began with standard HTD
belts, with the option to update to the superior GT3 profile.
First, we followed the SPD/SI recommendations when first selecting the drive pulley:
▪

Working tension at underneath 1/15 of the ultimate belt strength

▪

6 or more grooves on the pulley meshing with the belt at a given moment

▪

Both pulleys flanged if the center-to-center pulley distance was at 8 or more
times the diameter of the smaller pulley

▪

Belt speed does not exceed 33𝑚/𝑠

However, the force due to car torque only comprises one element of the total force on the
belt. In order to prevent ratcheting, SPD/SI recommends a belt preload that varies
depending on the belt type, width, driven torque, and belt speed. This preload, which must
be set by precisely adjusting the pivot arm before use, is exerted on both belt spans. The
force due to car torque only appears on the leading edge of the belt, as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37 - Belt preload tension (blue) and torque tension
(red) on leading edge.

Therefore, the maximum tension observed in the belt is the sum of the calculated torque
force and the preload force. SPD/SI provides relationships to calculate the minimum value
this preload tension should be, depending on the service factor:
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𝐹𝑠𝑡 =

0.812 𝐷𝑄
+ 𝑚𝑆 2 , Service Factor ≥ 1.3
𝑑

(20)

1.05 𝐷𝑄
+ 𝑚𝑆 2 , Service Factor < 1.3
𝑑

(21)

𝐹𝑠𝑡 =

𝐹𝑠𝑡 = Static tension per span (lbf)
𝐷𝑄 = Driver design torque (lbf in.)
𝑑 = Driver pitch diameter (in.)
𝑆 = Belt Speed/1000 (ft./min)
Belt Speed =

𝑑 ∗ Driver RPM
3.82

𝑚 = Mass factor
Examining Equations (20) and (21) reveals that the tension depends not only on the drive
torque but also on the belt speed.
E-Car Belt Tension Analysis
In the case of the electric supermileage vehicle, the torque is highest at stall, but the
belt speed is highest at the motor’s free speed where torque is minimal. Consequently,
we needed to examine the required preload tension across the entire motor curve. We
selected a double-flanged pulley of 63.7𝑚𝑚 pitch radius. Next, we examined the speedtorque ratings of the SMV E-Car BLY343D-48V-3200 motor, which is rated for
128𝑜𝑧−𝑖𝑛 and 2700𝑅𝑃𝑀 . To examine the edge case scenario, we then calculated the belt
tension due to SMV torque by using the 9:1 internal ratio and the 8:19½ diameter ratio
of the drum and SMV drive wheel diameters. Using the radius of the drive pulley as a
lever arm yields a stall force of 162𝑁 on the belt itself. First, we examined several belt
widths with respect to their working and breaking tensions. These are summarized in
Table 10.
Table 10 - Width, working and breaking tension of 5mm HTD belts.
Width (mm)

Working Tension (N)

Breaking Tension (N)

6

107.2

1896

9

160.9

2844

15

268.1

4740

25

446.9

7900
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The 6𝑚𝑚 and 9𝑚𝑚 width belts were immediately rejected due to their working tension
being less than the total tension at stall, and the 15𝑚𝑚 and 25𝑚𝑚 belts were further
analyzed across the entire motor curve. The results, calculated in MATLAB®, are
shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39.

Figure 38 – Electric vehicle pulley torque and belt preload vs speed on 15mm
HTD belt.

Figure 39 – Electric vehicle pulley torque and belt preload vs speed on 25mm
HTD belt.

The recommended preload tension was highest at stall torque, where the motor speed
is zero. This value, the same for both the 15𝑚𝑚 and the 25𝑚𝑚 width belts, worked out
to be 19.14𝑙𝑏𝑓 with the worst-case service factor. Consequently, the absolute worst
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tension case proved to be the sum of that due to the motor stall torque and the peak
recommended belt preload. This value was calculated to be 247.5𝑁 . The results are
summarized in Table 11.
Table 11 - Width, working tension, and FoS for belts in electric car stall scenario.
Width (mm)

Working Tension (N)

Working FOS

Breaking FOS

15

268.1

1.08

19.15

25

446.9

1.81

31.92

Both belts exhibit a FoS of above 1 for working tension and above 20 for breaking
tension. However, the 15𝑚𝑚 belt has a small margin of error. This is acceptable
because the working tension will decrease substantially once the wheel begins to move.
The SMV will almost never operate at stall outside of the race start, as its state will
always be either burn or coast. Consequently, both belt widths are acceptable for this
application.
ICE Car Belt Tension Analysis
Next, we turned our attention to the ICE SMV. Unlike the DC motor used by the electric
vehicle, the Honda GX35 ICE engine does not exhibit a linear power curve. Data points
in the operating region are tabulated in Table 12.
Table 12 - Speed, torque and power ratings of ICE SMV.
RPM

Torque (lbf-ft)

Torque (oz-in) Power (HP)

4000

1

191.2

0.76

5000

1.17

224.6

1.11

6000

1.17

224.6

1.34

7000

1

191.2

1.33

8000

0.78

149.6

1.19

Because this data is nonlinear, we cannot sweep the preload calculations the same way
as we did for the electric vehicle motor. Plotting the contents of Table 12 permits us to
fit a second-order polynomial to the data. The result is shown in Figure 40.
Significantly, similar calculations on the ICE reveal a much higher load on the belt of
327.7𝑁 in the worst-case scenario. This is due to the larger 16:1 reduction used on the
ICE SMV. Combining this load with the necessary preload revealed higher loads on
the belt than those exerted by the electric vehicle. Consequently, we expanded our focus
our focus to include the GT3 belts, which exhibit slightly different preload needs.
Repeating our analysis using the ICE curve and the GT3 belts revealed the curves
shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42.
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Figure 40 - Torque vs angular velocity of SMV ICE [33].

Figure 41 - ICE-Car pulley torque and belt preload vs speed on 15mm GT3 belt.

Figure 42 - ICE-Car pulley torque and belt preload vs speed on 25mm GT3 belt.
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Equations (20) and (21) show that the required pretension increases both with
increasing belt speed and increasing driver torque. However, the amount of tension that
the vehicle itself exerts decreases with increasing drive pulley diameter. Because the
maximum pulley torque does not occur at stall for the ICE, the same analysis used for
the electric vehicle cannot be applied here. Instead, we decided to sweep over a range
of pulley diameters, repeating the same analysis yielding the curves shown in Figure
41 and Figure 42, and adding the highest pretension case for each to the load created
by the ICE SMV itself. The result is shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43 - ICE Pulley diameter versus total maximum.

Figure 43 reveals that the required pretension on the 25mm belt make it a worse choice
for this application. Furthermore, the maximum tension decreases with increasing
pulley diameter up to a certain point, where it begins to increase again. Consequently,
the best GT3 belt selection lives between 110𝑚𝑚 and 130𝑚𝑚 pitch diameter on the
driver pulley for a 15𝑚𝑚 belt, and between the 90𝑚𝑚 and 100𝑚𝑚 pitch diameter for a
25𝑚𝑚 . These optimal diameters result in a tension of 422𝑁 for a 25𝑚𝑚 belt and a
tension of 355𝑁 for a 15𝑚𝑚 belt. These candidates, in both the HTD and GT3 profiles,
are shown in Table 13.
Table 13 - Belt profile and width working and breaking tensions.
Type

Width
(mm)

Working
Tension (N)

Breaking
Tension (N)

Working
FOS

Breaking
FOS

HTD

15

268.1

4740

0.76

13.35

HTD

25

446.9

7900

1.06

18.72

GT3

15

420.5

5235

1.18

14.75

GT3

25

700.8

8725

1.66

20.68
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This analysis reveals that the HTD 15mm belt is unacceptable. The remaining options,
with FoS above 1, should be able to withstand continuous working tension solely in the
worst-care scenario for the SPD/SI rating of 3000 hours. Rather than simply selecting
the option with the highest available FoS, we considered other components in the
system. Both 25𝑚𝑚 width options require a higher preload and thus higher maximum
total tension, which increases loads on both the drum and pivot arm systems.
Consequently, we selected the 15𝑚𝑚 width, GT3 belt option as our final selection.
The largest pulley readily available at various power transmission suppliers is 72-tooth,
yielding a pitch diameter of about 114.6𝑚𝑚 . This pitch diameter slots directly within
the optimal range for 15𝑚𝑚 belts as demonstrated in Figure 43. Furthermore, it is
available in various bore and mount styles, including a keyed design appropriate for
the shaft and a through-hole style appropriate for the pivot arm alternator mount.
Hardware Design
The final hardware design comprises two pulleys, a single GT3 5mm-pitch, 15mmwidth belt, a machine key, and a fastening nut. The final hardware assembly is shown
in Figure 44 and an exploded view is shown in Figure 45 .

Figure 44 – Belt subsystem hardware design.

The upper pulley, which requires no machining, features a 1.25𝑖𝑛 bore and a 0.25𝑖𝑛
square machine keyway to transmit power from the drum shaft. It is retained in place
using two-piece clamping shaft collars as mentioned in Section 5.1.2. The lower pulley
is constrained to the alternator using a conventional alternator nut system. This pulley,
like automotive alternator pulleys, will be machined to the specified fit and secured in
place via nut compression. The belt itself is specified as a readily available SPD/SI
125-groove belt, which eliminates the need for any specialty-made parts. The
dimensions for this modified pulley can be seen in Drawing SMV-DYNO-006.
The belt is tensioned by fine adjustments of the alternator pivot arm, a concept
explained in Section 5.1.4. The belt tension is calculated by summing the moments
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about the pivot point and using the reading of the load cell to indicate when proper
tension is reached.

Figure 45 – Exploded view of belt drive system.

5.1.4. Lever Arm, Pivot, Bracket, and Load Cell Assembly
The lever arm, pivot, and bracket assembly are the components responsible for measuring
the torque output of the vehicle. This assembly, shown in Figure 46, is mounted to the
frame of the dynamometer by the load cell on one side of the lever arm, and by a custom
designed bracket on the opposite side of the lever arm.

Figure 46 - Front view of the lever arm, pivot and bracket assembly.
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The load cell is fastened to the lever arm using a ½𝑖𝑛 -UNF bolt. The bolt will run through
a clearance hole drilled into the lever arm and into a threaded hole in the bottom of the load
cell. The lever arm is connected to the mounting bracket using a shoulder bolt. This
shoulder bolt will serve as our pivot, its design and configuration will be discussed in
further detail later in this report. The belt, pulleys, and alternator assembly, described in
section 5.1.3, is mounted near the midpoint of the lever arm. The mounts used to secure
the alternator have dimensions that are dependent on the geometry of our alternator
The tension in the belt create forces that are translated into the lever arm. This causes a
moment at the bracket, and a subsequent reaction at the load cell. Since the length from the
belt tension forces to the load cell are known, we can calculate a torque output from the
force readings put out by the load cell. It is important to note all the forces affecting this
system, as they will be transmitted through each of the components and impact the design
and analysis of the parts. The forces acting on this assembly are:
▪

Forces in the belt due to pre-load tensioning acting on both sides of the pully

▪

A force in the taught side of the belt cause by vehicle’s motor

▪

Weight of the alternator acting in the direction of gravity

▪

Reaction forces at both ends of the lever arm

▪

Torque in the lever arm from pulley at the end of the alternator shaft

(a) Static loading diagram.

(b) Dimetric view.

Figure 47 – Depiction of all reaction forces acting on system assembly.

A structural analysis of these forces was conducted to determine factors of safety and other
important values for the individual components. These factors of safety are summarized in
Table 14.
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Table 14 – Lever arm, pivot and bracket subsystem analysis summary.
Analysis

Maximum Allowed

Actual

Safety Factor

Lever Arm Analysis

76KSI

7.92KSI

9.6

Lever Arm Deflection

-

0.0007in

-

Lever Arm Twist

-

0.07deg

-

Pivot Analysis

86KSI

11KSI

7.8

Pivot Deflection

-

0.062in

-

Bracket Fatigue Analysis

-

-

2.8

Lever Arm Design and Analysis
The lever arm will be manufactured from 1½𝑖𝑛 square steel tubing with ⅛𝑖𝑛 wall
thickness. This is material that comes from the portion of the existing which we will be
removing, so repurposing it keeps us from having to purchase additional material. As
mentioned, the lever arm will be fastened to the bracket using a shoulder bolt. To
accommodate this, we have designed to drill a through hole, horizontally through one
side of the tubing. This hole will be sized to fit a ½𝑖𝑛 outer diameter bushing which the
pivot will run through. A hole will be drilled through the top of the other end to allow
us to thread a bolt into the top of the load cell. Height constraints at the location this
assembly will be mounted lead us to design for a ¾𝑖𝑛 slot in the bottom of the lever
arm at the location of the load cell. This allows us to fasten the load cell to the top wall
of the lever arm instead of the bottom, consequently retaining 1¼𝑖𝑛 of vertical space.
The length from the load cell connection to the center of the alternator is 6¼𝑖𝑛 , the belt
forces act at 2¼𝑖𝑛 (half the pulley diameter) on either side of that. There is a distance
of 13.4𝑖𝑛 from the load cell to the pivot and an overall length of the lever arm is 14¾𝑖𝑛 .
The length of the alternator shaft, which the pulley and belt are attached to, extends
2¼𝑖𝑛 past the center of the lever arm. These dimensions will become critical in the
further analysis of the system.

(a) Front view.

(b) Isometric view.

Figure 48 - Forces acting on lever arm.
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All the structural analysis for the lever arm, as well as the pivot and bracket, was
done using MATLAB®. This allowed us to make changes throughout our design
process and without having to repeat all our calculations. We were able to determine
the material being used was hardened steel, however the specific alloy is unknown to
us. For this reason, we used conservative estimations for all material properties.
The maximum bending stress seen by the lever arm is 7,822𝑝𝑠𝑖 . The highest shear
stress caused by torsion will be 718𝑝𝑠𝑖 . Because we have combined loading, we used
the distortion energy equation bellow to calculate the von Mises stress in the lever
arm:
𝜎 ′ = √𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 2 + 3(𝜏max )2

(22)

From this, a total stress in the lever are of 7,920𝑝𝑠𝑖 was calculated, and we
determined a factor of safety of 9.6.
Accurately measuring torque is one of the most critical requirements of this project.
Since the reaction from the load cell is read directly from the lever arm, it was
importable to verify deformation would not be an issue. The maximum deflection of
the lever arm was determined to be less 0.001𝑖𝑛 , and its location did not occur near
the load cell. Through this we confirmed deflection could be negligible. We also
calculated the angle of twist in the lever arm cause by the torque. Because the
geometry of the tubing is square and hollow, we used the following equation to
determine twisting deformation:
𝛩=

𝑇𝐿𝑚
𝑙
4𝐺𝐴2𝑚 𝑡

(23)

Here, 𝐴𝑚 and 𝐿𝑚 represent respectively the area enclosed by the section median line
and the median perimeter, and are given by the equations:
𝐴𝑚 = (ℎ − 𝑡)(𝑤 − 𝑡)

(24)

𝐿 = 2[(ℎ − 𝑡) + (𝑤 − 𝑡)]

(25)

Where ℎ is the height of the tube, 𝑤 is the width, and 𝑡 represents the wall thickness.
Other variables 𝑇, 𝐺, and 𝑙 notate the torque applied on the lever arm, the shear
modulus, and length of the tube. From these equations we calculated an angle of twist
of 0.07𝑑𝑒𝑔 . Like the deflection calculation, we determined this deformation was
negligible in our analysis. The MATLAB® code and FEA used to calculate and verify
these parameters is located in Appendix B-4 through B-7.
Pivot Arm Design and Analysis
The pivot component will be a ⅜𝑖𝑛 shoulder diameter, 2½𝑖𝑛 length, 5/16𝑖𝑛 -18 thread
alloy steel shoulder screw. This part is sourced from McMaster-Carr and is referenced
in Appendix G-5. Its function is to fasten the lever arm to the bracket mount. The
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pivot’s configuration within the assembly, as well as the internal reaction forces acting
on it are shown in Figure 49 and Figure 50.
The forces acting on the pivot are as follows:
▪

Reaction force from the lever arm evening distributed in two places

▪

Reactions at each side of the bracket

▪

Effective forces in opposite directions caused by the torque in the lever arm.

Figure 49 - Pivot assembly configuration with reaction
forces indicated.

Figure 50 - Free body diagram of pivot shoulder screw.
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Based off the load profile on this component, we see that bending is the only stress we
must consider. Again, we used MATLAB and FEA to determine and verify our
deflection and stress conditions. These calculations produced a maximum deflection of
0.062𝑖𝑛 , however, the highest deflection at a point of contact with an adjoining
component is 0.026𝑖𝑛 . A maximum bending stress around 11000𝑝𝑠𝑖 . Using a yield
strength of 86000𝑝𝑠𝑖 , we determined the pivot to have a FoS of 7.8. Deformation in
this component was deemed negligible. The MATLAB® code and FEA used for the
pivot structural calculations are located in Appendix B-4 through B-7.
Bracket Design and Analysis
The purpose of the bracket is to fasten the lever arm to the frame of the dyno. It must
also keep the lever level and parallel to the ground and must be rigid enough to resist
the torque of the lever arm and withstand repeated load and unloading. We have
selected to machine the bracket out of 2½𝑖𝑛 square tubing with ¼𝑖𝑛 wall thickness.
The key dimension of this tubing is the inside width. The width must be large enough
to fit the outer profile of the lever are and maintain enough space for ¼𝑖𝑛 of clearance
on either side.

Figure 51 - Modeled bracket design with key variable
dimensions.

As shown above, the tubing will be slotted on both ends using a ¼𝑖𝑛 endmill. The pivot
will assemble through a clearance hole drilled in the top, and three holes will be tapped
to a ¼𝑖𝑛 − 20 thread size to secure the bracket to the dyno frame. The height of the
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bracket is dependent on the selection of the load cell and its dimension has not been
finalized. However, this measurement does not affect the general design of the bracket
in any way. The only forces acting on this part are the transmitted bracket reactions
already determined in the pivot analysis. Because the reactions are largely driven by
the effective torque forces, which act in opposing directions, each different sides of the
bracket will not experience the same load. Our analysis focused solely on the side
experiencing the extreme load case. Because of the repeated loading and unloading on
this part, a fatigue analysis was conducted. The analysis used modeled a plate loaded
in tension by a pin through a hole. The following table displays the Marin factors used
for fatigue analysis:
Table 15 - Marin factors used for bracket fatigue analysis.
Marin Factor

Description

Value

𝑘𝑎

Ground A500 steel

0.515

𝑘𝑏

Section area, 𝐴 = (𝑤 − 𝑑)𝑡

0.930

𝑘𝑐

Axial Loading

0.85

𝑘𝑑

Temperature Factor: N/A

𝑘𝑒

99.99%

𝑘𝑓

Miscellaneous Factor: N/A

1
0.702
1

Based on the part geometry material properties, we determined a notch sensitivity value
using the notch sensitivity charts [23, pp. 303-304]. From the same text and based on
the same parameters, we determined a stress concentration factor from Figure 52.

Figure 52 – Stress concentration factor chart [23, p. 1037]
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Illustrated in Figure 53, you can see that our bracket design has the same basic geometry
and loading, and therefore we are able to determine the fatigue of the part following
the same analysis.

Figure 53 - Depiction of extreme case reaction forces
acting up the bracket

From these two factors we worked out a fatigue stress concentration factor,
𝐾𝑓 . The only load on the bracket is acting axially, and from the normal stress we found
the alternating and mean stress. Because the minimum stress in the bracket is 0, the
alternating and mean stress will be equal. From all the factor found, we calculated a
factor of safety using the modified-Goodman equation [23, p. 314]:
1
𝜎𝑎 𝜎𝑚
= 𝐾𝑓 [ + ]
𝑛
𝑆𝑒 𝑆𝑦

(26)

This equation produces a FoS of 2.8. While this is the lowest factor of safety in the
lever are, pivot, and bracket assembly, it is still beyond enough. It was also calculated
for extreme conditions, infinite life, and with all conservative approximations.
The structural calculations for the bracket, as well as the ones for the lever arm and
pivot, provide us with reassurance and certainty that the system will be stable. More
detailed breakdown of the analytics associated with the bracket was generated using
MATLAB and can be found with code for the lever arm and pivot in Appendix B-4
through B-7.

Electrical Subsystem Design
The electrical system has several distinct roles:
▪

Slow down drum system when an Emergency-Stop (E-Stop) is pressed

▪

Modulate effective voltage applied on rotor coils to control field strength and thus vary
resistance to SMV

▪

Sink generated power as heat, monitoring temperature to prevent unsafe conditions

▪

Collect angular velocity data
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▪

Collect load cell data

▪

Receive resistance and operation commands from MATLAB® software

▪

Transmit velocity, load and temperature data back to MATLAB® software

Because this electrical system deals with relatively high power (up to 1.34𝐻𝑃 from the ICE) it
is predominately important that it operates safely. This is particularly important when
considering that much of this power must be sunk as heat – either in inefficiencies in the power
drivetrain or alternator, or in the heat sink itself.
Consequently, this system seeks to control the heat hazard in various ways. Primarily, it
eliminates the hazard by properly specifying electronic equipment such that it is operating
within specified temperature regions. It uses engineering controls to modify the system and
reduce threat to users, such as a fan across the heat sinks to enable convection. Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) enable administrative controls, such as a clear temperature
indication to shut down the system if a heat issue is detected.
The overall electrical schematic comprises several unique systems and is shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54 – Overall electrical schematic.

The system creates resistance by varying the effective voltage across the rotor coils, ranging
from 0 to 12𝑉𝐷𝐶 . This voltage is varied by modulating the input via PWM signal from the
microcontroller. This alters the magnetic field across the coils, which induces a current in the
alternator stator coils. This alternating current, rectified inside the alternator, is then sunk to
heat. The heat, monitored via temperature sensor, is dissipated by a fan, which is controlled
via PWM signal. The microcontroller also communicates with an Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC), which amplifies the load cell signal, via the I2C communication protocol. A
tachometer and E-Stop are also connected to the microcontroller. The microcontroller is
powered by, and communicates with, the PC via USB.
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The overall architecture comprises two distinct electrical circuits: the microcontroller, sensor
and modulator system, and the stator and heat sink system. The former side comprises the
microcontroller, all the sensors, and most significantly the power running through the
alternator coils. The microcontroller is a widely available Arduino product in standard
development board format, socketed to a custom PCB that houses the ADC and sensor
interfaces. The latter side simply sinks the power generated through the stator coils to heat
using a discrete resistor bank. The first circuit is largely summed up in a PCB board that serves
as the socket for the Arduino and houses the supporting circuitry for the field coil voltage
modulation, the fans, the temperature sensor, the tachometer, the load cell, and the E-Stop.
This board features screw terminals for the 12𝑉𝐷𝐶 power supply, rotor coils, and E-Stop, and
pin headers for the temperature sensor, tachometer, 12𝑉𝐷𝐶 fans, and load cell. The overall
schematic, shown in Appendix E:, will be broken up and explored in subsequent sections.
5.2.1. Microcontroller Selection
The microcontroller is a standard Arduino Nano featuring a 16𝑀𝐻𝑍 clock speed and a
Microchip ATMega328 chip [34]. The Arduino board was selected over the bare processor
due to its user-friendly support and seamless integration with the selected MATLAB®
software environment. The specifications are listed in Table 16 with the board shown in
Figure 55.
Table 16 - Arduino Nano specifications [34].
Component

Specification

Chipset

ATmega328

Operating Voltage

5V

Flash Memory

32 KB

SRAM

2 KB

Clock Speed

16 MHz

Analog IN Pins

8

Input Voltage

7-12 V

Digital I/O pins

22

PWM Output

6

External Interrupts

2

SPI

Yes

I2C

Yes

Serial

Yes
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Figure 55 - Arduino Nano [34].

The processor, memory and clock speed all fit the scope of task. Furthermore, the Nano
features analog inputs for the temperature sensor and digital inputs for the E-Stop. It also
has hardware interrupt pins necessary for accurate tick counts on the tachometer. Most
importantly, it has enough PWM outputs to handle both the voltage modulator and the fan.
It also features both I2C and SPI interfaces for communication with the load cell ADC, and
a built-in serial port easily available via Mini USB.
Most importantly, Arduino is aimed at the hobbyist and educational markets and thus
features a wealth of readily available information online, ideal for potential further
developments once this project is finished. It also benefits from the MATLAB® integration
and excellent associated documentation, which will aid development and debugging later.
The Arduino solution is also preferable to custom-built ATmega328 solution since it may
be easily and cheaply programmed through its bootloader, features a built-in voltage
regulator and serial interface, and may be socketed to our custom PCB for simple removal
if necessary. Furthermore, female headers may be attached to the top of the Arduino such
that the unused pins may be used for future sensor additions or improvements.
5.2.2. Load Modulation Design
Figure 56 demonstrates the operation of a basic generator, of which the alternator is of a
certain variety. Most alternators comprise two major components: a rotating electromagnet
known as the rotor and a stationary set of coils known as the stator. The magnetic field in
the rotor induces a three-phase AC current in the stator. This AC power is converted to
12VDC via an internal diode rectification bridge [35]. This overall structure is shown in
Figure 56, except that the “battery” terminal is instead connected to our resistive load.

Figure 56 – Typical alternator coil and stator [36].
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The strength of the magnetic field, and thus the amount of power generated by the
alternator, is proportional to the amount of current passing through the rotor coils. More
power generated requires a higher torque on the rotor to maintain its angular speed.
Therefore, varying the voltage across the rotor will change the amount of current flowing
through it and thus the amount of resistance exerted on the SMV. We achieve this by using
a PWM signal from the microcontroller to operate a Field Effect Transistor (FET), which
modulates the 12𝑉𝐷𝐶 to achieve the desired effective voltage. A schematic of this design
is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57 – Schematic of rotor coil voltage modulator.

As demonstrated in Figure 57, the 12𝑉 supply is connected directly to the screw terminal,
to which the rotor coil is attached. When the PWM pin 𝐷9 is 𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻, the gate of the FET is
energized and allows current to flow from drain to source. This permits current to flow
through the rotor. When 𝐷9 is 𝐿𝑂𝑊, the FET prohibits current from flowing. However,
the coils have some inductance, which resists the sudden change in potential. To prevent
this from destroying the FET, a diode is located across the coil terminals, permitting the
current to travel and dissipate around the flyback loop until the FET opens again.
The current selection for the transistor is a single MOSFET, the AO3216, manufactured by
Alpha & Omega Semiconductor Inc. It features a 20𝑉 drain-to-source voltage and can
handle a continuous drain current of 6.5𝐴, over twice as much as our peak consumption
during functional prototype testing. It also accommodates a drive voltage ranging from
1.8𝑉 at maximum drain-source resistance and 4.5𝑉 at minimum drain-source resistance.
Since the Arduino logic acts at 5𝑉, it will thus be controllable throughout this whole range.
The flyback diode selection is a Schottky Diode created by SMC Diode Solutions. It is a
standard surface-mount diode that is rated up to 200𝑉 reverse voltage, and 10𝐴 current.
Since there is only a single flyback loop in this circuit, both of its terminals are joined to
one node.
Since the MOSFET may only be 𝑂𝑁 or 𝑂𝐹𝐹, only 0𝑉 or 12𝑉 is applied across the rotor
coils at any given time. In order to meet our product demand of providing variable
resistance, the PWM signal creates an “effective” voltage between the two extremes. A 0%
duty cycle means that the MOSFET never turns on, while a 100% duty cycle means that it
is always on, yielding 12𝑉. Any percentage in-between yields a voltage proportional to the
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duty cycle: for example, a duty cycle of 50% yields an effective voltage of 6𝑉. Again, due
to the inductance in the rotor coils, the current in the coils cannot change instantaneously,
achieving the desired effect. This relationship between PWM modulated voltage, the rotor
response and its effective voltage is demonstrated in Figure 58.

Figure 58 – PWM-modulated voltage and rotor step response.

It should be noted that as a good rule of thumb, the signal should update approximately 5
to 10 times faster than the time constant of the coil system [30]. Future testing will validate
the time constant of our final alternator decision and choose the correct PWM frequency
to operate according to this recommendation.
5.2.3. Boolean and Analog Sensor Design
In addition to the load cell ADC, the board also features interfaces for three other Boolean
and analog sensors. These interfaces are shown in Figure 59.

(a) Temperature.

(b) Tachometer.

(c) E-Stop.

Figure 59 – Boolean and analog sensors.

Temperature Sensor
The temperature sensor is an extremely simple, low-accuracy analog sensor designed
to monitor the temperature of the alternator heat sink. Because relatively low accuracy
is needed for this application, we have selected a through-hole sensor from Analog
Devices’ TMP3x line. These sensors are rated from 2.7 − 5.5 𝑉𝐷𝐶 power and output an
analog output directly proportional to the measured temperature, with an accuracy of
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±2℃. As demonstrated in Figure 59, the temperature sensor pulls its power directly
from its header and outputs signal directly to an analog pin on the ATMega328.
Tachometer
The tachometer consists of one Infrared (IR) Light Emitting Diode (LED) and two
photodiodes. The LED, powered through resistor from the 5𝑉 Arduino regulator,
illuminates stripes of reflective tape placed on one side of the cylindrical rotating shaft.
As the tape rotates into view, it reflects the IR light and triggers a photodiode, which is
connected to pin on the microcontroller. This creates a square-wave signal. By
measuring period and knowing the number of ticks per revolution of the shaft, the
microcontroller may calculate the angular velocity.
The tachometer comprises a 3D-printed enclosure housing the LEDs, photodiodes, and
leads. This enclosure, which is designed to shield the tape from IR light, fits around the
shaft on one end. The LEDs are protected by a 3D-printed shroud, which also forms a
channel for cable management and is attached to the frame using standard nylon
standoffs. This setup is shown in Figure 60.

(a) Isometric view.

(b) Front view.
Figure 60 – Optical encoder views.

As shown in Figure 60, the system features not one but two photodiodes. The
photodiodes are offset by 5 degrees, such that the reflective stripes on the shaft trigger
one after another. Consequently, the encoder generates two signals that are out-ofphase from each other. This permits it to operate in quadrature mode, which permits
the encoder to determine direction of movement by detecting which signal is leading
and which is lagging. An example of quadrature logic operation is shown in Figure 61.
Since the SMV generally never operates in reverse, the direction detection aspect of
the quadrature encoder is not of paramount importance here. This architecture,
however, also allows the encoder to operate in X4 mode, which simply means that the
system will count both the rising and the falling edges of each channel. This offers
twice as much resolution as counting only the rising and falling edges of one channel,
and four times as much resolution as counting either the rising or falling edge of one
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channel. This is also the only mode supported by the MATLAB® rotary encoder
function without extensive modification.

Figure 61 - Quadrature encoder operation [37].

Finally, it should be noted that each potentiometer photodiode is connected to an
interrupt pin on the ATMega328, as demonstrated in Figure 59. Because the
microcontroller has multiple actuation and sensing tasks, there is a high likelihood that
its program might be occupied with another task when an encoder photodiode triggers
its pin. This is a risk because the microcontroller will not be able to increment its virtual
encoder count exactly when the physical event occurs, leading to a time discrepancy
that will result in inaccurate velocity calculations. However, by connecting the
photodiodes to interrupt pins, we may configure the microcontroller program to jump
to a special subroutine, known as the “interrupt service routine,” whenever the
photodiode hardware is triggered, regardless of what task or state the microcontroller
was previously attending to. This will enhance the accuracy of our angular velocity
measurements.
Emergency-Stop
The most important of these three sensors is the E-Stop, which may be pressed in the
case of an emergency and indicates to the system that it should stop all systems as
quickly as possible. The normally open switch grounds digital General-Purpose InputOutput (GPIO) pin D4 when pressed. The pin is pulled high by means of an internal
pullup resistor located on the Arduino board.
As part of our safety considerations, the E-Stop will be clearly labeled and marked,
with red-on-yellow being industry standard. These buttons generally snap into a
depressed position after being activated and require the user to physically turn the
button to release it. This prevents the E-Stop from being release inadvertently. An
example of such a stop is shown in Figure 62.

Figure 62 - Latching E-Stop [38].
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5.2.4. Load Cell ADC Design
The load cell ADC converts analog signal from the transducer into a digital signal that may
be read by the microcontroller. Most load cells output an analog signal from strain gages
placed in a Wheatstone bridge configuration to eliminate error due to temperature and
voltage signal fluctuation. They generally involve four terminals: positive excitation (+𝐸),
negative excitation (−𝐸), positive signal (+𝑆) and negative signal (−𝑆). A fifth terminal,
electrically connected to the wire shield that surrounds the other four signals, is sometimes
included but does not carry any analog data. An example of such a configuration is shown
in Figure 63.

Figure 63 – Typical load cell wheatstone bridge configuration [39].

The ATmega328 does feature several analog input pins, but the internal ADC has limited
resolution, so this circuit is necessary. The signals from the load cell are of very low
magnitude, requiring some amplification to use effectively. The external ADC, which uses
the NAU7802 chipset, solves both issues by amplifying the signal from the load cell,
featuring 28-bit resolution communicated over I2C. Its schematic is shown in Figure 64.

Figure 64 – NAU7802 and associated circuitry.
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The ADC connects to the microcontroller using the clock signal (shown as SCL on which
synchronizes communications, and the data signal (shown as SDA on), which sends data
and signals the start and end of the transmission. It is powered by the 5𝑉 supply from the
Arduino board. Supporting circuitry is simple, as the chip only requires some decoupling
capacitors and a header that the load cell itself interfaces with. Due to its very low size and
power requirements, this entire circuit is comfortably mounted on the circuit board.
5.2.5. Heat Sink Design
The heat sink provides the circuitry that sinks the power generated by the alternator as heat.
It accomplishes this through a resistive load of six power resistors that are each rated up to
100𝑊. The generated heat is dissipated through both conduction and convection. Firstly,
the copper resistor housings are bolted to the inside of a 3𝑖𝑛 square aluminum tube with
thermal grease to ensure good heat transfer. This tube is bolted to the dynamometer frame
to extend the heat sink. An inlet and an outlet fan create an airflow through the tube,
intaking ambient air and ejecting hot air. This setup is shown in Figure 65.

Figure 65 – Power resistors and heat sink.

The six power resistors are wired in parallel for the sake of redundancy. This is superior to
a series configuration since it permits the other five resistors to continue working if one
becomes disconnected. This is particularly important considering that a series
configuration relies on a single circuit net, and the electronic E-Stop becomes totally
ineffective if this single net fails in any location.
To validate the heat sink design, we ran a SOLIDWORKS Flow FEA to determine the
conductive effects of the large heat sink and the conductive influence of the inlet and outlet
fans. Copper material was used for the power resistors, with aluminum utilized for the tube
and mounting shim. An appropriate contact resistance was specified in each junction
between resistor and tube. Two 80𝑚𝑚 JMC 8015-12H fans, each with a maximum
3
volumetric flowrate of 0.0163𝑚 /𝑠 , were installed as inlet and outlet. To determine the
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power dissipated by each resistor, the worst-case power output case was considered. This
power is exhibited by the ICE car and is approximately 1.34𝐻𝑃 , or 737𝑊. Assuming a
conservative maximum of 50% combined efficiency of the wheel, drum, belt, pulley, and
alternator, this suggests that 369𝑊 should be dissipated by the resistive heat sink.
Consequently, a power of 61.4𝑊 was designated to each resistor. These conditions, as well
as the resulting sink temperature distribution, are exhibited in Figure 66.

Figure 66 – Conditions and result of resistive heat sink SOLIDWORKS Flow simulation.

The surface temperature was found to be relatively uniform, with a maximum of about
138℉ concentrated directly between a power resistor pair. This temperature is right below
the maximum surface temperature of 140℉ recommended to avoid irreversible burn
damage by the ASTM C1055 standard [40]. Consequently, this system will need further
protecting to ensure that it does not contact a user.

Computer Subsystem Design
The computer subsystem forms the final link between the mechanical project and the end-user.
It provides an easily understandable graphical user interface that abstracts the dynamometer
functions from the desired input and output. The on-board computer system features an
intuitive, easily customizable frontend using the MATLAB GUI interface, and an efficient
backend that is easily understood and modified.
5.3.1. On-Board Computer
The computer system is affixed to the dynamometer and will be reserved solely for
collecting data and developing the GUI. At first glance, more portable system, such as the
ability to connect directly to a user’s laptop, may seem more practical. However, the system
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requires some specific software, such as the correct version of MATLAB, the appropriate
frontend and backend solutions, and an Arduino support library, each of which require
some effort to acquire and deploy on a personal machine. Consequently, our team settled
for an onboard system, which we can tightly control to include the appropriate versions of
software and libraries.
This is the only subsystem for which we have not yet identified a source for most of its
constituent components. We plan on submitting a Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering
Student Fee Allocation Committee (MESFAC) application for the acquisition of the
computer and peripherals in the Winter quarter, or otherwise working through Cal Poly IT
support services for additional options. Conveniently, the Cal Poly institutional licensing
plan should allow us to easily acquire the MATLAB software without needing to incur
additional cost.
5.3.2. MATLAB® Front-End Software
When developing our user interface, we simplified the design through a limited-input,
limited-output user experience. A working version of our GUI is shown in Figure 67.
The system input is the grade: the simulated hill slope that the SMV ascends during its
testing. The torque output by the vehicle, measured by the electronic load cell, is plotted in
real-time against its current speed, which is measured by the tachometer. Current torque
and speed outputs are shown via simple dials in Figure 67. The simple inputs allow the
user to start, suspend, end, or E-Stop the test.

Figure 67 – MATLAB® frontend GUI featuring input grade
and output torque-speed curve.

The most significant feature of this MATLAB® GUI is its customizability, allowing the
user to drag and rearrange elements as desired, add additional features, or remove
extraneous functionality. This fulfills one of our paramount needs established in Table 1,
ease of use.
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5.3.3. MATLAB® Back-End Software
As part of our ease-of-use requirement, the backend software intentionally foregoes lowerlevel microcontroller programming in favor of accomplishing all user-facing functionality
within MATLAB® itself. Microcontrollers, usually programmed in assembler, C or C++,
are less accessible to the average Cal Poly engineering student and are generally only
introduced during the last year of mechatronics concentration coursework. MATLAB®,
however, is part of early curriculum for most Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering students,
featuring excellent documentation and unparalleled stability.
Although much of its popular functionality is available in the base package, MATLAB®
manages most of its additional features through toolboxes. Our implementation relies
heavily on the MathWorks sponsored Arduino toolbox, which directly interfaces with the
microcontroller and permits much of its core functionality to be accessed without
recompiling the program or using the bootloader. It accomplishes this by loading a
specialized server onto the board that interacts with the computer system in real time. This
permits features such as reading and writing to the GPIO pins, using I2C and SPI
communication channels and reading an encoder. The microcontroller, acting more as an
extension of the computer system rather than its own independent device, may be
programmed more intuitively and at a higher level. Some of these features needed in this
backend development are displayed in Table 17.
Table 17 – MATLAB Arduino toolbox calls applicable to project.
Callback

Function

readDigitalPin

Read Boolean data from E-Stop system

readVoltage

Read analog data from temperature sensor

writePWMDutyCycle

Operate voltage modulator and coil current
Control heat sink fan speed

readRegister

Read digital data from load cell ADC

writeRegister

Write data to load cell ADC

rotaryEncoder

Setup photodiode on interrupt pins
Interrupt main routine to increment encoder
ticks

readSpeed

Determine encoder speed from tick count

The entire interface interacts with the GUI by means of a callback-based architecture. The
App Designer interface permits us to bind different functions to listeners that are triggered
when an event occurs on the GUI, such as moving a slider or selecting a radio button. The
function is “called back” and executes once the listener function completes, which removes
the need to an explicit finite state machine that are generally programmed on embedded
systems. An example of this integration between Arduino toolbox and callback functions
is shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68 – Backend callback architecture embedding MATLAB Arduino toolbox
calls.

Functional Prototype Testing
To validate the concept behind the variable resistance generator, we constructed a functional
prototype using a junkyard-sourced alternator, a wooden frame, and a 100𝑁 Omega load cell
borrowed from the Mechanical Engineering department. To drive the alternator, we used a
standard AC power drill with a free speed of 2500𝑅𝑃𝑀 but an unknown torque curve. The
alternator output was connected to two large power resistors and the voltage across the rotor
coils was controlled by a power supply in the Mechatronics laboratory. An image of our setup
is shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69 - Functional prototype for concept validation.
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To test the prototype, we attached the drill to the alternator shaft and tared the load cell to zero.
Next, we ran the drill at maximum throttle and slowly increased the voltage across the rotor
coils from zero to 14𝑉 in 2𝑉 increments. At each data point we measured the shaft 𝑅𝑃𝑀 using
an off-the-shelf optical tachometer and the load cell reading using an indicator. Qualitatively,
we observed that the resistors became hot, indicating that some of the rotational energy
generated by the drill was being converted into heat energy. Our results are shown in Figure
70.
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Figure 70 – RPM and load vs. voltage of functional prototype.

The results indicate a linear relationship between the amount of voltage applied across the rotor
and the load observed at the end of the lever arm. This relationship agrees with our predictions
as the greater voltage provides more rotational resistance, requiring more torque to overcome.
The relationship between 𝑅𝑃𝑀 and voltage, however, is nonlinear, decreasing more sharply at
low voltages. While this testing validated the proof-of-concept, it may not be applied to all
alternators in general; consequently, we will need to repeat similar testing once we acquire our
final alternator and fabricate the pivot, belt, and drum assemblies. Furthermore, this testing
characterized a drill motor, which has an unknown power curve and is a very different motor
than that used on the SMV ICE and E-Cars.

Changes to Final Design
From our CDR to our final design prototype, we made several significant changes to each of
the three subsystems. These changes will all be discussed in detail in the following subsections,
and a picture of the final design prototype can be seen in Figure 71. All the CAD drawings can
be found in the Final Design Drawing Package in Appendix L: and they can also be found in
their native SolidWorks format in the Senior Project submission folder turned into Dr. Mello.
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Figure 71 – Final design prototype.

5.5.1. Mechanical Subsystem Changes
The main assemblies we changed from the CDR to the final design prototype were the
frame, shaft, and the load cell and lever arm assemblies. The overall design functionality
remains the same as our initial final design prototype proposal, the changes made
ultimately increase our design’s functionality.
Frame Assembly
The frame was modified significantly from our CDR, after considering the safety aspect
of having a rolling frame for a chassis dynamometer we opted to have a frame closer
to the ground. In addition, we opted to build the platform into our design to
accommodate placing the entire vehicle on the dyno without having to build a separate
platform. This created more work for us, but it also allowed us to have complete control
over the design and to make other changes that would ultimately improve our design
prototype.
The new frame consists of the same 1.5𝑖𝑛 steel square tubing with 1/8𝑖𝑛 wall thickness,
the frame can be seen in Figure 72. This new frame design also includes cross members
for the pillow block bearings that are closer together, allowing us to make use of a
smaller shaft which increases our safety factor for critical speed and the bursting speed
of the drum, this will be discussed in Section 5.5.1.2.
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Figure 72 – Updated frame assembly

Lastly, to enclose all the moving components of our design and meet the safety
requirements, we used 1/2𝑖𝑛 Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) sheathing around the
frame. We attached this MDF sheathing with self-tapping sheet metal screws so that it
could be easily removed to service the moving parts when necessary.
Shaft Assembly
The main change we made to the shaft assembly was shortening the overall length of
the shaft. By designing the new frame from the ground up, we were able to change the
mounting locations for our pillow block bearings which in turn allowed us to shorten
the length of the shaft. We also realized that the pillow block bearings we used had set
screws in them already, so we were able to eliminate two shaft collars from the design.
A total of four generic shaft collars were used on either side of the drum and the pulley
to axially locate these components, these shaft collars are not shown in the assembly
because the prototype is not dependent on them and any generic brand can be used to
replicate the design. Figure 73 shows the updated shaft assembly to reflect the new
shortened shaft.

Figure 73 – Updated shaft assembly
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Load Cell and Lever Arm Assembly
One key change that the mechanical system design adopted after CDR was the use of
a turnbuckle attached to the load cell to accurately set the belt tension. This change led
to a couple small adjustments in the assembly of the subsystem.

Figure 74 – Updated mechanical subsystem with turnbuckle included

Before this change, the amount of distance in height between the alternator and shaft
was a limiting factor. Adding the turnbuckle required us to mount the load cell to the
top of the lever arm and the top part of the frame. This configuration also put the load
cell in compression instead of tension.
Because we were now trying to conserve space above the lever arm not below it, we
decreased the overall height of the bracket as well. To create a snug and secure fit on
the frame, the width of the brackets bottom slot was reduced from 2𝑖𝑛 to 1½𝑖𝑛 . All the
engineering drawings provided reflect the final design revisions of all the mechanical
parts and assemblies.
5.5.2. Electrical Subsystem Changes
When developing the electrical subsystem, some minor changes were made to the EAGLE
schematic. Specifically, pullup resistors were added to the SDA and SCL I2C lines, an
additional analog pin was exposed, the fan controller was swapped from an NPN transistor
to a power MOSFET, among other small changes. The updated schematic, based on
ME507 design language, is shown in Appendix E: and also with the Final Design Drawing
Package in Appendix L:.
The board itself was laid out in EAGLE following similar ME507 layout conventions. This
overall layout is shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 75 – EAGLE board layout.

Several major factors were prioritized in the board layout process:
Minimize the resistance and heat generation of high-power traces
Because much of the board runs on low (5V or 3.3 logic level) voltage, most of these
traces are focused around the 12V supply. The fans, which run on 12V, only pull
approximately 0.2A apiece and are less of a concern than the alternator field coil
circuitry. This circuitry comprises the power MOSFET, flyback diode, and connectors.
To address this, the 12V source connector and the field connectors were located as
close to each other as possible, and wide polygons were utilized in place of normal
traces. The flyback diode and MOSFET were positioned very close to the connectors,
and many ground vias were positioned to provide excellent connection between the
upper and lower ground planes. This layout can be seen on the right half of Figure 75.
Allow for easy removal of the microcontroller if necessary
The Arduino board, which contains a voltage regulator that powers all the low-power
circuitry on the board, was designed to be easily removed for debugging or
replacement. To accomplish this, two rows of female headers were positioned in the
center of the board, with a silkscreen callout to show the proper orientation of the
microcontroller.
Permit easy installation of interconnects
To ease future wiring, all the connectors were located on the outside perimeter of the
board, facing away from the center of the board. The exception, the fan headers, are
located in the center of the board and can be easily installed from the top. This way,
field-assembly is made easier.
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The board itself was sourced from JLCPCB, located in China. The electrical components
were sourced from Digi-Key in the USA. Assembly of the board was accomplished in the
ME405 lab and completed by hand, with most surface-mounted components installed
before the through-hole components. The assembled electrical board, with all components
besides the ADC installed, is shown in Figure 76.

Figure 76 – Assembled electrical board (missing ADC).

5.5.3. Computer Subsystem Changes
Various features were updated in the computer subsystem for the final design. From a
structural standpoint, the construction of the front and backends followed the same trend
as initially proposed. Program functionality is split into several files, explained in Table
18.
As designed, all of the software is developed in MATLAB in order to facilitate adoption
by students who are unfamiliar with the traditional C++ that runs on most Arduino
hardware. Consequently, the Mathworks MATLAB Support Package for Arduino
Hardware must be installed. Instructions for setting up MATLAB, acquiring the code, and
using the software are included in the SMVDyno User’s Manual, and consequently will
not be explained in depth here. The code for this software package can be found in
Appendix I: and the User’s Manual can be found in Appendix J:, both are also available in
their native format in the Senior Project submission folder turned in to Dr. Mello.
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Table 18 – Software files and functionality.
File

Function

boardSetup.m

Creates a connection to the Arduino board with the
I2C and RotaryEncoder libraries, sets up the I2C
bus, encoder, and IO pins

calibration.mat

Stores the calibration factor, tare, pulley ratio, and
car wheel diameter to persist across closing and
opening the frontend

clearRegister.m

Helper function that clears a register on the ADC
using the specified device, register address and
bitmask

frontend.mlapp

The main function that contains the GUI frontend
arrangements and the UI backend code, including
all the timer functions and callbacks

getLoadCellReading.m

Helper function that extracts a “raw” signed
reading from the 24-bit ADC in a 32-bit container

loadCellSetup.m

Helper function that sets up the ADC by setting the
appropriate registers

README.md

Brief repository introduction

setRegister.m

Helper function that writes a register on the ADC
using the specified device, register address and
bitmask

From a broad perspective, the software frontend comprises four different tabs, each of
which provide different controls. The “Home” tab, shown in Figure 77, comprises the most
important controls that most users will need to access, including a panel that displays
instantaneous torque and speed, sliders that control the duty cycle and fan speed, and a
speed vs. torque graph that permits collection, clearing and export of empirical data. The
E-Stop notifier is retained at the top of the frontend, regardless of the tab accessed. An
introduction to all four tabs and each of the controls and readings is given in the SMVDyno
User’s Manual.
On the other hand, the backend consists of three major timers that read and control the IO.
The first timer handles control over most of the IO, including the temperature reading, EStop reading, fan speed, and alternator duty cycle. The second timer operates the reading
of the load cell, including averaging the readings, compensating for the tare, and
calculating the car torque from calibration factor and system geometry. The third timer
handles the encoder reading and computes the instantaneous velocity of the vehicle.
Presently, all three timers run on a fixed-rate paradigm, meaning that they will attempt to
update once a user-specified period has expired. Note that this this methodology results in
timer functions that may not necessarily run at the anticipated intervals, particularly when
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considering the variable speed of the MATLAB execution on different systems.
Consequently, these periods may need to be adjusted for good performance.

Figure 77 – Software frontend “Home” tab.

Safety, Maintenance and Repair
When completing the final design, we took three major factors into account: safety,
maintenance, and repair. Our initial safety analysis met these requirements, but after we did
further analysis, we concluded that building the frame closer to the ground was a safer option
that also allowed us to improve our design. The rest of the safety plan remains the same from
the CDR.
5.6.1. Safety
Safety is our primary concern, not just with the final design’s operation but also with its
assembly and evaluation. Consequently, we have taken the created the following
documents that can be found in Appendix F::
▪

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

▪

Risk Assessment (using DesignSafe software)

▪

Hazard Checklist

▪

Safety Plan

The FMEA and Hazard Checklist are developed with guidance from the ME Senior Project
Student Success Guide [41]. The full FMEA, shown in Appendix F:, reflects our
understanding of the potential failure modes that each system may experience. It then
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outlines their severities on a 1-9-point scale, preventative actions and occurrence
probability, and detection activities and detection probability. These three factors create an
action priority, to which we assign a recommended action and completion date. Failure
modes with greater severities, higher occurrence, or less detection probability are assigned
higher priorities, and thus have been given greater focus in our action recommendation.
After finishing the initial FMEA, we next moved onto a risk assessment following the
ANSI B11.0 (TR3) two-factor risk scoring system. This analysis was facilitated by the
DesignSafe software [13]. The full report, also attached in Appendix F:, demonstrates the
relationship between the probability and the risk level for three specific groups:
▪

Target audience (the Cal Poly SMV team)

▪

System engineering (our senior project team)

▪

People nearby (ex. near the SMV corral in the engineering hangar)

The DesignSafe analysis tracks the risk level as a function of the severity of the failure on
a four-point scale (minor, moderate, serious, or catastrophic) and its probability on a
different four-point scale (very likely, likely, unlikely, or remote). The standard
automatically assigns a risk level depending on the combination of severity and probability,
as demonstrated in Figure 78. The report then tracks the safety improvements through risk
reduction measures, using the same scale to identify a new risk level based on an updated
severity and probability following risk reduction measures.

Figure 78 – ANSI two-factor risk scoring system [13].

Summarizing the full report, we found that five risks possessed a high risk level: trapping
an appendage or object between the wheel of the drum, maximum temperature on the heat
sink reaching 138℉ risking fire, the same maximum temperature risking skin exposure,
the dynamometer shifting during operation, and software errors during development
leading to control issues and unexpected behavior.
Our FMEA and DesignSafe analysis spurred the completion of the provided Design Hazard
checklist [41]. The full checklist and corrective analysis may be found also in Appendix
F:. The checklist revealed that this design demonstrates hazards in 12 of the 16 categories,
with an additional hazard in one additional category. These hazards are summarized in
Table 19.
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Table 19 – Safety hazard summary.
Number
1

Hazard
Revolving drum, belt, shaft and pulley

2

SMV accelerating quickly to start the first burn cycle

3

Rotating drum as a large moving mass

4

SMV falling off dynamometer frame

5

Sharp edges on the frame created during manufacturing parts

6

Alternator circuit sunk only to the resistive load and not to ground

7

120VAC into the dynamometer power supply

8

Stored rotational energy in the drum

9

Lifting hazard moving the SMV onto the dynamometer frame

10

Leaded solder used during PCB assembly

11

SMV and belt noise

12

The system being misused by failing to follow the SOP

13

Hot surfaces on the heat sink

Finally, we developed a Safety Plan document that summarizes the necessary hazard
mitigation actions, responsible persons, and expected resolution dates. This information is
summarized in Table 20.
Table 20 - Safety plan.
Responsible
Person

Completion
Date

Create nonremovable guard for top dynamometer surface
to prevent drum pinch point

Jake

11/7/19

Develop locking mechanism for dynamometer wheels

Team

2/14/20

Create removable mechanical and acoustic guard for belt,
pulley, lever and pivot system

Kyle / Nate

11/7/19

Locate guarding around resistive heat sink to prevent skin
contact

Nate

FDR

Locate eyebolts in frame as tiedowns

Jake

11/7/19

Meet with SMV team to discuss required wheel chocks,
strapdowns, and support platform

Team

1/17/20

Evaluate 12VAC circuit and alternator sink circuit
grounding with electrician and Jim Gerhardt

Nate

11/14/19

Create SOP for lifting and moving SMV from
dynamometer frame

Team

2/14/20

Action
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Responsible
Person

Completion
Date

Operation training with pinch point callouts, unexpected
movement descriptions, and software abnormalities

Team

FDR

Noise measurement during operation

Team

2/14/20

E-Stop testing (mechanical and electrical)

Team

1/17/20

Signage for: pinch points, rotating hazard, unexpected
movement, and for surrounding people

Team

2/14/20

Develop restricted user SOP for manufacturing and
assembly of the dynamometer system

Team

1/17/20

Action

5.6.2. Maintenance
The dynamometer’s maintainability focuses on each of its three major subsystems:
mechanical, electrical and computer.
The mechanical subsystem is designed to be as maintenance-free as possible. The current
major maintenance factor is the wear on the belt. As discussed, a curvilinear tooth profile
was selected, which has an improved expected product life over trapezoidal tooth profiles.
SDP/SI states that the belts are limited to a minimum of 3000 hours of useful life, which
suggests that it could last for four years with two-hour daily usage. Additionally, the MDF
panels that enclose the moving components were made to be easily removable and
replaceable if need be. Eventually these panels will take some wear and may warrant
replacement, these are cheap panels available at most home improvement stores and can
easily be replicated to replace worn panels.
Similarly, the electrical system is specified such that maintenance should not be necessary.
The critical power components (MOSFET, flyback diode) are specified ag higher voltage
and current ratings than necessary. The Arduino is also socketed to the PCB using female
headers, allowing it to be easily replaced without needing to replace the rest of the
subsystem. Finally, most of the electronics are enclosed in a single box that faces the user
and can be accessed without needing to remove any of the other guarding.
Because the computer system relies so heavily on the software that runs the dynamometer
actuation and data collection, we have designed it to be easily updated. MATLAB is a wellsupported software on a twice-yearly release cycle, permitting internal bugs to be easily
squashed through software update. Internal bugs may be resolved through the software’s
excellent documentation and online support. Furthermore, by extensively documenting the
code itself, future SMV team members may update and maintain the code as they see fit.
5.6.3. Repair
Although a repair-free experience is desired, we realize that such expectations are
unrealistic. Consequently, we took several factors into consideration during our final
design.
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The mechanical system has been designed such that few custom-manufactured parts are
used. Those that do require custom manufacturing are made to be simple and accessible
even to those with only basic mill and lathe experience, accessible to any Cal Poly student
with a yellow tag. Since CNC manufacturing is a longer and more complex process, no
CNC parts are used on this design. Our BOM and cost analysis include the manufacturer
and vendor used in procurement, allowing broken or worn parts to be easily re-ordered.
We have also completed a manufacturing plan description and included part and assembly
drawings for the entire mechanical system.
By developing the electrical subsystem in an education-licensed software, EAGLE, one
may easily re-export the Gerber files and have a new PCB created if the existing one
malfunctions. We will also be using a commonly available alternator to ensure easy
replacement if the alternator stops working.
Similarly, our software will be fully documented so that it may be easily debugged in the
future. We also plan to document Arduino serial communication errors and other expected
software errors so that the team can more easily repair software issues in the future.

Cost Analysis
5.7.1. Initial Bill of Materials
As mentioned in Section 3.6, our project budget was significantly decreased since our
Preliminary Design Report. Many of the changes we made on this project were a direct
result of the new budgeting, but even with these changes we still had to take extra steps to
ensure our project did not cost the SMV team extra money. Our complete detailed BOM
can be seen in Appendix C. A summary of our initial BOM is seen in Table 21, showing a
total cost of $345.21.
Table 21 – Summary BOM.
Project Subsystem

Cost

Structural Components

$255.86

Circuit Board Components

$5.46

Electrical Components

$83.89

Total Project Cost

$345.21

Originally our cost was much greater, but by comparing vendors for all our high cost parts
we were able to decrease the cost significantly. In the mechanical subsystem, the pillow
block bearings sourced from McMaster-Carr were overpriced compared to competitors.
We compared prices and product specifications and realized that the McMaster-Carr parts
did not offer any product advantage over no-name brands, so we will be purchasing the
cheapest available bearings. The Misumi pulleys were around $50 each, however there was
nothing we could do to mitigate these costs. Misumi is a mass-production manufacturer
and Cal Poly does not have an existing relationship with this company, so getting these
pulleys donated would be difficult and likely not worth the time. The alternator would be
an expensive purchase, most likely coming in around $150, but we are planning on getting
the alternator donated or prorated through a local alternator remanufacturing company. We
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are planning to do the same with the load cell, Dr. Mello has provided us with several
contacts in that industry that we are reaching out to.
The electrical subsystem consists of relatively inexpensive parts, the most significant cost
was the Arduino Nano. We are planning to get this donated by Arduino since it is for an
education project. If that does not work, we are going to use an Arduino clone that makes
use of the same chipset that the Arduino uses.
The software subsystem consists mainly of the MATLAB® software and a computer used
to run the software. We have already confirmed that obtaining an education license to
MATLAB will not be an issue and will be free of cost to the SMV team. The Mechanical
Engineering IT department has access to many computer vendors, so we are planning on
using MESFAC funding to purchase a prorated computer from one of these vendors, that
computer will be at no cost to the club as well.
Despite having a much lower budget than originally planned, through product donations
and MESFAC funding we are still on track to complete our project well under budget. We
have left plenty of funds available in our budget if we cannot get some of these items
donated, however it is in the best interest of the SMV team for us to be as far under budget
as possible.
5.7.2. Final Bill of Materials
Our final design prototype varied substantially from our initial proposal, and the final BOM
reflects that. Our BOM was increased substantially when we considered the cost of our
functional prototype and the cost of new steel to build the frame. Other costs that we did
not account for in our initial analysis were the cost of the load cell that we were not able to
get donated, and miscellaneous costs such as sales tax and shipping. Since we did not
account for these costs in our initial analysis, we ended up being over budget by about
$275. More about this will be discussed in Section 8, but a final summary BOM can be
seen in Table 22.
Table 22 – Final summary BOM.
Project Subsystem

Cost

Structural Components

$855.18

Circuit Board Components

$13.78

Electrical Components

$144.10

Functional Prototype

$77.93

Miscellaneous Costs

$184.20

Total Project Cost

$1275.19

6. Manufacturing
Here we will discuss the parts of our project that will need to be manufactured, the planned steps
to machine and assemble the individual components, where the materials will be procured, and
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any outsourcing we plan on doing to have parts fabricated. Table 23 outlines the components by
subsystem with the manufacturing process used to create the component. We have also indicated
where the raw materials will be purchased and who will be machining the part. Manufacturing
duties have been divided between the members of our group.
Table 23 – Manufacturing overview.
Component

Subsystem

Outsource Vendor

Manufacturing
Method

Responsible Party

Frame

Mechanical

B&B Steel Supply

Grinder w/ Cutoff
Wheel, MIG Weld

All

Shaft

Mechanical

Online Metals

Manual Mill

Jake

Platform

Mechanical

Home Depot

Circular Saw

Jake

Drum

Mechanical

(Repurposed)

Deburring Tool

Jake

Shaft and Drum
Keys

Mechanical

McMaster-Carr

Cutoff Saw

Jake

Lever Arm

Mechanical

B&B Steel Supply

Manual Mill

Kyle

Bracket

Mechanical

Online Metals

Manual Mill

Kyle

Alternator Mount

Mechanical

Online Metals

Water Jet

Kyle

Alternator Pulley

Mechanical

Misumi

Manual Lathe

Nate

Encoder Enclosure

Electrical

-

3D Print

Nate

Resistor Enclosure

Electrical

Online Metals

Cutoff Saw, Drill
and Tap

Nate

Procurement
To minimize costs, materials in certain areas will be repurposed. With some modifications, we
intend to use the aluminum drum from the existing dynamometer. Material from the frame will
also be used for the lever arm. The raw metal materials were purchased from B&B Steel &
Supply. The parts manufactured from those materials include the shaft, vehicle platform,
bracket, alternator mount, and the resistor enclose. Keys used for the shaft and drum were
purchased from McMaster-Carr, and the alternator pulley is from Misumi.

Manufacturing
The first component we manufactured was the frame. A grinder with a cutoff wheel was used
to cut tubing to length before being MIG welded together using. Eight holes were drilled in the
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frame where we will mount the bearings, bracket, and load cell. Four additional holes were
drilled for the I-bolts that will mount the vehicle to the frame. Figure 79 shows the completed
frame after it had been primed and painted.

Figure 79 – Painted frame.

A manual mill was used to machine the shaft, lever arm, and bracket. Using a cutoff saw, the
shaft was sized to length and the keyways were slotted with a ¼𝑖𝑛 endmill for the drum and
pulley keys. The lever arm and bracket were also sized to length using an endmill. A ½𝑖𝑛 drill
bit was used for the holes where the pivot and load cell are fastened, and a ¾𝑖𝑛 endmill was
used to create the slot to house the load cell. The top and bottom of the bracket were slotted
using a ¼𝑖𝑛 endmill. A clearance hole was drilled to fit the pivot, and ¼𝑖𝑛 -20 threads were
tapped by hand where the bracket mounts to the frame. This assembly can be seen in Figure
80.

Figure 80 – Load cell and lever arm assembly manufactured.
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The drum and shaft pulley were then pressed into position on the shaft, and shaft collars placed
on either side of the drum and pulley. The shaft was then mounted via the pillow block bearings
onto the frame. This assembly can be seen in Figure 81.

Figure 81 – Shaft assembly manufactured.

The alternator mount was cut out using the water jet in Mustang 60. The front mount contains
two through holes, while the back has ¼𝑖𝑛 -20 tapped holes to secure the mounts on both sides
of the lever arm using bolts.
Once all the mechanical components were verified to function, we cut the MDF sheets down
to size and installed them around the frame to meet our safety requirements.
The electrical subsystem required both rework of existing systems and fabrication of some
custom systems during the assembly process. Specifically, the alternator we purchased was in
the Delco-Remy 10SI form factor, but deliberately chosen without the common internal
regulator. However, in order to avoid needing a 12V+logic level voltage to switch the power
MOSFET, we constructed the MOSFET on the low side of the field coil, as shown earlier in
Figure 57. However, the alternator was constructed for a high-side voltage regulator, offering
one rear terminal connected directly to one of the rotor brushes, and the other linked to ground
via an internal lug, shown in Figure 82. To rectify this issue, the field coil needed to be isolated.
To accomplish this, the brush terminal was soldered onto the existing ground lug, which was
then cut off to disconnect it from the grounded body of the alternator.
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Figure 82 – Reworked field coil terminals.

The resistive load comprised five 100𝑊 power resistors inside a 3𝑖𝑛 𝑥3𝑖𝑛 aluminum heat sink
designed both for thermal dissipation and for effective forced convection. The power resistors
were first soldered to 14Ga wire, and the terminals protected using heat shrink. 10Ga wire was
then used to solder the resistors into a parallel circuit. This circuit was selected over a series
circuit for redundancy. An extra 14Ga wire was exposed from each node for the option of
expanding the system later if necessary. The resistors were installed into the inside of the tube
using M3 screws by means of the access holes machined opposite. Electrical tape was installed
to prevent any shorts on the conductive metal. Strain reliefs were added to the bottom of the
tube to prevent any connection from working loose. This assembly process is shown in Figure
83.

Figure 83. Montage showing resistor tube assembly.
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Finally, all the electrical components were installed in the dynamometer structure. The encoder
was attached to the frame using standoffs and screws. To provide an alternating reflective
surface, aluminum foil was wrapped around approximately half of the drum shaft, which was
masked using electrical tape. To tune the sensitivity, masking tape was used over the two
photodiodes. The alternator output was attached to the resistive load using 10Ga wire and ring
crimps, with the zero-voltage side connected to the alternator housing to create a low-resistance
ground. Two female spade terminals were crimped to 14Ga wire and insulated from contact
with the alternator housing using electrical tape. These wires, connected on one end to the
alternator field terminal lugs, were connected on the opposite end to the rotor voltage
modulation circuit on the circuit board. The two fans, located on either side of the resistor
power tube, were attached to the board terminals using extension jumper cables. All of the
low-power interconnects terminated in the low-power enclosure, where the circuit board was
located, and relieved of strain using wire glands and service loops. Some of the electrical
components are designated in Figure 84.

Figure 84 – Some electrical components in the complete assembly.

To meet safety standards, the electrical enclosures were separated into two: A high-power one
containing nothing besides the 120VAC to 12VDC converter on the right, and a low-power
one containing the circuit board on the left. Connections to the circuit board are facilitated
through designations on the silkscreen, and are shown in Figure 85.

Figure 85 – Circuit board terminals (note not all are used).
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A final engineering drawing package is provided in Appendix D that can be used to replicate
our final design prototype. Figure 86 shows a picture of our completed final design prototype,
not pictured is the MDF top platform which was left off for testing purposes.

Figure 86 – Final design prototype.

Outsources
The only part that we outsourced on this project was the PCB itself. This circuit board, designed
using the EAGLE software, was sent to the Chinese company JLCPCB for fabrication.
However, due to delays caused by the Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19), this
procurement was extensively delayed. The influence of this pandemic on global logistics,
including the DHL service that originally only projected about four days from order to
completed shipment, substantially pushed back the assembly date of the board. However, once
the board itself arrived at Cal Poly, all of the surface-mount and through-hole components were
soldered in the ME Mechatronics lab and validated on the facility’s test equipment.
Besides the PCB, no other parts were outsourced. All of the components were either purchased
in a fully-manufactured state or manufactured by a team member at either Mustang 60 or the
Aero Hangar.

7. Design Verification
A key component of our design is verifying that it functions as it was designed to function. Since
the Critical Design Report, we have expanded on a few testing ideas and we have a good idea of
what we need to test to verify we are getting accurate, precise, and repeatable results from our
dynamometer. Before we consider testing the accuracy and precision of our data, we need to assess
the safety measures of our dynamometer and verify that they function as designed in the event of
machine failure. Safety tests and standard precautions will be detailed in the following subsections.
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Most of our testing plan relies on the SMV team being able to give us powertrain performance
data from their ICE vehicle when tested on a closed track. This data will serve as a datum and will
allow us to tune our dynamometer so that it reflects actual track conditions. In addition to verifying
that the data produced from the dynamometer is accurate when compared to track data, we are also
coordinating with the simulation senior project team. Our hopes are that the simulation model for
the electric vehicle will be accurate enough to tune our dynamometer, this will enable us to produce
usable powertrain efficiency data for both the electric and ICE vehicles.

Testing
Due to delays in vehicle completion, we were unable to complete much of the testing we had
intended upon conducting. For this reason, we have outlined our intended tests and the
necessary steps the SMV team should take in order to verify and fine tune the project hardware
we turn over to them at the completion of this project. The testing procedures can be found in
Appendix K:.
The tests we had planned on conducting for the safety aspect of our design are:
▪

Emergency stop verification

▪

Tie-down procedure verification

The tests we had planned plan on conducting for our mechanical subsystem are:
▪

Precision measurements of our machined parts

▪

Pulley ratio verification

▪

Alternator characterization

7.1.1. Emergency Stop Verification
The e-stop is a simple electrical connection that will trigger a dedicated state in the control
software. This program will be designed to latch to this state, meaning that it may not shift
to other states without special approval. For safety reasons, this state is designed to take
the dynamometer from a high-mechanical-power state to a low-mechanical-power one by
maximizing the voltage across the rotor coils. This will maximize the resistance and should
cause the drum to come to a halt.
To validate this functionality, we will run the control software and a sample burn cycle on
the drum surface. We will then trigger the e-stop after different intervals and confirm the
functionality works as intended.
We were able to test the mechanical function of the e-stop and it worked as desired by
cutting power to the main 120VAC supply. We were not able to wire it up to maximize
voltage across the coils of the alternator because we did not have a vehicle to drive the
dyno at a high speed to test the functionality of this feature, but it can be implemented at a
later time.
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7.1.2. Tie-down Procedure Verification
Not having the vehicle properly tied down to the dynamometer poses a safety risk and
could possibly affect the quality of data collected. For this reason, we will be testing our
methods of securing the SMV to the platform and making sure movement is limited. We
will also formalize a standard method of tying down the vehicle so the SMV team can
conduct their testing safely once the project is complete.
Not having a vehicle to test our tie-down procedures also prevented us from conducting
this test but we drilled the holes for the eyebolts in locations we felt would work when the
vehicle is ready to be tested. The team will have to verify the vehicle is tied down
sufficiently before running tests on the dynamometer.
7.1.3. Precision Measurements of Machined Parts
Upon completion of all machined parts, we conducted a quality assurance test. This
entailed manually measuring all critical component features using calipers to make sure
they were suitable for use in our project assembly. We verified this by both taking
measurements and when all the components fit our design during assembly.
7.1.4. Pulley Ratio Verification
Throughout functional prototype testing, we evaluated performance at a limited drum
angular velocity range of approximately 1000𝑅𝑃𝑀 to 3000𝑅𝑃𝑀 . However, a lower bound
of 3000𝑅𝑃𝑀 on the SMV ICE suggests an approximately 400𝑅𝑃𝑀 lower bound on the drum
speed. We could not meaningfully replicate these low speeds on the functional prototype
due to the nature of the drill being used as prime mover.
Consequently, we plan to test the system’s functionality on two drive pulley ratios: the
existing 1:1 ratio with 72 tooth pulleys on both shaft and alternator, and a 1:3 ratio,
changing the alternator pulley to a 24 tooth. This will increase the effective speed seen at
the alternator by a factor of three, while decreasing the reaction torque by the same factor.
By designing an adjustable pivot arm assembly, we may easily release tension on the belt,
remove the alternator and pulley, and swap out either of the two ratios.
The success of this verification will be predicated on whether we may achieve the upper
bound of desired resistance using our 0 − 12𝑉 rotor coil voltage range. If necessary, we
will procure a third pulley enabling a more aggressive ratio, but we expect that the majority
of SMV test cases will find this unnecessary.
We purchased the third pulley to enable a more aggressive ratio, but once again we were
not able to drive the dynamometer at a fast enough speed to verify which configuration
would be more beneficial, therefore this test remains to be verified by the team.
7.1.5. Alternator Characterization
Although we have already tested one alternator in our functional prototype testing, our final
design involves a refurbished alternator that is different from our functional prototype.
Consequently, we will need to characterize the voltage versus speed characteristics of the
final alternator design. We will do this by experimentally setting different voltages across
the rotor coils and recording the shaft speed. We will then correlate both variables back to
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the measured torque, which will allow us to create a transfer function describing the
alternator behavior. If possible, we will linearize this relationship; if not, we will create
lookup tables that will permit more accurate characterization at the expense of a bit more
system memory.
The resulting transfer function will permit us to create a closed-loop feedback system that
will allow us to calculate the error between predicted and actual torque measurements. We
may then use this error in a proportional-integral-derivative loop to improve response time,
adjust overshoot, or eliminate steady-state error.
This test also needs to be done by the team when a working vehicle is ready for the
dynamometer, this test is necessary in order to get accurate speed and torque measurements
from the dynamometer.

8. Project Management
In this section we will discuss the main project deliverables for this term and how our group has
structured itself in order to stay organized and current with our timeline. In the previous quarter
we saw growing amount of task delegation and team members taking on individual tasks to help
push the overall project forward. Before jobs were split up, we would review as a team the action
item that needed to be completed, make sure everyone understood how to proceed forward, and
selected portions of the deliverable for each member to take on. Within our individual task,
research was often conducted to determine the best analytical approach. Each member would
frequently consult with the rest of the team throughout individual tasks for verification.
One change we made to the way we managed project assignments was by abandoning the use of a
Gantt Chart. Although this was a tool that we used previously and recognize value in, we felt we
were able to stay up to date with assignments and aware of deadlines without the use of an
additional platform. We continued our same project management process through this last quarter,
and we were able to finish all our tasks ahead of schedule, minus the testing portion due to the
vehicle not being ready to be tested on the dyno. We did not foresee the vehicle not being ready,
so we did not have alternate methods of testing set up and we were only able to conduct very
simple function tests of our final design.
From the completion of the CDR to our FDR, our team completed several significant milestones,
these can all be seen in Table 24. As discussed earlier, the project was ready to be tested according
to our DVP, but due to the unforeseen circumstances of the vehicle not being complete we were
only able to conduct broad functionality tests.
Table 24 – Team deliverables timeline.
Milestone

Date

Final Design Report Outline

2/1/20

Structural Parts Machined

2/6/20
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Physical Project Complete

2/20/20

Milestone

Date

Instruction Manual Complete

2/27/20

Functional Testing

2/27/20

Safety Inspection

3/4/20

Senior Project Expo

3/12/20

Final Design Report

3/17/20

We had a few delays in our project management process, such as the delay on the PCB and the
delay of the vehicle being finished, but overall, our process went as planned. We were able to work
around the delays by focusing on other parts of the project that could be worked on that way we
still were making progress towards final design prototype being completed.
We missed our budget by a significant amount, and this largely has to do with costs that we did
not account for in our initial budget. Shipping and sales tax put us over the top on total costs, but
we also hoped to get a load cell donated which did not happen, and we ended up building a new
frame which costed us a large amount that also was unaccounted for in the initial plan. The frame
re-design occurred after a safety meeting when it was decided that high-speed moving parts should
not be mounted on a rolling platform so high off the ground, and this meeting did not occur until
late in the fall quarter which did not allow us to re-design and re-calculate costs until we were well
into our design process. In the future we think addressing safety concerns early in the design
process would have ultimately saved us time and money, allowing us to meet the budget
constraints.

9. Conclusion and Recommendations
This section focuses on the conclusions of our project and recommendations we have for future
Cal Poly Senior Projects

Conclusion
The purpose of our project was to create a dynamometer system with variable resistance for
the specific use of the Cal Poly SMV team. Many existing commercial dynamometers are
prohibitively expensive and operate at higher power requirements than what is required by
the efficient SMV. Through interview of the customers a list outlining the needs and wants
was generated, and this list was used to guide background and patent research on technologies
pertinent to the project. A QFD was generated to evaluate the correlation between different
engineering specifications and optimize desired performance in comparison to competitive
products. Multiple ideation sessions were conducted to generation a large pool of solutions and
to narrow those possible solutions. Pugh matrices and weighted decision matrices were used
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to further narrow our decision, and order of magnitude analysis was used to better inform our
weighting and selections.
After completing our concept decisions, we moved onto the detailed design phase. We
delineated the concept into three distinct subsystems: Mechanical, electrical, and computer.
The mechanical system was further divided into the drum and shaft, the belt and alternator,
and the lever arm and load cell. Using standard engineering techniques, we analyzed the load
conditions on each of the mechanical subsystems and designed features to acceptable factors
of safety. We also specified components for the electrical subsystem and validated the key
aspects of the computer and data collection modules. While considering the cost of the intended
design, we built a functional prototype to validate the concept. After completing fabrication
and assembly drawings for each subsystem, we finished a manufacturing plan for the
procurement of the material, manufacturing of the parts, and assembling of the finished
product. We also outlined a test plan for validating our subsystems following completion.
After our initial design and manufacturing plan had been created, we made a few significant
changes that ultimately made our final design prototype better and increased some of the safety
factors we had previously determined. We created a brand-new frame that allow all our
assemblies to be easily mounted to and the entire Supermileage vehicle to rest on, eliminating
the need for a separate platform. This called for an extra amount of manufacturing, but we were
still able to finish our project according to the timeline we had set forth in our CDR.
Upon completing the final manufacturing steps, we had a fully functioning final prototype that
was ready to be tested and optimized for best performance. Not being able to completely test
our design was unfortunate, but we are confident in our design process and we know that once
these tests are completed and the alternator is characterized, the software can be calibrated to
provide reliable data for the SMV team to improve their vehicle performance.
A key learning point from this project came from our budget planning, which ultimately comes
from the design process. We came in well over our budget which is never a good thing for
engineering projects, but we were able to identify how and why we came over budget which
will help us in future endeavors.

Recommendations
The big takeaway we got from this project is that safety concerns should be addressed very
early in the design phase to avoid having to re-design later. This seems obvious at first glance,
but safety does not just mean making sure all parts will function safely with an adequate safety
factor. Many times, there are safety procedures and committees that oversee product
development, and in this case, it was the safety advisor for the Cal Poly Mechanical
Engineering department. If we had consulted with the safety advisor earlier on in the design
process, we would have had a complete design plan before moving into the manufacturing
phase. Luckily, we did not have to make any functional changes of our design and all our FEA
was still valid. However, these design changes ultimately led us to go over budget and added
some time to our project.
Another takeaway we learned from this project is to consider external factors. We placed an
order for a PCB to made in China when COVID-19 was first moving across China, this virus
ended up delaying the delivery of that PCB by a few weeks. Obviously, we could never have
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predicted this virus, but relying on outsourced parts always comes with a cost of uncontrollable
factors. Had we ordered from a local company we would have received our PCB on time, but
we would also have paid a lot more for the same product. These are all factors to consider in
product development and we have learned a lot through this process.
One last takeaway that is specifically applicable to Cal Poly projects is that coordination with
potential donors needs to be done very early in the design process to determine which parts
can be donated. We anticipated that we would be donated a load cell for our project, and we
had identified that early on in the design process but when it came time to purchase we had
received notice that the load cell would only be subsidized a portion of the total cost. This was
easy to work around because there were plenty of other vendors to buy from, and we were able
to source a cheaper alternative that would still work with our design, but had this been a
specialty part that our design was dependent on we would have been out of luck or way over
budget. Our recommendation for future Cal Poly senior projects is to have discussions with
donors very early on, even in the PDR phase if possible, to help anticipate the costs involved
and whether these options are available.

Next Steps
Moving forward we think there is a lot this project can be expanded on. For this chassis
dynamometer to fully function as we designed it to, the tests laid out in Section 7.1 need to be
completed. These tests are for first and foremost for safety, but also to ensure the alternator is
characterized and software calibrated to provide accurate and reliable data.
Once the dynamometer is fully functioning and providing useful data, there are many
improvements that we think can eventually be implemented. As of now the software allows
for the resistance to be set to a certain level and then the vehicle can be ran on the dynamometer
to see the speed and torque curves. Eventually we think it is possible to take live data from the
racetrack and create a resistance profile of the track that the software can implement and
change the resistance by varying the voltage across the alternator in real time. This will allow
for very realistic testing and many improvements can then be made to the Supermileage vehicle
with this data.
Some other minor improvements that can be added onto our design is the incorporation of an
on-board computer. We were not able to get a computer donated on time, but having a
computer attached to the dynamometer would allow for a dedicated controller to run the
software we designed and would eliminate any issues with future versions of MATLAB® not
being able to run our software. With a dedicated computer, you could ensure that the software
is always running on the correct version of MATLAB® and not have to worry about multiple
user’s computers connecting to the dynamometer.
These are just a few ideas we think would improve our design, there are many other ways this
project can be taken to the next level and it is up to the SMV team to continue this project as
they desire.
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A-1

A-1: Complete Customer Needs/Wants List
•

•

•

Needs
o Accurately measure burn cycle
▪ Measure torque at wheel
▪ Measure speed at wheel
o Measure:
▪ Burn
▪ Burn uphill
▪ Coast
▪ Coast downhill
o Add in a second load component beyond inertia element to simulate
▪ Rolling resistance
▪ Load drag
▪ Elevation pattern
o Pass information onto Simulation team
▪ Going up a hill
▪ Coasting down a hill
o Software is user-friendly and can be operated by a user at the Sophomore level
o Operation is self-explanatory to new teams
o Simple
o IO and ADCs are easy to use and robust
o Return standard Torque/Speed Curves for Simulation Team
o Mounting dimensions work with ICE and electric vehicle motor plates
Wants
o Efficiency computation: Power in versus power out
o Measure torque at engine and torque going out
o Driveline efficiency
o Works with full car (team-supported)
o Determine most efficient range in which to run Dynamometer
Future Goals
o Portable Dynamometer
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A-2

A-2: House of Quality
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A-3

A-3: Decision Matrices
Weight
Criteria
Unweighted
Weighted
Unweighted
Counterdrive
Weighted
Unweighted
Caliper (hydraulic)
Weighted
Hydraulic Brake

2

Mechanical System Decision Matrix
3
3
1

Easy to Variable Easy to
Maintain Resistance
use
3
6
4
8
3
6

5
15
3
9
5
15

4
12
5
15
4
12

2

1

Low Cost Reliable
3
3
5
5
4
4

3

3

Software System Decision Matrix
2
1
2

Simplicity
TOTAL
assembly

Safety

4
8
5
10
3
6

4
4
5
5
4
4

Measurement System Decision Matrix
Weight
3
3
2
2
Measure Measure
Ease of
Ease of
Criteria Torque Torque
Maintenance Assembly
Accuratel Precisely
Load Cell +
Unweighted
4
5
4
4
Lever Arm
Weighted
12
15
8
8
Torque
Unweighted
5
5
5
5
Transducer
Weighted
15
15
10
10
45 Degree Strain Unweighted
3
5
3
2
Gages
Weighted
9
15
6
4
Weight

2

3

3
6
4
8
4
8

54
60
55

1
Cost

TOTAL
3
3
1
1
5
5

46
51
39

2

Ease Ease of
Network Ease of
Device
TOTAL
Criteria of Use Debugging Cost Required Development Interfaceability Customizability
Unweighted
5
5
4
3
4
4
3
MATLAB Weighted
15
15
8
3
8
12
6
67
Unweighted
5
3
5
5
3
5
4
Python Weighted
15
9
10
5
6
15
8
68
Unweighted
3
1
1
3
5
3
1
Proprietary Weighted
9
3
2
3
10
9
2
38
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A-4

A-4: Mechanical Subsystem Pugh Matrices
Criteria
Measure Torque
Measure Speed
Easy to Maintain

Hydraulic
s
s
-

Concepts
Counter Drive
Caliper
D
s
A
s
T
U
M

Eddy
Current
s
s
-

Variable Resistance
Full System Platform
Semi-Permanent
Easy to Use

s
s
s
-

s
s
+
-

s
s
+
-

Low Cost
Built in Computer/Monitor
Reliable
Input Road Profile

s
s

s
s

s
s

Aesthetically Pleasing
Precision
Accuracy
Power Consumption
Interchangeable Parts

+
+
+

s
-

s
s
s
-

Accessibility to
Components

+

-

-

Simplicity
Safety

-

+

s

Σ+
ΣΣs

4
8
6

2
10
6

1
8
9
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A-4

Criteria

Hydraulic

Concepts
Counter Drive Caliper

Eddy
Current
s

Measure Torque
Measure Speed
Easy to Maintain
Variable Resistance

s
s
s

D
A
T
U

s
-

Full System Platform
Semi-Permanent
Easy to Use
Low Cost
Built in
Computer/Monitor
Reliable

s
s

M

+
+
+
+
s

s
+
s

s
+
+

s
+
-

s
s
s

Accuracy
Power Consumption
Interchangeable Parts
Accessibility to
Components

+
-

+
-

s
-

+

+

-

Simplicity
Safety
Σ+

4

s
s
7

s
1

ΣΣs

9
5

7
5

8
9

Input Road Profile
Aesthetically Pleasing
Precision

s
s
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Criteria

Hydraulic

Concepts
Counter Drive
Caliper

Eddy
Current
s

Measure Torque
Measure Speed
Easy to Maintain
Variable Resistance

+
s
+

D
A
T
U

+
s
-

Full System Platform
Easy to Use
Low Cost
Built in
Computer/Monitor
Reliable

s
s
s
+

M

s
s
+
s
-

s
s
+

Input Road Profile
Aesthetically Pleasing
Precision
Accuracy

s
s
+
+

s
-

s
-

Power Consumption
Accessibility to
Components

-

+

s

+

+

s

Simplicity

-

+

-

Safety
Σ+
ΣΣs

6
5
6

+
6
6
5

+
2
8
7

s
-
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A-5: Computer Subsystem Pugh Matrix
Criteria
Cost
Licensing
Customizable
User-Friendly
Difficulty of Development
Difficulty of
Documentation

Python
Script
+
+
s
-

Concepts
MATLAB®
NI Lab View
GUI
D
s
A
s
T
U
M

Proprietary
s
-

s
s

s
+

s

s

-

Flexibility
Troubleshooting
System Resources
Σ+

s
+
3

s
s
s
0

+
s
2

ΣΣs

3
3

1
8

4
3
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B-1: Shaft Analysis MATLAB® Code
shaft_calcs.m
Shaft Calculations for SMVdyno Senior Project Team
JACOB RANDALL
10/11/2019
rev 1

Define variables
h_1 = .125;

% Depth of Drum

Retaining Ring Groove [in]
h_2 = .125;

% Depth of Pulley

Retaining Ring Groove [in]
w_1 = .125;

% Width of Drum

Retaining Ring Groove [in]
w_2 = .125;

% Width of Pulley

Retaining Ring Groove [in]
d_s = 1.25;

% Diameter of Shaft

[in]
l_s = 31.375;

% Length of Shaft [in]

l_p = l_s/2 - 2;

% Length From Left

Bearing to Pulley C-to-C [in]
l_d = l_s/2 + 2;

% Length From Left

Bearing to Drum C-to-C [in]
w_b = 1;

% Width of Bearing

[in]
d_d = 8;

% Diameter of Drum

[in]
d_p = 4.52;

% Diameter of Pulley

[in]
d_w = 19.5;

% Diameter of Rear

Wheel [in]
W_d_y = 19;

% Weight of Drum [lb]

W_s_y = 10.92;

% Weight of Shaft

[lb](Obtained from SOLIDWORKS properties)
T_m = 14.04;

% Motor Torque [lb-in]

T_a = 14.04;

% Alternator Torque

[lb-in]
F_p_z2 = 38.58;

% Pulley Tension 1

[lb]
GR_1 = 16;

% Gear Ratio Between

Motor and Tire
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Moment of Inertia Calculations
I_d = (W_d_y/2)*((d_d/24)^2 + (d_s/24)^2);

% Moment of Inertia of

Drum [lb-ft^2]
I_s = (W_s_y/2)*((d_s/24)^2);

% Moment of Inertia of

Shaft [lb-ft^2]
I_t = I_s + I_d;

% Total Moment of

Inertia for Dyno [lb-ft^2]

Support Reaction Calculations
T_w = T_m*GR_1;
F_d_z = (T_w*2)/d_w;

% Wheel Torque [lb-in]
% Tangential Force on

Drum [lb]
F_d_y = 100;

% Radial Force on Drum

(Weight of Vehicle)[lb]
F_p_z1 = T_a/(d_p/2) + F_p_z2;

% Pulley Tension 2

[lb]
R_b_y = ((F_p_z1*l_p) + (F_p_z2*l_p) + (F_d_y*(l_d)))/l_s;
R_b_z = (F_d_z*(l_d))/l_s;
R_a_y = F_d_y - R_b_y + F_p_z1 + F_p_z2;
R_a_z = F_d_z - R_b_z;

Torque Calculations
T_ab = -(F_p_z1*(d_p/2)) + (F_p_z2*(d_p/2));
T_bc = T_ab + (F_d_z * (d_d/2));

Shear and Moment Plots
lenS12 = [0, l_p, l_d, l_s];
lenS12V = [0, l_p, l_p, l_d, l_d, l_s, l_s];
VY1coords = [lenS12V; R_a_y, R_a_y, R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2), R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2), R_a_y(F_p_z1+F_p_z2)-F_d_y, R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2)-F_d_y, R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2)-F_d_y+R_b_y];
MZ1coords = [lenS12; 0, l_p*R_a_y, l_p*R_a_y + (l_d - l_p)*(R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2)), l_p*R_a_y +
(l_d - l_p)*(R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2)) - (l_s - l_d)*R_b_y];
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(VY1coords(1,:),VY1coords(2,:),'-');
title('Y Shear Diagram');
ylabel('[lbs]');
xlabel('[in]');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(MZ1coords(1,:),MZ1coords(2,:),'-');
title('Z Moment Diagram');
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ylabel('[lb-in]');
xlabel('[in]');
lenS = [0, l_d, l_s];
lenSV = [0, l_d, l_d, l_s, l_s];
VZ1coords = [lenSV; -R_a_z, -R_a_z, -R_a_z+F_d_z, -R_a_z+F_d_z, -R_a_z+F_d_z-R_b_z];
MY1coords = [lenS; 0, -(l_d)*R_a_z, -(l_d)*R_a_z + (l_s-l_d)*R_b_z];
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(VZ1coords(1,:),VZ1coords(2,:),'-');
title('Z Shear Diagram');
ylabel('[lbs]');
xlabel('[in]');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(MY1coords(1,:),MY1coords(2,:),'-');
title('Y Moment Diagram');
ylabel('[lb-in]');
xlabel('[in]');

lenT = [0, l_p, l_p, l_d, l_d, l_s];
Tcoords = [lenT; 0, 0, F_d_z*d_d/2, F_d_z*d_d/2, 0, 0];
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(Tcoords(1,:),Tcoords(2,:),'-');
title('Torque Diagram');
ylabel('[lbs]');
xlabel('[in]');

Static and Fatigue Analysis
M_z_max = l_p*R_a_y + (l_d - l_p)*(R_a_y-(F_p_z1+F_p_z2));
M_y_max = -(l_d)*R_a_z;
Tm = (F_d_z * (d_d/2));
Ma = sqrt(M_z_max^2 + M_y_max^2);
% Design for infinite life
% Conservative assumption for keyseat
Kt = 2.14;
Kts = 3.0;
Kfs = Kts;
Kf = Kt;
Sut = 81;

% [ksi]

Sy = 52;

% [ksi]

Seprime = Sut*0.5;

% [ksi]

% Ground Finish 4130 Steel 81 Sut
ka = 1.34*(Sut^-.085);
kb = 0.879*(1.25^-.107);
% Combined loading
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kc = 1;
% Temp Factor not known
kd = .995;
% 99% Reliability Factor
ke = .814;
Se = ka*kb*kc*kd*ke*Seprime;
% Using DE-Goodman Criteria
n = ((16/(pi()*(d_s^3)))*(((1/(1000*Se))*sqrt(4*(Kf*Ma)^2)) +
((1/(Sut*1000))*sqrt(3*(Kfs*Tm)^2))))^-1
% Check for yielding
sigmaPrimeMax = sqrt( ((32*Kf*Ma)/(pi()*d_s^3))^2 + 3*((32*Kfs*Tm)/(pi()*d_s^3))^2 )
ny = Sy/(sigmaPrimeMax/1000)

n = 1.7656
sigmaPrimeMax = 1.4522e+04
ny = 3.5807

Drum Burst Speed
density_aluminum = 0.0975; % [lb/in^2]
burst_speed = (60/(2*pi()))*sqrt((Sy*1000)/(density_aluminum*(3.33/8)*((d_d/2)^2+(d_s/2)^2))); %
[rpm]
maxw_drum = 1066; % [rpm]
sf_drum = burst_speed/maxw_drum

sf_drum = 2.5046

Shaft Critical Speed
E = 29000000; % [psi]
I = (pi()*d_s^4)/64; % [in^4]
A = (pi()*d_s^2)/4; % [in^2]
sw = 0.284; % [lb/in^3]
ws = ((pi()/l_s)^2)*sqrt(((32.174*12)*E*I)/(A*sw)); % [rad/s]
% ws = ws*60/(2*pi()); % [rpm]

EIl6 = 6*E*I*l_s;

% [lbf-in^5]

delta_11 = (l_s-l_p)*(l_p)*((l_s)^2 - (l_s-l_p)^2 - (l_p)^2)/EIl6;
delta_22 = (l_d)*(l_s - l_d)*((l_s)^2 - (l_s-l_d)^2 - (l_s)^2)/EIl6;
delta_12 = (l_s-l_d)*(l_p)*((l_s)^2 - (l_s-l_d)^2 - (l_p)^2)/EIl6;
% y1 = (2*F_p_z2*delta_11) + (F_d_y*delta_12);
% y2 = (2*F_p_z2*delta_12) + (F_d_y*delta_22);
% w1c = (60/(2*pi()))*sqrt((32.174*12*(2*F_p_z2*y1 + F_d_y*y2))/(2*F_p_z2*(y1^2) +
F_d_y*(y2^2)));
w11 = sqrt(32.174*12/(2*F_p_z2*delta_11));
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w22 = sqrt(32.174*12/(F_d_y*delta_22));
sum = (1/(w11^2)) + (1/(w22^2));
w1 = sqrt(1/sum)*(60/(2*pi()));
wc = sqrt(1/(sum + (1/(ws^2))))*(60/(2*pi()));
sf_shaft = wc/maxw_drum

sf_shaft = 1.9816
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B-2: Shaft Shear/Moment Diagrams
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B-3: Shaft SOLIDWORKS FEA
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B-4: Lever Arm, Pivot, and Bracket Analysis MATLAB® Code
pivot_arm_analysis.m
Lever Arm, Pivot, and Bracket Analysis for SMVdyno Senior Project Team
KYLE MILGRAM
10/15/2019
rev 1

Variables
a = 6.25;

% Distance from pivot to alternator [in]

l = 13.41;
b = l-a;
x = a;

% Overall ength of pivot arm [in]
% Distance from alternator to load cell [in]

% Distance from end to a [in], used for equation notation

w1 = 1.5;

% Width of pivot arm [in]

h1 = 1.5;

% Height of pivot arm [in]

t = .125;

% Wall thickness of arm [in]

w2 = w1-2*t;

% Inner width of tube [in]

h2 = h1-2*t;

% Inner height of tube [in]

A = w1*h1-w2*h2;
W_a = 20;

% Cross section area of arm [in^2]

% Weight of alternator [lb]

l_as = 2.25;

% Distance from lever arm center to belt center (alternator shaft length) [in]

d_p

% Diameter of pully [in]

= 4.51;

TM_oz = 198;

% Motor torque of EC car [oz-in}

TM_ft = 1.17;

% Motor torque of ICE car [ft-lb]

T_pl = 38.58;

% Force cause be belt pre-tensioning [lb]

E = 29*10^6;

% Elasticity of arm material [psi]

G = 11.5*10^6;
Sut = 76000;

% Modulus of Rigidity [psi]
% Ultimate strength [psi]

Inertia Calculation of Lever Arm
Ix = ((w1*h1^3)/12)-((w2*h2^3)/12); % Inertia of arm about x-axis [in^4]
Iy = ((h1*w1^3)/12)-((h2*w2^3)/12); % Inertia of arm about y-axis [in^4]
Iz = (2*(((w1+w2)/2)*((h1+h2)/2))^2)/((w1+w2)/t+(h1+h2)/t);
J = 2*t^2*((w1-t)^2)*((h1-t)^2)/(w1*t+h1*t-2*t^2);

% Inertia of arm about z-axis [in^4]

% Polar moment of area [In^2]

Solving Force from Motor Torque
TM_IC = TM_ft*12;

% Converting [ft-lb] to [in-lb]

TM_EC = TM_oz/16;

% Converting [oz-in] to [in-lb]

F_IC = TM_IC * (16/1)/(19.5/8) / 1.25; % Force from IC motor on alternator [lb]
F_EC = TM_EC * (9/1)/(19.5/8) / 1.25; % Force from EC motor on alternator [lb]
F_max= max(F_IC,F_EC);
F1 = F_max+T_pl;
F2 = T_pl;

% Extreme force felt on alternator [lb]

% Total force on tensioned side of belt [lb]

% Force on non-tensioned side of belt [lb]
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Lever Arm Bending
R2 = ( F2*(a-d_p/2) + F1*(a+d_p/2) - W_a*a ) / l;
R1 = F1+F2-R2-W_a;

% Reaction at load cell

% Reaction at pivot

y1 = (x^2+(b+d_p/2)^2-l^2) * (F1*(b+d_p/2)*x) / (6*E*Ix*l);

% Deflection at location of F1 [in]

y2 = (x^2+(b-d_p/2)^2-l^2) * (F2*(b-d_p/2)*x) / (6*E*Ix*l);

% Deflection at location of F2 [in]

y = y1+y2;

% Total deflection in lever arm

Lever Arm Torsion
T = (F_max+2*T_pl)*l_as;
Am = (w1-t)*(h1-t);

% Area withing section median line [sq. in]

Lm = 2*((w1-t)+(h1-t));
tau = T / (2*Am*t);

% Axial torque on lever arm [in-lb]

% Length of median perimeter [in]

% Shear stess caused by bending [psi]

Ang = (T*Lm*l) / (4*G*Am^2*t);
Ang_deg = Ang*(180/(pi));

% Angle of twist in lever arm [rad]

% Converting units for angle of twist [deg]

%Equations for this section from Shigley's Ex. 3-10

Lever Arm Diagrams
% Creating spans for load distances along lever arm
x1 = [0, (a-d_p/2)];
x2 = [(a-d_p/2), a];
x3 = [a, (a+d_p/2)];
x4 = [(a+d_p/2), l];
x5 = l;
X = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5]; % Array of all location spans
% Finding shear at each applied force
v1 = 0*x1-R1;
v2 = 0*x2-R1+F2;
v3 = 0*x3-R1+F2-W_a;
v4 = 0*x4-R1+F2-W_a+F1;
v5 = 0*x5-R1+F2-W_a+F1-R2;
V = [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5];

% Array of all shear values

% Finding moments throughout the lever arm
m1 = x1 * -R1;
m2a= x2 * (-R1+F2);
m2 = x2 * (-R1+F2)+m1(2)-m2a(1);
m3a = x3 * (-R1+F2-W_a);
m3 = x3 * (-R1+F2-W_a)+m2(2)-m3a(1);
m4a = x4 * (-R1+F2-W_a+F1);
m4 = x4 * (-R1+F2-W_a+F1)-m4a(1)+m3(2);
m5 = x5 * (-R1+F2-W_a+F1-R2);
M = [m1, m2, m3, m4, m5];

% Array of all moment values

% Plotable variables for torque over lenth of lever arm
Tx1 = [0,l];
Tor = Tx1*0 +T;
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% Plotting shear force, bending moment, and torsion diagrams from above
figure(1);
subplot(3,1,1);
plot(X,V,'LineWidth', 2);
title('Lever Arm Shear Force Diagram');
xlabel('Distance from Pivot, [in]');
ylabel('Shear, [lb]');
ylim([-75, 100]);
subplot(3,1,2);
plot(X,M,'LineWidth', 2);
title('Lever Arm Bending Moment Diagram');
xlabel('Distance from Pivot, [in]');
ylabel('Moment, [lb-in]');
ylim([-500,1100]);
subplot(3,1,3);
plot(Tx1, Tor, 'LineWidth', 2);
title('Lever Arm Torsion Diagram');
xlabel('Distance from Pivot, [in]');
ylabel('Torsion, [lb-in]');
ylim([0, 450]);
% Factor of safety calculations
Mmax = min(M);

% Highest moment was negative value

sig_LA = Mmax*(w1+w2)/2/Iz;

% Finding max bending stress from max moment

sigprime_LA = sqrt((sig_LA^2) + 3*(tau^2)); % Conbined loading stress
n_LA = Sut/sigprime_LA;

% Factor of safety from calculated stress

N_La = 23.09

Pivot Bending Analysis
Sut_P = 84000;

% Ultimate strength [psi]

Seprime_P = 0.5*Sut_P;
ka_P = 1.34*(Sut_P^-.085);
d = .375;

% Surface factor, ground steel

% Diameter of pivot shaft [in]

kb_P = 0.879*d^(-.107);
ke_P = .702;

% Size factor

% Reliability factor, 99.99%

Se_P = ka_P*kb_P*ke_P*Seprime_P;
BrGap = .25;

% Gap between lever arm and bracket [in]

t_br = .25;

% Thickness of bracket [in]

F_T = T/((w1+w2)/4);

% Apparent force on the pivot seen cause by torque [lb]

% Reaction forces at location of bracket
RB2 = ((R1/2-F_T)*(BrGap) + (R1/2+F_T)*(BrGap + (w1+w2)/2)) / (2*BrGap+(w1+w2)/2);
RB1 = RB2-R1;
l_piv = w1+2*BrGap+t_br;
rho = .28;

% Length of pivot between each bracket

% Density of pivot

mass = (pi*d/2^2).*l_piv*rho;

% Mass of pivot from properties and geometry

I_MP = (mass/48)*(4*l_piv^2 + 3*d^2); % Inertia about pivot.
% Treated like cylinder due to geometry
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Pivot Diagrams
% Creating spans for load distances along pivot
p1 = [0,(t_br/2)];
p2 = [(t_br/2), (t_br/2)+BrGap];
p3 = [(t_br/2)+BrGap, (t_br/2)+BrGap+(w1+w2)/2];
p4 = [(t_br/2)+BrGap+(w1+w2)/2, (t_br/2)+2*BrGap+(w1+w2)/2];
p5 = [(t_br/2)+2*BrGap+(w1+w2)/2, l_piv];
p6 = l_piv;
P = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6];

% Array of all location spans

% Finding shear at each applied force
vp1 = 0*p1;
vp2 = 0*p2+RB1;
vp3 = 0*p3+RB1+(R1/2)-F_T;
vp4 = 0*p4+RB1+2*(R1/2);
vp5 = 0*p5+RB1+2*(R1/2)-RB2;
vp6 = 0*p6+RB1+2*(R1/2)-RB2;
VP = [vp1, vp2, vp3, vp4, vp5, vp6];

% Array of all shear values

% Finding moment values throughout the pivot
mp1 = p1*0;
mp2a = p2*RB1;
mp2 = mp2a - mp2a(1);
mp3a = p3*(RB1+(R1/2)-F_T);
mp3 = mp3a - mp3a(1)+mp2(2);
mp4a = p4*(RB1+2*(R1/2));
mp4 = mp4a - mp4a(1)+mp3(2);
mp5 = p5*(RB1+2*(R1/2)-RB2);
mp6 = p6*(RB1+2*(R1/2)-RB2);
MP = [mp1, mp2, mp3, mp4, mp5, mp6];

% Array of all moment values

% Plotting shear force and bending moment for the pivot from above arrays
figure(2);
subplot(2,1,1);
plot(P,VP,'LineWidth', 2);
title('Pivot Shear Force Diagram');
xlabel('Length From Pivot End, [in]');
ylabel('Shear, [lb]');
ylim([-200, 1100]);
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(P,MP,'LineWidth',2);
title('Pivot Bending Moment Diagram');
xlabel('Length From Pivot End, [in]');
ylabel('Moment, [lb-in]');
MPmax = max(MP);

% Max moment seen in pivot [in-lb]

MPmin = min(MP);

% Min moment seen in pivot [in-lb]

sigMP_max = (MPmax*d/2)/I_MP;

% Max shear stress in pivot [psi]

sigMP_min = (MPmin*d/2)/I_MP;

% Min shear stress in pivot [psi]

n_P = Sut_P/(-sigMP_min);

% FoS of pivot

n_P = 366.36
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Bracket Analysis
Sut_B = 103000;

% Ultimate stress of bracket [psi]

Seprime = 0.5*Sut_B;
ka = 1.34*(Sut_B^-.085);

% Surface factor, ground steel

w = 2.5;

% Width of bracket [in]

h = .75;

% Height for diameter center to bracket top

de = 0.808*sqrt((w-d)*t_br);
kb = 0.879*de^(-.107);
kc = .85;

% Loading factor for axial loading

ke = .702;

% Reliability factor, 99.99%

kt = 7.5;
q = .79;

% Equivalent diameter used for kb

% Size factor

% From Shigley's figure A-15-12
% From Shigley's figure 6-20

kf = 1 + 1*q*(kt-1);

% From Shigley's eqn. 6-32

Se_BR = ka*kb*kc*ke*Seprime;
Sig_BR = RB2/((w-d)*t);
Sig_BR_min = 0;

% Ultimate stress using Marin equation

% Max stress [psi]

% Min stress [psi]

sigBR_a = kf*(Sig_BR - Sig_BR_min)/2;
sigBR_m = kf*(Sig_BR+Sig_BR_min)/2;

% Amplitude component [psi]
% Midrange component [psi]

% Factor of saftey calculation using the modified Goodman line (eqn. 6-46)
if sigBR_m>=0,
n = ((sigBR_a/Se_BR)+(sigBR_m/Sut_B))^(-1);
else n = 1 / (sigBR_a/Se_BR);
end

N = 2.79

Mount Analysis
F_mount = (F_max+2*T_pl)/4 - W_a/4;

% Reaction force on each hole
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B-5: Lever Arm and Pivot Shear/Moment Diagrams
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B-6: Lever Arm SOLIDWORKS FEA
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B-7: Pivot SOLIDWORKS FEA
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B-8: Belt Tension Calculations MATLAB® Code
belt_tension.m
Belt Tension Analysis for SMVdyno Senior Project Team
NATE DEFFENBAUGH
10/25/2019
rev 1

Electric Car Tension Calculations
clear
close all
motorTorque = 198; %motor torque in oz-in
gearRatio = 9; %car gear ratio
drumDiam = 8; %drum diameter in inches
wheelDiam = 19.5; %wheel diameter in inches
DQ = motorTorque*gearRatio*(drumDiam/wheelDiam); %design torque in oz-in as given
d = 63.652; %driver pulley pitch diameter in mm
omega = 2700; %driver angular velocity in rpm
m = 0.272; %mass factor
dtrans = d/25.4; %convert driver diameter from mm to in

as required

DQtrans = DQ/16; %convert design torque from oz-in to oz-feet as required
slope = -omega/DQtrans; %slope of speed vs torque
counter=0;
for speed = 0:1:omega
counter=counter+1;
beltSpeed = (dtrans * speed)/3.82; %get the belt speed from the diameter and angular speed
S=beltSpeed/1000; %calculate S
DQtransCalc = ((speed-omega)/slope); %calculate design torque
Tst(1,counter)=((0.812*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m*(S^2)); %service factor of >=1.3
Tst(2,counter)=((1.05*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m*(S^2)); %service factor of <1.3
speedVec(counter)=speed;
torqueVec(counter)=DQtransCalc;
end
figure
hold on
plot(torqueVec,speedVec);
ylabel('Speed (rpm)')
xlabel('Pulley Torque (lbf*in)')
title('Pulley Torque (lbf*in) and Belt Tension (lbf) vs Speed (rpm) for 15mm Belt')
yyaxis right;
plot(torqueVec,Tst(1,:),torqueVec,Tst(2,:));
ylabel('Belt Tension (lbf)')
legend('Pulley Torque vs Speed','Belt Tension: Service Factor >=1.3','Belt Tension: Service
Factor <1.3','location','southeast')
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m = 0.453;
counter=0;
for speed = 0:1:omega
counter=counter+1;
beltSpeed = (dtrans * speed)/3.82; %get the belt speed from the diameter and angular speed
S=beltSpeed/1000; %calculate S
DQtransCalc = ((speed-omega)/slope); %calculate design torque
Tst(1,counter)=((0.812*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m*(S^2)); %service factor of >=1.3
Tst(2,counter)=((1.05*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m*(S^2)); %service factor of <1.3
speedVec(counter)=speed;
torqueVec(counter)=DQtransCalc;
end
figure
hold on
plot(torqueVec,speedVec);
ylabel('Speed (rpm)')
xlabel('Pulley Torque (lbf*in)')
title('Pulley Torque (lbf*in) and Belt Tension (lbf) vs Speed (rpm) for 25mm Belt')
yyaxis right;
plot(torqueVec,Tst(1,:),torqueVec,Tst(2,:));
ylabel('Belt Tension (lbf)')
legend('Pulley Torque vs Speed','Belt Tension: Service Factor >=1.3','Belt Tension: Service
Factor <1.3','location','southeast')

ICE Car Tension Calculations
function maxTension=tensionCalcICE(shouldPlot,d,m)
%d: pitch diameter
%m: vector containing SDP/SI m values for 15 and 25mm belts.
%m is [0.272 0.453] for HTD-5mm and [0.280 0.470] for GT3-5mm
close all
gearRatio = 16; %car gear ratio
drumDiam = 8; %drum diameter in inches
wheelDiam = 19.5; %wheel diameter in inches

omega = 8000; %driver angular velocity in rpm
dtrans = d/25.4; %convert driver diameter from mm to in

as required

counter=0;
for speed = 4000:1:omega
counter=counter+1;
motorTorque=((-1.31e-5)*(speed^2))+(0.1455*speed)-179.2; %use trend curve for ICE engine
DQ = motorTorque*gearRatio*(drumDiam/wheelDiam); %design torque in oz-in as given
DQtrans = DQ/16; %convert design torque from oz-in to oz-feet as required
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beltSpeed = (dtrans * speed)/3.82; %get the belt speed from the diameter and angular speed
S=beltSpeed/1000; %calculate S
DQtransCalc = DQtrans; %calculate design torque
Tst(1,counter)=((0.812*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m(1)*(S^2)); %service factor of >=1.3
Tst(2,counter)=((1.05*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m(1)*(S^2)); %service factor of <1.3
speedVec(counter)=speed;
torqueVec(counter)=DQtransCalc;
end
maxTension15mm=max(Tst(2,:));
if shouldPlot ~= 0
figure
hold on
plot(torqueVec,speedVec);
ylabel('Speed (rpm)')
xlabel('Pulley Torque (lbf*in)')
title('Pulley Torque (lbf*in) and Belt Tension (lbf) vs Speed (rpm) for 15mm Belt')
yyaxis right;
plot(torqueVec,Tst(1,:),torqueVec,Tst(2,:));
ylabel('Belt Tension (lbf)')
legend('Pulley Torque vs Speed','Belt Tension: Service Factor >=1.3','Belt Tension: Service
Factor <1.3','location','southeast')
end
counter=0;
for speed = 4000:1:omega
counter=counter+1;
motorTorque=((-1.31e-5)*(speed^2))+(0.1455*speed)-179.2; %use trend curve for ICE engine
DQ = motorTorque*gearRatio*(drumDiam/wheelDiam); %design torque in oz-in as given
DQtrans = DQ/16; %convert design torque from oz-in to oz-feet as required
beltSpeed = (dtrans * speed)/3.82; %get the belt speed from the diameter and angular speed
S=beltSpeed/1000; %calculate S
DQtransCalc = DQtrans; %calculate design torque
Tst(1,counter)=((0.812*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m(2)*(S^2)); %service factor of >=1.3
Tst(2,counter)=((1.05*DQtransCalc)/dtrans)+(m(2)*(S^2)); %service factor of <1.3
speedVec(counter)=speed;
torqueVec(counter)=DQtransCalc;
end
if shouldPlot ~= 0
figure
hold on
plot(torqueVec,speedVec);
ylabel('Speed (rpm)')
xlabel('Pulley Torque (lbf*in)')
title('Pulley Torque (lbf*in) and Belt Tension (lbf) vs Speed (rpm) for 25mm Belt')
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yyaxis right;
plot(torqueVec,Tst(1,:),torqueVec,Tst(2,:));
ylabel('Belt Tension (lbf)')
legend('Pulley Torque vs Speed','Belt Tension: Service Factor >=1.3','Belt Tension: Service
Factor <1.3','location','southeast')
end
maxTension25mm=max(Tst(2,:));
maxTension=[maxTension15mm maxTension25mm];

Tension Iterations
clear;
close all;
diamVec=[]
tensionVec=[]
counter=0
for d=40:1:140
d;
counter=counter+1;
torque=1.17*16*(8/19.5)*12/39.37;
distance=d/2/1000;
carTension=(torque/distance)*4.448
preloadTension=tensionCalcICE(0,d,[0.280 0.470])*4.448;
preloadTension15mm=preloadTension(1)
preloadTension25mm=preloadTension(2);
totalTension15mm=carTension+preloadTension15mm;
totalTension25mm=carTension+preloadTension25mm;
tension15mmVec(counter)=totalTension15mm;
tension25mmVec(counter)=totalTension25mm;
diamVec(counter)=d;
end
hold on
plot(diamVec,tension15mmVec,diamVec,tension25mmVec)
title('Pulley Diameter versus Total Maximum Tension')
xlabel('Pulley Pitch Diameter (mm)')
ylabel('Maximum Tension in Belt (N)')
legend('15mm Belt Width','25mm Belt Width')
yyaxis right;
ax=gca;
ax.YAxis(2).Color='none'
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C-1: Preliminary Mechanical Subsystem BOM
Item

Manufacturer

Vendor

Description

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Frame
Shaft Bearing
Block

Existing

N/A

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.125" steel
tube,welded

1

0

0

Grainger

1.25" lubricated pillow block

2

29.19

58.38

Drum

Existing

N/A

1.25" ID drum

1

0

0

Alternator Mount

Team

N/A

TBD

2

10

20

Shaft

Team

N/A

1.25" 4130 steel

1

Shaft Pulley

Misumi

Misumi

1.25" keyed aluminum pulley

1

54.09

54.09

Alternator Pulley

Misumi

Misumi

0.625" bore aluminum pulley

1

42.99

42.99

Pulley Key

McMaster-Carr

0.25" square key

1

0.14

0.14

Drum Key

McMaster-Carr

1

0.56

0.56

6

8.37

50.22

0.25" square key
1.25" two-part clamping shaft
McMaster-Carr
collar

Shaft Collar

0

Pivot Mount
Pivot Mount
Spacer

Team

N/A

2.5" x 2.5" x 0.25" steel tube

1

0

Team

N/A

0.25" steel plate

2

0

Pivot Arm

Team

N/A

1

0

Pivot Bushing

1.5" x 1.5" x 0.125" steel tube
0.375" flanged oil-embedded
McMaster-Carr
bushing

2

0.88

1.76

Load Cell

1

0

Alternator
Pivot Shoulder
Bolt

1

0

McMaster-Carr

0.375" steel shoulder bolt

1

1.84

1.84

Pivot Spacer
Load Cell Arm
Bolt

McMaster-Carr 0.375" ID shoulder bolt spacer

2

0.09

0.18

McMaster-Carr

1/4-28 x 1.5" screw

1

0.56

0.56

Pivot Bolts
Bearing Block
Bolts

McMaster-Carr

1/4-20 x 2.5" screw

3

0.43

1.29

McMaster-Carr

1/4-20 x 0.75" screw

4

0.34

1.36

SPD / SI

125 tooth 5mm pitch 15mm GT3

1

22.49

22.49

Belt

SPD / SI

TOTAL 255.86
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C-2: Preliminary Electrical Subsystem BOM
Item

Manufacturer

Power Supply MEAN WELL USA
Enclosure

Vendor
Digikey
McMaster

Description
120VAC 12VDC 77W
Power Supply
Machine Mount
Electronics Enclosure

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

1

15.63

15.63

1

33.1

33.1

Fan

DEEPCOOL

Newegg

80mm x 80mm Fan

2

4.44

8.88

Power Resistor

Comidox

Amazon

100W 1R Power Resistor

6

1.47

8.82

Encoder
Standoff

McMaster

6-6 Male-Female
Threaded Hex Standoff

2

0.48

0.96

Encoder Screw

McMaster

8-32 Nylon Screw

2

0.063

0.126

Arduino Nano

Ebay

ATMega328P Arduino

1

2.79

2.79

JLCPCB

Electronics Board

1

13.58

13.58

Board

JLCPCB

IR LED

Existing

1

0

0

IR Photodiode

Existing

2

0

0

TOTAL

83.89
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C-3: Preliminary Circuit Board BOM
Part

Value

Device

Package

Description

Price

C1

0.1uF

C-USC0805

C0805

C2

1uF

C-USC0805

C0805

C3

0.1uF

C-USC0805

C0805

C4

0.1uF

C-USC0805

C0805

C5

330pF

C-USC0805

C0805

D1

SBRD10200TR

SBRD10200TR

DPAK228P1005X240-4N

D2

DIODE-DO-214AC

DO-214AC

DIODE

0.1

JP1

PINHD-2X2

2X02

PIN HEADER

0.05

JP2

PINHD-1X3

1X03

PIN HEADER

0.05

JP4

PINHD-1X4

1X04

PIN HEADER

0.05

JP5

PINHD-1X4

1X04

PIN HEADER

0.05

CAPACITOR, American
symbol
CAPACITOR, American
symbol
CAPACITOR, American
symbol
CAPACITOR, American
symbol
CAPACITOR, American
symbol
Surface Mount Schottky
Rectifier

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5

R1

100R

R-US_R0805

R0805

RESISTOR, American symbol

0.1

R2

100R

R-US_R0805

R0805

RESISTOR, American symbol

0.1

R3

47R

R-US_R0805

R0805

RESISTOR, American symbol

0.1

R4

47R

R-US_R0805

R0805

RESISTOR, American symbol

0.1

R5

220R

R-US_R0805

R0805

RESISTOR, American symbol

0.1

SV1

FE15-1

FE15

FEMALE HEADER

0.05

SV2

FE15-1

FE15

FEMALE HEADER

0.05

U$1

AO3416

AO3416

SOT23-3

0.44

U1

MMBT2222A7-F

MMBT2222A-7-F

SOT103P240X110-3N

SURFACE MOUNT
TRANSISTOR

0.13

U2

NAU7802SOIC

NAU7802SOIC

SO16

24-bit load cell conversion IC

1.7

X1

SCREWTERM_2P_254

2POL254

PHOENIX CONNECTOR

0.43

X2

SCREWTERM_2P_508

2POL508

PHOENIX CONNECTOR

0.43

X3

SCREWTERM_2P_254

2POL254

PHOENIX CONNECTOR

0.43

TOTAL 5.46
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C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55
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C-5

C-5: Functional Prototype BOM
Item

Vendor

Alternator
Core
Hand Saw
Hex Socket
Driver
12V Heater

San Luis Auto
Salvage
Harbor Freight

Qty

Cost

Subtotal

1

$

20.00

$

20.00

1

$

8.99

$

8.99

Harbor Freight

1

$

2.99

$

2.99

Harbor Freight

1

$

11.99

$

11.99

2x4 Stud

Home Depot

3

$

2.78

$

8.34

Metric Bolt

Home Depot

1

$

1.47

$

1.47

Torx Driver

Home Depot

1

$

2.37

$

2.37

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

2

$

0.37

$

0.74

Phillips Driver

Home Depot

1

$

2.97

$

2.97

Gold Screw

Home Depot

1

$

6.97

$

6.97

Cut Washer
Fender
Washer
Cut Washer

Home Depot

2

$

0.13

$

0.26

Home Depot

4

$

0.29

$

1.16

Home Depot

4

$

0.25

$

1.00

Hex Nuts

Home Depot

2

$

0.24

$

0.48

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

1

$

2.56

$

2.56

Hex Nuts

Home Depot

4

$

0.15

$

0.60

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

2

$

1.32

$

2.64

ADC

Ebay

1

$

2.40
Total

$
2.40
$ 77.93
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C-6

C-6: Final Structural Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Component

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Alternator

AutoZone

Alternator

1

$

61.99

$

61.99

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

13.16

$

13.16

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

61.12

$

61.12

Timing Pulley

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

48.58

$

48.58

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

24.29

$

24.29

Timing Belt

MISUMI

Alternator

1

$

26.55

$

26.55

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Alternator

1

$

26.60

$

26.60

Steel

BB Steel Supply

Shaft

1

$

10.80

$

10.80

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

Resistor Tube

1

$

10.74

$

10.74

Shoulder Bolt

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

2.16

$

2.16

Sleeve Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

2

$

0.88

$

1.76

Rod End

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

2

$

8.93

$

17.86

Turnbuckle

McMaster-Carr

Load Cell

1

$

20.36

$

20.36

Spacer Stock

McMaster-Carr

Pivot

1

$

5.60

$

5.60

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Various

1

$

6.82

$

6.82

Acetal Bar

McMaster-Carr

Alternator

1

$

6.78

$

6.78

Key Stock

McMaster-Carr

Shaft

1

$

1.55

$

1.55

Leg levelers

McMaster-Carr

Frame

4

$

4.37

$

17.48

Jam Nuts

McMaster-Carr

Turnbuckle

1

$

2.66

$

2.66

Socket Screws

McMaster-Carr

Bearing Blocks

1

$

6.44

$

6.44

Threaded Standoff

McMaster-Carr

Encoder

2

$

0.61

$

1.22

Primer

Home Depot

Frame

5

$

4.27

$

21.35

Rustoleum

Home Depot

Frame

4

$

3.98

$

15.92

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

Bearing Blocks

4

$

0.90

$

3.60

Cut Washer

Home Depot

Bearing Blocks

8

$

0.25

$

2.00

Hex Nuts

Home Depot

Bearing Blocks

4

$

0.24

$

0.96

Lockwashwer

Home Depot

Bearing Blocks

4

$

0.26

$

1.04

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

Alternator

1

$

1.03

$

1.03

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

Alternator

1

$

0.28

$

0.28

Hex Nut

Home Depot

Load Cell

3

$

0.17

$

0.51

Metric Bolt

Home Depot

Alternator

1

$

4.15

$

4.15

Hex Bolt

Home Depot

Load Cell

1

$

0.37

$

0.37

MDF Sheet

Home Depot

Guards

1

$

19.98

$

19.98

Load Cell

Optima Scale

Cell

1

$

130.00

$

130.00

Fasteners

Miner's Ace

Fasteners

1

$

12.09

$

12.09

MDF Side Panels

Home Depot

Panels

1

$

41.46

$

41.46

Steel Frame

BB Steel Supply

Frame

1

$

178.00

$

178.00

Pillow Blocks

Amazon

Blocks

1

$

25.28

$

25.28

Shaft Collars

Amazon

Collars

4

$

5.66

$

22.64

Total

$

855.18
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C-7

C-7: Final Electrical Components BOM
Item

Vendor

Qty

Cost

Subtotal

PCB

JLCPCB

1

$

2.00

$

2.00

Screw Terminals

Amazon

1

$

9.49

$

9.49

Wire Crimps

Amazon

1

$

5.99

$

5.99

10AWG Cable

Amazon

1

$

9.98

$

9.98

Enclosure

Amazon

2

$

8.99

$

17.98

Cable Glands

Amazon

1

$

8.99

$

8.99

14AWG Cable

Amazon

1

$

6.39

$

6.39

Power Resistors

Amazon

1

$

8.79

$

8.79

Power Supply

Amazon

1

$

16.99

$

16.99

120VAC Cable

Amazon

1

$

8.99

$

8.99

Fans

Amazon

2

$

12.99

$

25.98

Arduino Nano

Ebay

1

$

3.69

$

3.69

Temp Sensor

Ebay

1

$

1.27

$

1.27

ADC

Digi-Key

1

$

3.46

$

3.46

Aluminum

McMaster-Carr

1

$

14.11

$

14.11

Total

$

144.10
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C-8

C-8: Final Miscellaneous Costs Breakdown
Description

Vendor

Quantity

Cost

Subtotal

Sales Tax

McMaster-Carr

1

$

7.35

$

7.35

Shipping and handling

McMaster-Carr

1

$

14.74

$

14.74

Sales Tax

Harbor Freight

1

$

1.86

$

1.86

Sales Tax

San Luis Auto Salvage

1

$

1.55

$

1.55

CA Lumber Fee

Home Depot

3

$

0.02

$

0.06

Bag Fee

Home Depot

1

$

0.10

$

0.10

Sales Tax

Home Depot

1

$

2.45

$

2.45

Shipping and handling

Ebay

1

$

0.80

$

0.80

Sales Tax

Ebay

1

$

0.19

$

0.19

Alternator Core Charge

AutoZone

1

$

15.00

$

15.00

Sales Tax

AutoZone

1

$

5.97

$

5.97

Shipping and handling

MISUMI

1

$

24.45

$

24.45

Shipping and handling

JLCPCB

1

$

14.70

$

14.70

Tariff

Digi-Key

1

$

0.46

$

0.46

Shipping and handling

Digi-Key

1

$

4.99

$

4.99

Sales Tax

Digi-Key

1

$

1.10

$

1.10

Cut Fee

BB Steel Supply

1

$

10.00

$

10.00

Sales Tax

BB Steel Supply

1

$

4.15

$

4.15

Sales Tax

Amazon

1

$

6.14

$

6.14

Sales Tax

Ebay

1

$

0.39

$

0.39

Sales Tax

McMaster-Carr

1

$

1.02

$

1.02

Shipping and handling

McMaster-Carr

1

$

7.58

$

7.58

Sales Tax

Home Depot

1

$

2.88

$

2.88

Sales Tax

Home Depot

1

$

0.58

$

0.58

Shipping and handling

Digi-Key

1

$

4.99

$

4.99

Sales Tax

Digi-Key

1

$

0.27

$

0.27

CA Lumber Fee

Home Depot

1

$

0.19

$

0.19

Sales Tax

Home Depot

1

$

2.24

$

2.24

Sales Tax

Optima Scale

1

$

10.08

$

10.08

Sales Tax

Miner's Ace

1

$

0.94

$

0.94

Sales Tax

Home Depot

1

$

3.53

$

3.53

Sales Tax

BB Steel Supply

1

$

15.58

$

15.58

Sales Tax

Amazon

1

$

3.72

$

3.72

Sales Tax

MISUMI

1

$

9.52

$

9.52

Sales Tax

MISUMI

1

$

3.94

$

3.94

Sales Tax

Amazon

1

$

0.69

$

0.69

Total

$

184.20
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C-9

C-9: Final Cost Summary
Project Subsystem

Cost

Structural Components

$855.18

Circuit Board Components

$13.78

Electrical Components

$144.10

Functional Prototype

$77.93

Miscellaneous Costs

$184.20

Total Project Cost

$1275.19
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Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

either fails to
actualized s pecifie
res is tance or fails to
report it correctly

phys ical s ys tem fails
to m eas ure torque or incorrect data
s peed properly

electrical s ys tem fails
incorrect or
to collect torque or
nonexis tent data
s peed correctly

Com puter
and Software
/ Provide
Variable
Res is tance

Torque and
Res is tance /
Meas ure
Torque and
Speed

Electrical /
Meas ure
Torque and
Speed

7

7

tim e-cons um ing to
collect data

s ys tem is
unres pons ive

Electrial /
Us er IO

Com puter
s ys tem is hard to us e us er frus tration,
and Sofware /
was ting tim e
or read
Us er IO

9

uns afe

s ys tem does n't s top
in em ergency

Torque and
Res is tance /
Us er IO

3

data not dis played to
us er

5

5

5

Com puter
and Software com puter s ys tem
fails to collect torque
/ Meas ure
or s peed correctly
Torque and
Speed

m is leading data

8

data would be
corrupted or electrical
com ponents
dam aged

fails to vary
res is tance as
s pecified

Electrical /
Provide
Variable
Res is tance

7

7

Severity

poor or uns eable
data, s ys tem is
dam aged

fails to vary
res is tance as
s pecified

Provide unaccountedRes is tance reading
for variable
too high or too low
res is tance

Potential Failure
Mode

Torque and
Res is tance /
Provide
Variable
Res is tance

Fram e and
Drum /
Provide
Variable
Res is tance

System /
Function

3

2

3

2

1) Overcurrent
regulation
2) Power s upply
protection circuit
3) Belt and pulleys
are checked at
intervals
1) Diode protection
circuit
2) Proper des ign
3) Proper des ign
4) Fans
im plem ented
5) Power wave
controller
1) Proper controller
s pecification
2) PID controller
calibrated
3) Ens ure
characteris tics
provided are
accurate
4) Verify linearity
as s um ption is
accurate
5) Set m ax gains
1) Load cell
properly s pecified
2) Stres s analys is
on arm
3) Stres s analys is

1) bearings get
clogged, rus t, or freeze
up
2) s haft rus ts or
oxidizes
1) alternator overcurrent
2) power s upply s huts
off
3) pulley or belt breaks
4) belt s lips or tens ion
fails
5) arm bends
1) FET or diode burns
out
2) traces overloaded
3) res is tive load
ins ufficient
4) ins ufficient heat
trans fer
5) bad m icrocontroller
power

1) controller too s low
2) bad PID gains
3) bad phys ical
characterizations
4) nonlinearity in
s ys tem
5) s aturation

2

2

4

1) E-s top is
properly s pecified
and tes ted
1) decoup caps for
clock pins
2) Buttons are
properly calibrated
1) Software s ys tem
is continuous ly
tes ted
2) GUI is tes ted by
m ultiple
concentrations of
us ers
3) Software tes ting
4)
Software/hardware
tes ting

1) poor clock for IO
bridge
2) unres pons ive
buttons

1) fails to s ave data
2) GUI too hard too us e
3) output updates too
s lowly
4) input too laggy

2

1) es top failure

1) m is s ed packets from 1) Clos ed-loop
feedback
m icrocontroller

1) Ground is olation
circuit
2) tem perature
1) bad grounds
2) tem perature variation s ens ors
3) Properly
3) m is s ed ticks
s pecified
tachom eter
4

2

1) Ens ure bearings
are greas ed
properly
2) Keep dyno
as s em bly indoors

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

1) load cell overrange
2) pivot arm bends
changing force vectors
3) pivot twis ts

Occurence

Current
Preventative
Activities

1) tes t us ers
report difficulty
to us e
2) bug reports

1) Script
ens ures proper
s ending and
receiving of
packets
1) us er tes ts
es top before
every us e of the
dyno
1) bridge
verified before
booting
s oftware

1) Us er
verification of
data
2) Tem perature
s ens or s ends
warning to us er

1) Us er
verification of
data
2) Us er
ins pection of
pivot arm
as s em bly

1) Tes t Script on
s tart up of
m achine

1) tem perature
s ens or

1) audible and
vis ual
ins pection

1) vis ual
ins pection for
oxidation

Current
Detection
Activities

Detection
1

1

2

1

4

3

1

4

2

Priority

CDR

1) Com pate alternator
characterization to
phys ical tes ting

Pre-FDR

FDR

Pos t-PCB s endoff

1) Verify s afety IO has
highes t priority in
s oftware tas k/s tate
architecture
1) PC s erial check and
hotplug failure tes ting

FDR

Pre-PCB s endoff

CDR

FDR

CDR

1) Software tes ting

1) Tes t us er / SMV Team
28 / Senior Project team
feedback

14

36

6

1) Heat Trans fer
80 calculations to s pecify
"danger" tem perature

1) Sufficient factors of
s afety in m echanical
30 com ponents
2) Sim ulation
3) Software s anity check

0

1) Calculate m axim um
current and voltage
through traces , s pecify
accordingly
16 2) Evaluate protection
circuits with Charlie / Dr.
Ridgely
3) Specify decoupling
caps for power

1) Specify ins pection in
us er guide
2) Specify pullies and
belts with s ufficient FoS
FDR
84
3) Check all bending and
s hear m om ents for arm
and alternator m ount
4) FoS on alternator

1) Ins pect exis ting
bearings to evaluate
28 rem aining life
2) Specify oxidationres is tance bearings

Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target
Completion Date

1) Res earch
com ponents with
overs pecified power
lim its

Actions Taken

Severity

Action Results

F-1

F-1: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
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Occurence
Criticality

F-2

F-2: Hazard Checklist

168

F-2

169

F-2

170

F-3

F-3: Risk Assessment

171

F-3

172

F-3
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F-4

F-4: Safety Plan and Schedule
Responsible
Person

Completion
Date

Create nonremovable guard for top dynamometer
surface to prevent drum pinch point

Jake

CDR

Develop locking mechanism for dynamometer
wheels

Team

Winter week 6

Kyle / Nate

CDR

Locate guarding around resistive heat sink to
prevent skin contact

Nate

FDR

Locate eyebolts in frame as tiedowns

Jake

CDR

Meet with SMV team to discuss required wheel
chocks, strapdowns, and support platform

Team

Winter week 2

Evaluate 12VAC circuit and alternator sink circuit
grounding with electrician and Jim Gerhardt
Built LOTO SOP

Nate

Fall week 8

Create SOP for lifting and moving SMV from
dynamometer frame

Team

Winter week 6

Operation training with pinch point callouts,
unexpected movement descriptions, and software
abnormalities

Team

FDR

Noise measurement during operation

Team

Winter week 6

E-Stop testing (mechanical and electrical)

Team

Winter week 2

Signage for: pinch points, rotating hazard,
unexpected movement, and for surrounding people

Team

Winter week 6

Develop restricted user SOP for manufacturing and
assembly of the dynamometer system

Team

Winter week 2

Action

Create removable mechanical and acoustic guard
for belt, pulley, lever and pivot system
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Relevant Patent Search
H-1: US3050993A – Hydraulic Brake Dynamometer [5]......................................................... 206
H-2: US3135111A – Eddy Current Dynamometer [6] ............................................................. 207
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H-1

H-1: US3050993A – Hydraulic Brake Dynamometer [5]
This patent summarizes the operation of a hydraulic brake dynamometer by means of a hydraulic
pump and tachometer.

The engine, (2), operates a hydraulic pump (3) and has speed monitored by tachometer (5). The
speed controller (11) both monitors the angular velocity and controls an active valve (8) by means
of electric actuator (9). The cooling loop involves a hydraulic pump (25) and oil reservoir (23).
Consequently, the amount of resistance on the motor can be increased by restricting the flow
through the valve, and the subsequent speed performance can be evaluated. Torque is measured
by a pressure gage in conduit (7).
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H-2: US3135111A – Eddy Current Dynamometer [6]
This patent demonstrates the construction and operation of an eddy current dynamometer. While
the focus of the patent is on the details of the construction and cooling system, the means of
operation described is of interest:

The shaft (44), connected to the power source, rotates the connected eddy current ring (30). When
spun, eddy currents are generated in the ring which subsequently induce a magnetic field. This
field reacts against an existing stationary field and thus creates a torque in the housing (10). The
torque may be measured externally (the inventor suggests a scale, though a modern load cell would
serve a similar purpose). The amount of torque relies on the amount of current flowing through
the windings, which can be measured as well.
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I-1: boardSetup.m
function [a, device, encoder]=boardSetup()
% sets up board, returns I2C load cell device and encoder
%check if the variable a both exists and if it is an 'arduino' object.
%Clear the variable and create it as an arduino object if not.
if ~(exist('a','var') && isa(a,'arduino'))
if (exist('arduino','var'))
clear(a)
end
a=arduino('COM7','ProMini328_5V','Libraries','I2C, RotaryEncoder');
end
%scan the I2C bus and connect to the first address found. Note that this
%may have to be altered if another device is added to the I2C bus.
I2Cbus=scanI2CBus(a);
device=i2cdev(a,I2Cbus{1});
%set up the quadrature encoder on the two interrupt pins: D2 and D3
encoder=rotaryEncoder(a,'D2','D3',4);
%set up fan PWM pin
configurePin(a,'D5','PWM');
%set up temperature analog in pin
configurePin(a,'A1','AnalogInput');
%set up estop pin
configurePin(a,'D8','pullup');
end
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I-2: clearRegister.m
function clearRegister(device, registerAddress, mask)
% Clears specified register on the specified I2C device using the specified
% mask. All binary 0 will be cleared (if not set already) and all 1s will
% remain unchanged. It accomplishes this by first reading the existing
% contents from the register, doing a bitwise AND with the mask, then
% writing the register with the result.
valueRead=readRegister(device, registerAddress); %get existing contents
valueWrite=bitand(valueRead, bin2dec(mask)); %apply mask
writeRegister(device, registerAddress, valueWrite); %set register
end
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I-3: getLoadCellReading.m
function [success, reading]=getLoadCellReading(device)
% Read from the load cell if possible. Return a 0 in "success" if the
% conversion is not ready. Return the reading in "reading"
%check the cycle ready bit to see if it set. If it is set then the
%conversion is complete, so we can move forward with reading the ADC
%result. The CR bit is bit 5 of register 0.
if any(bitand(readRegister(device, 0), bin2dec('00010000')))
reading=NaN;
success=0;
else
%read the resulting data from the adc conversion result registers.
%Because the ADC is 24 bits, this result spans three 8-bit
%registers: 0x12 (bits 23 to 16), 0x13 (bits 15 to 8) and 0x14
%(bits 7 to 0). We use option 2, "I2C single read" to get the data.
%First we read register 0x12, then register 0x13, then register
%0x14. Note these registers are 18, 19 and 20 in decimal.
highByte=dec2bin(readRegister(device, 18),8);
midByte=dec2bin(readRegister(device, 19),8);
lowByte=dec2bin(readRegister(device, 20),8);
%concatenate these readings.
rawReading=[highByte midByte lowByte];
%the sign bit is bit 23. To extract this, shift the whole thing
%left by 8 such that the sign bit is at the MSB of a 32-bit number.
shiftedReading=bitshift(bin2dec([highByte midByte lowByte]),8);
%cast to a signed value and then back to an unsigned value.
% https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/answers/39416-binary-to-signed-decimal-inmatlab
castedReading=typecast(uint32(shiftedReading), 'int32');
%finally shift back right by 8 to get the correct value.
reading=bitshift(castedReading,-8);
success=1;
end
end
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I-4: loadCellSetup.m
function loadCellSetup(device)
% sets up the load cell.
%reset all registers to power-off defaults. This requries setting bit 0 of
%the 0 register, waiting a split second, then clearing it.
setRegister(device, 0, '00000001');
pause(0.01);
clearRegister(device, 0, '11111110');
%power up the digital circuit by setting bit 1 of register 0
setRegister(device, 0, '00000010');
%spower up the analog circuit by setting bit 2 of register 0. This requries
%bit 1 of register 0 to be set.
setRegister(device, 0, '00000100');
%check the read-only bit 3 of register 0, which is set when the power-up is
%ready. Do not proceed until it is set. Timeout otherwise.
tic
while (~any(bitand(readRegister(device, 0), bin2dec('00001000'))))
if(toc>1)
%timeout
error('ADC would not power on');
end
end
disp('ADC powered on successfully');
%Manipulate register 1. Set the LDO voltage to 3.3v. The LDO setting takes
%up bits 3 through5 in register 1. Set them to 100 for 3.3v.
clearRegister(device, 1, '11100111');
setRegister(device, 1, '00100000');
%enable the internal LDO. Do this by setting bit 7 in register 0.
setRegister(device, 0, '10000000');
%Set the gain to x128. The gain takes up the next three bits in register 1,
%which are set to 0b111.
setRegister(device, 1, '100111');
%set the conversion rate. This is done in register 2. Bits 4 through 6
%control the conversion rate. We set it to max (320SPS), or 0b111
setRegister(device, 2, '01110000');
%turn the CLK_CHP to off. This is done in register 21 (0x15). The bits 4
%and 5 are set to 0b11.
setRegister(device, 21, '00110000');
%calibrate the chip. Start this process by setting bit 2 of register 2.
setRegister(device, 2, '00000100');
%Wait for the same bit to be cleared. If it doesn't clear, there was an
%error calibrating.
tic
while (any(bitand(readRegister(device, 2), bin2dec('00000100'))))
if(toc>1)
%timeout
error('ADC did not calibrate');
end
end
disp('ADC calibrated successfully');
end
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I-5: setRegister.m
function setRegister(device, registerAddress, mask)
% Sets specified register on the specified I2C device using the specified
% mask. All binary 1 will be set (if not set already) and all zeroes will
% remain unchanged. It accomplishes this by first reading the existing
% contents from the register, doing a bitwise OR with the mask, then
% writing the register with the result.
valueRead=readRegister(device, registerAddress); %get existing contents
valueWrite=bitor(valueRead, bin2dec(mask)); %apply mask
writeRegister(device, registerAddress, valueWrite); %set register
end
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J-1: Getting Started
Check MATLAB Version
a. This software was developed on MATLAB R2019b. If any errors are
experienced, please first ensure that the local MATLAB installation is up-to-date.

Obtain Packages
a. Navigate to the MATLAB add-ins shop by clicking on:
Add-Ons > Get Add-Ons

b. Locate the “MATLAB Support Package for Arduino Hardware.” This package is
produced by the MATLAB Hardware Team. Download the software.

c. If prompted, do not configure the Arduino board during package setup. The
SMVDyno program will complete this configuration automatically.

Obtain Software
a. Option 1 (Recommended for development)
i. Ensure that your git client of choice is running properly. MATLAB also
has git support that is easily accessible from the folder view:
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/matlab_prog/set-up-git-sourcecontrol.html
ii. Create a fork of the repository:
https://bitbucket.org/ndeffenb/smvdyno/src/master/
iii. Use your git client to pull the repository into your local system. Using the
integrated MATLAB control, this would be:
Right Click in “Current Folder” window > Source Control > Pull
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Specify the remote source and your credentials as prompted. When
successful, the git-managed files should be present in your local repository.

iv. After making the desired changes, remember to COMMIT and PUSH
once ready to update the remote repository.

b. Option 2 (Recommended for non-developers)
i. Download the repository from the remote source. For example, BitBucket
supports downloading via the right-hand menu.

ii. Extract the downloaded folder to your desired MATLAB directory.
iii. Navigate to the working folder in MATLAB.

Connect to Board
a. Connect the dyno to the PC using the USB cable.
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b. Navigate to the Windows Device Manager (Win+R > devmgmt.msc). [This
software is not tested on MacOS or Linux-based operating systems, although
running lsusb in the terminal should reveal the board at some /dev/ttyX string that
should substitute for a windows COM port]
c. Locate the board by expanding the “Ports (COM & LPT)” heading. Most Arduino
Nano clone chips use the CH340 chipset – this is not the case for genuine Arduino
boards. Make note of the COM port in parenthesis.
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d. Identify the board setup command in the software. At the time of writing, this line
is line 10 of the file boardSetup.m1. Replace the first parameter with the name
of your COM port, where XX becomes the port number identified above:
a=arduino('COMXX',…
e. Run boardSetup.m to confirm that the Arduino is set up correctly. If
MATLAB throws an error, press the RESET button on the board and re-attempt.

Boot the Frontend
a. Start the frontend by opening the frontend.mlapp file.
b. Run the frontend. You should be greeted with a screen similar to the following
(note that specifics may change as the software is developed):

Explore the Frontend
a. Home Tab
The “Home” tab, shown above, summarizes the typical controls and feedback
present when running the Dyno.
i. The “Panel” division contains the car torque in N-m and the car speed in
m/s. Note that both of these numbers depend entirely on the wheel
diameter, which can be specified on the Encoder tab. The Car Torque
reading is invalid if the drum is not rotating – this invalid value can vary
by a lot!
ii. The “control” division contains the two sliders. The “Duty” slider changes
the PWM duty cycle that directly controls the duty cycle of the power

1

As of the time of writing, the Arduino specified is a ProMini328_5V. The board does not seem to set up correctly if
it is specified as a Nano. This seems to be a known issue: https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/answers/494451problem-connecting-to-arduino-nano-3-0
As both boards should be using the Atmega328P and should have the same pin enumerations, I’m not sure why one
option works and the other doesn’t.
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MOSFET and thus the effective voltage across gate-drain. A value of 0
means that no voltage is applied across the alternator field coils, while a
value of 100 means that regulator voltage (~12V) is applied across the
coils. Greater values mean a stronger field and thus more electricity
generated, or more resistance on the vehicle. The “Fan Speed” slider
adjusts the PWM duty cycle that drives the fan MOSFET in a similar
fashion.
iii. The plot and buttons control data collection. Press the “Collect” button to
append a new data point (car speed and car torque). Press the “Clear”
button to clear the data arrays. Press the “Export” button to save the data
to a file.

b. Load Cell Tab
The “Load Cell” tab contains information pertaining to the ADC and load sensor.

i. The “Force Reading” pane contains a raw readout and vertical gage that
displays the converted force in Newtons. Note that this is the tared value,
meaning that taring the scale will reset this pane to zero.
ii. The “Raw ADC Reading” displays the value read out of the ADC
conversion result registers. Note that the units of this reading are not of
concern, as we correlate the ADC reading to a calibration weight.
iii. The “Tare” pane contains a single button that sets the tare.
iv. The “Calibrate” pane permits the scale to be calibrated. An object with
known weight should be placed on the scale, and this weight entered into
the spinner object in Newtons. After clicking on “Calibrate Scale,” the
new calibration factor will appear.
v. The “Belt Tension” pane displays the calculated tension in the tight side of
the belt from the load cell reading and the geometry of the system. This
value is also invalid if the drum is not rotating.

c. Encoder Tab
The “Encoder” tab contains information about the speed of the vehicle.
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i. The “Encoder Speed” readout contains the calculated speed of the drum
(not the vehicle!) in RPM.
ii. The “Wheel Diameter” spinner contains a user-selectable wheel size. As
of the time of writing, this value defaults to 19.5in and should
automatically convert to meters for calculation.
c. The “Currently Unused” tab includes some unimplemented features.
i. If a temperature sensor is installed (genuine LM35 or similar), the analog
reading may be seen here.
ii. The belt ratio is also selectable here; however, due to the setup of the
system, it does not appreciably influence torque readings.

Tension the Belt
a. Note: This step occurs before the top guard is installed onto the Dyno. Only
attempt with low (5V) power from the PC connected – never with the 120VAC
cord plugged in!
b. Locate the lever arm turnbuckle located in the body of the Dyno. Loosen the jam
nuts located on both ends.
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c. Tension the belt by rotating the turnbuckle casing. Note that this adjustment is
somewhat sensitive.

d. Secure the jam nuts using a wrench. If necessary, use a wrench to prevent the
turnbuckle housing from rotating.
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e. Due to eccentricities in the belt, pulley, and alternator system, the load reading
will fluctuate as the alternator rotates. The data collection system mitigates this
issue by taking the average of multiple measurements, so it is important that the
drum is tared to an average unloaded reading. Turn the drum by hand slowly
while monitoring the load cell readout on the “Load Cell” tab. First, identify the
lowest reading in a full rotation of the alternator shaft. Next, identify the highest
reading. Finally, rotate the drum until a midrange (average) reading appears and
click the “Tare Scale” button.

Ready the System
a. Check that all pinch points are cleared before proceeding.
b. Install the top guarding and the eyebolts in the desired locations. Ensure that all
proper signage is installed.

c. Install and secure the SMV using tie-downs. Ensure that all persons stand clear
of the dynamometer when operating.
d. Plug in the 120VAC supply to the Dyno.
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Run the System
a. Begin the desired SMV cycle.
b. Turn on the fans by adjusting the “Fan Speed” slider. These fans cause forced
convection over the power resistors that are used to dissipate the energy generated
by the alternator. Fan speed and duty should be approximately equal – although it
is safer to set the fan speeds higher.
c. Set the desired resistance by adjusting the “Duty” slider.
d. Click the “Collect” button to add a data point to the plot. Repeat the adjustment of
duty and collecting data until the desired number of data points have been
collected.
e. End the SMV cycle and return the “Duty” slider to zero.
f. Click the “Export” button, specify a name and filetype, and save the recorded
data.
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J-2: Load Cell Calibration
1. The ADC converts the analog signal from the load cell into a 24-bit digital number read
over I2C by the Arduino microcontroller. This calibration factor, along with the tare and
pulley ratio, are generally stored by MATLAB into a .mat file onto the workspace and are
loaded in when the program starts. If this file is lost, the load cell is swapped, or some
other incident occurs, the load cell should be re-calibrated.
2. Remove all weight from the load cell. This includes the turnbuckle, rod end, and
hardware. Remove the ¼-28 bolt retaining the load cell to the pivot and place the load
cell on a flat surface.2 Press the “Tare Scale” button on the “Load Cell” tab.

3. Place an object of known weight on top of the load cell. Enter in the weight of the object
in Newtons. Press the “Calibrate Scale” factor. If successful, the “Calibration Factor”
readout should update.

If desired, this may be done without removing the load cell from the system – ensure that the lever arm is supported
in a horizontal position and that the load cell has nothing on top of it.
2
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J-3: Closed-Loop Control
You may notice that the current software solution is running entirely open-loop. Some desirable
functionality may be obtained by implementing even simple closed-loop control.3 For example, a
desired car speed may be specified, and the resistance automatically change to match. However,
this cannot be implemented until the alternator can be characterized. Once this has been
accomplished, designing a simple PID (likely only needing the P or the PD terms) loop should be
very straightforward.

Firstly, the plant should be characterized. This process determines how the system responds to
inputs. This could be accomplished by running the SMV through a burn cycle and sweeping the
controller (alternator field duty cycle) over all possible values. The output of the system – speed
and torque – can be output, and a curve fit to the alternator performance. This will yield a transfer
function. The difference between desired speed (specified by the user) and actual speed (reported
by the encoder), known as the error, may be computed periodically.4

To adjust the PID loop, adjust the proportional (Kp), integral (Ki) and derivative (Kd) gains.
Although many methods exist for mathematically computing the optimal values for these
constants, a simple experimental method is likely more expedient: Increase the Kp value to speed
response until oscillations occur, adjust Ki to eliminate steady-state error, and adjust Kd to
decrease overshoot.

3

Note that this will probably work best with the E-car, as its motor curve is likely far more linear than that of an ICE.

4

Check the software documentation for calls to periodic functions, which are most suitable for something like this.
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K-1: Emergency Stop Verification
The e-stop is a simple electrical connection that will trigger a dedicated state in the control
software. This program will be designed to latch to this state, meaning that it may not shift to other
states without special approval. For safety reasons, this state is designed to take the dynamometer
from a high-mechanical-power state to a low-mechanical-power one by maximizing the voltage
across the rotor coils. This will maximize the resistance and should cause the drum to come to a
halt.
To validate this functionality, run the control software and a sample burn cycle on the drum
surface. Then trigger the e-stop after different intervals and confirm the functionality works as
intended.
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K-2: Tie-down Procedure Verification
Not having the vehicle properly tied down to the dynamometer poses a safety risk and could
possibly affect the quality of data collected. For this reason, testing needs to be done to determine
which method of tying down the vehicle is most effective. Using the four pre-drilled holes for the
eye bolts, attach a ratchet strap through the eyebolt and to the desired tie-down point on the vehicle.
The four eyebolt holes are assumed to be in adequate positions, but if necessary, drill new holes
and relocate the eyebolts and tie down the vehicle.
After the vehicle has been tied down, run the vehicle on the dyno at a low speed for one minute.
After this, check all the tie down connections and verify that the vehicle is secured. After this the
vehicle is safe to run at testing speed.
If modifications are made to the tie-down locations and procedures, document these and update
users of the new procedures.
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K-3: Precision Measurements of Machined Parts
Upon completion of all machined parts, conduct a quality assurance test. This entails manually
measuring all critical component features using calipers to make sure they are suitable for use in
our project assembly. This is verified by both taking measurements and checking that all the
components fit the design during assembly. If replicating this design, adhere to the tolerances
specified in the Final Drawing Package.
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K-4: Pulley Ratio Verification
Test the system’s functionality on two drive pulley ratios: the existing 1:1 ratio with 72 tooth
pulleys on both shaft and alternator, and a 1:3 ratio, changing the alternator pulley to a 24 tooth.
This will increase the effective speed seen at the alternator by a factor of three, while decreasing
the reaction torque by the same factor. With the adjustable pivot arm assembly, you may easily
release tension on the belt, remove the alternator and pulley, and swap out either of the two ratios.
The success of this verification will be predicated on whether you can achieve the upper bound of
desired resistance using our 0 − 12𝑉 rotor coil voltage range.
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K-5: Alternator Characterization
You will need to characterize the voltage versus speed characteristics of the final alternator design.
You can do this by experimentally setting different voltages across the rotor coils and recording
the shaft speed. Then correlate both variables back to the measured torque, which will allow you
to create a transfer function describing the alternator behavior. If possible, linearize this
relationship; if not, create lookup tables that will permit more accurate characterization at the
expense of a bit more system memory.
The resulting transfer function will permit you to create a closed-loop feedback system that will
allow you to calculate the error between predicted and actual torque measurements. You may then
use this error in a proportional-integral-derivative loop to improve response time, adjust overshoot,
or eliminate steady-state error.
This test also needs to be done by the team when a working vehicle is ready for the dynamometer,
this test is necessary in order to get accurate speed and torque measurements from the
dynamometer.
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L-1: Shaft Assembly Exploded View
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L-2

L-2: Shaft Assembly Cross Section
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L-3: Shaft
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L-4: Drum
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L-5: Frame Components List
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L-6: Frame
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L-7: Lever Arm Assembly Exploded View
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L-8: Lever Arm Bracket
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L-9: Lever Arm
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L-10: Alternator Pulley
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L-11: Resistor Housing Exploded View
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L-12: Resistor Housing
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L-13: Encoder Housing
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L-14: Printed Circuit Board Schematic
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L-15: Printed Circuit Board Layout
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